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ACTIVE MINI SUBWOOFER - PART2

T HIS second part of the article describes
an outpur amplifier designed for the

subwoofer; the fitting of the electronics in the
encJosure; and how the subwoofer can be
connected to an existing audio system.

Output amplifier
Although in principle any outpur amplifier
that can deli ver about 50 watts into 8 Q may
be used with the subwoofer, we felt that
many readers would want a completesystem
and so we designed an outpur amplifier es-
pecially for them.
The amplifier is a hybrid circuit consisting

of CI control section based on an opamp, and
CI power section that uses discrete transistors.
Its circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 8.
The opamp, CI Type OP16 from PM!, is Cl

precision type with JFET inputs and CI

slew rate of 25 V /115. 1t has its own
power supply of ±15 V, wh ich is de-
rived from the 30-V main supply via
R15/04 end KI6/0S.
The input signal is taken to the

non-inverting input of the opamp via
CI. The input impedance is deter-
min.ed almest entirely by R, (sinee
the opamp has JFET inputs).

The bandwid th of the OP16 is re-
stricted to some extent by CI 2.2 nF ca-
pacttor between the output and in-
verting input, end al 00 Q resistor be-
tween the inverting input and
ground. This arrangement may be
compared to the compensation ca-
pacitor between the outputs of the
first differential amplifier in a con-
ventional output stage.

The outpur of the opamp drives
the power seetion via a current
souree based on Tl. This source ell-
sures a stable setting of the quieseent
eurrent through the outpur transis-
tors. The vol tage referenee in the
souree is provided by a high-effi-
cieney LED (01).

The power section eonsists of a
eomplementary compound configu-
ration, T3-T6. Normally, a kind of
super emitter folIower is used in the
output to ensure adequate eurrent
amplifieation. in the present destgn.
currentamplificationalone (a typieal
characteristic of an emitter folIower)
is not sufficient, because the signal
excursion at the outpur of the opamp
is limited to about ±12 V. Same addi-
tional amplification is therefore
needed. A compound circuit pro-
vides current as weil as volta ge am-
plification.

The voltage amplifieation in the
present cireuit is determined by the
amplihcation faetor of the output

by T. Giffard

which would limit the output current. the
amplification of the compound output circuit
has beeil made x4 (12 d ß).

Notable in this outpur stageconftguranon
is the location of the emitter resistors of the
output transistors, which are connected to
the pmver rails.
Setting of the quieseent eurrent level is ac-

complished with variable 'zener diode'
T2-Pl-R4. Transistor Tz is clarnped to the heat
sink between the cutpul transistors to ensure
good thermal coupling. Capaeiters C7 and
CI3 provide a.c. decoupling of the 'zeuer: .

The feedback loopof theoverall amplifier
conststs of resistors R2 aud R3, which set the
overall aruplificatiopn to x23 {27 dß).

The circuit RTOlInd T7 and Re] provides a
delay of a fewseconds between power on and
connection between the loudspeaker and the

transistors end the potential divider; R9-RIO,
between the outpur transistors and the
d rivers. Ta melke sure that the oparnp does
not provide too high (111 outpur voltage.
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Fig. B. Cireuit diagram of the output amplifier speeiaHy designed for use with the subwoofer.
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output stagc being made. It derives power
from the main power supply via 02: this en-
sures that the relay is deenergized as soon as
the power is switched off.

r I!~I----+-<o\
2x22V
2.7A

"'v B80C5000/3300

- ~ +~_-i+)

L_l--~--+--f- 30V
4x 10000u 140V

900122 ·11· 12

Fig. 9. Powersupply for Ihe output amplifier.

COMPONENTS LIST

Miscellaneous:
Rel ~ relay; 24 V; 1 change-over
Mains transformer,

secondary 2><22V, 2.7 A
4 electrolytic capacitors 10 000 ~F; 40 V
Bridge reclifier B80C5000/3300
PCB Type 900122-2

Resistors:
Rt ~ 100kQ
R2~ 100Q
R3 ~ 2k2
R4 ~ lk5
R5 ~ 15 kQ
R6 ~ 220 Q
R7, R8 ~ 470 Q
R9 ~ 180 Q; 2.5 W
Rl 0 ~ 27 Q; 2.5 W
Rll, R12 ~ 0.22 Q; 5 W
R13 ~ 330 Q; 1 W
R14 ~ 560 Q
R15, R16~ lk2;0.5W
PI ~ 2 kQ; multi-turn preset; lop adjust

Capacitors:
Cl~IIlF
C2 ~ 2n2
C3, C4 ~ 100 nF
C5, C6 ~ 10 IlF; 25 V
C7 ~ 220 nF
C8 ~ 471lF; 10 V
C9, Cl0 ~ 1000 ~F; 40 V
Cll ~10011F;40V
C12 ~ 2211F; 25 V
C13 ~ 220 ~IF; 10 V; radial

Semiconductors:
01 ~ 3 mm LED; red; high efficiency
02 ~ lN4002
03 ~ lN4148
04, 05 ~ zener diode 15 V; 1.4 W
TI ~ BC556
T2, T3 ~ B0139
T4 ~ B0140
T5 ~ BOT86 or B0912
T6 ~ BOT 85 or B0911
T7 ~ BC879
ICI ~ OP16
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the amplifier and filter boards on to an alu-
minium sheer of suitable size, which then
serves CIS the heat sink. In that case. fit T2- T6
to the sheet first, bend their terminal wires
upwards Cl couple of millimetres above their
body and pass these through the relevant
holes in the PeB. Make sure that sufficient
space is left betweeu the board and sheet to
a!low sold er connections to be made. Also,
bear in mi nd that the transistors must be in-
sulated from the sheer.

For ctanty's sake, the latter constructton,
on a 3 rnm thick aluminium sheet. is shown
in Fig. 11. The dimensions of the sheet allow
it to be fitred in the sp(lce in the back of the
subwoofer enclosure. For that purpose, glue
four triangular wooden supports in the cor-
ners of that space to which the built-up sheet
is screwed later on.

Fit the boards to the sheet with the aid of
10 111m sp(lcers.

Construction
The amplifler is best built on the ['eH
shown in Fig. 10. Apart from the mount-
ingof tra nsistors Tz- T6, the coustruction
should not present any problems.

Transistors T2- T6 may be fitted in
various ways. depending on the me-
chanical construction. If use is made of
an aluminium L-section, they can be fit-
ted above the board and fastened to the
L-section, which in turn is screwed to the
heat sink.

It is. however, also feasible to screw

Fig. 10.Prinled eireuil board for Ihe output amplifier.
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AUDIO & HI-FI

The pO\ver supply is fitred as far away
from the boards as possible to avoid any pos-
sibility of hum.

Note the separate earth connection for the
delay circuit (ind icated on the peB by an earth
symbol and astertsk) to the central earthing
point. 00 not make a direct connection be-
tween the two earthing points on the am-
plifier board.

00 not yet connect the loudspeaker to the
amplifier.

When everything is ready, first set Pt for
rninimum resistauce and then switch on the
mains. Next, adjust PI for a quiescent current
through the output amplifier of 100 mA: tlus
is measured with Cl millivoltmeter across Ru
or R12 where the reading should be 22 mV.

Finally, switch off the mains. conncct the
loudspeaker to the amplifier and close the
loudspeaker box.

Connecting the subwoofer
There are two ways in which to connect the
subwoofer to an existing audio systeru. If the
systern has diserete pre- and output-ampli-
fiers, er an external connection between
these units when integrated, the best way is
to feed the outpur of the pre-amplifier to the
subwoofer via a sereened audio cable. If that
is not possible. conneet the (second pair of)
loudspeaker termirrals of the system to the
bauana sockets on the subwoofer.

When the connections between the audio
system and its loudspeaker boxes are long, it
is possible to extend them front these boxes
to the subwoofers, since the latter should in
any case be near the loudspeakers for opti-
murrt performance.
The low cut-off point of the existing sys-

tem and the subwoofers l11öy be matched in
several ways. When separate pre- and out-
put-amplifiers are used, a simple first-order
high-pass filter may be provided by adapting
the input capacitor of the power amplifier. lf
the input impedance, Z, of the power amplt-
fiel' is known, the value of the capacitor for a
cut-off frequency, J, is given by:

c = 1/2rrfZ IFI

Another way is adapting the eross-over
network in the loudspeakerboxes. This is not
so simple, however, because in the low fre-
queney range the resonance peak of the sub-
woofer will have an effect, so that the filter
cannot be termiuated into a pure resistance.

A third possibiJity is to leave everything
as it is. Particularly with small loudspeaker
boxes where the low cut-off frequency is in
any case fairly high-normally 75-100 Q- it
is perfectly all right to just eonneet the sub-
woofers into the system.

A fourth solution would be to precede the
present outpur stage by a eross-over network
of a typeof whieh we have published several
during the past few yea.rs. This is CI rather ex-
aggera-ed solution, but it is there ifyou want.
The location of the subwoofers is not verv

important, but they should preferably be n~t
too far frorn the loudspeakers. Crificallisten-
ers may like them between the loudspeakers.
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The sound level may be set with the poten-
tiometer at the back of the sub woofers.

Finally, the input signals may be inverted

with the aid of the phase switch if needed.
Same experimentation here Inay weil prove
to be interesting. •

t.
t

+

51

Fig. 11_Wiring diagram 01 the outpul amplilier complete wilh its power supply.
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output stage being made. It derives power
from the main power supply via 02: this en-
sures that the relay is deenergized as soon as
the power is switched off.
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Fig. 9. Power supply for the output amplifier.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1 = 100 kQ
R2 = 100 Q
R3 = 2k2
R4 = 1k5
R5 = 15 kQ
R6 = 220 Q
R7, R8 = 470 Q
R9 = 180 Q; 2.5 W
R10 = 27 Q; 2.5 W
R11, R12 = 0.22 Q; 5 W
R13 = 330 Q; 1 W
R14 = 560 Q
R15, R16 = 1k2; 0.5 W
P1 = 2 kQ; multi-turn preset; top adjust

Capacitors:
C1 = 1 f..lF
C2 = 2n2
C3, C4 = 100 nF
C5, C6 = 10 f..lF;25 V
C7 = 220 nF
C8 = 47 f..lF;10 V
C9, C10 = 1000 f..lF;40 V
C11 = 100 f..lF;40 V
C12 = 22 f..lF;25 V
C13 = 220 f..lF;10 V; radial

Semiconductors:
01 = 3 mm LED; red; high efficiency
02 = 1N4002
03 = 1N4148
04, 05 = zener diode 15 V; 1.4 W
T1 = BC556
T2, T3 = B0139
T4 = B0140
T5 = BOT86 or B0912
T6 = BOT 85 or B0911
T7 = BC879
IC1 = OP16

Miscellaneous:
Re1 = relay; 24 V; 1 change-over
Mains transformer,

secondary 2x22 V, 2.7 A
4 electrolytic capacitors 10000 f..lF;40 V
Bridge rectifier B80C5000/3300
PCB Type 900122-2
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The circuit of the power supply is
straightforward-see Fig. 9. Apart from the
four 10 000 J.lF capacitors shown here, two
more 1000J.lFcapacitors on the board provide

additional decoupling of the power
lines.

the amplifier and filter boards on to an alu-
miniurn sheet of suitable size, which then
serves as the heat sink. In that case, fit T2- T6
to the sheet first, bend their terminal wires
upwards a couple of millimetres above their
body and pass these through the relevant
holes in the PCB. Make sure that sufficient
space is left between the board and sheet to
allow sold er connections to be made. Also,
bear in mind that the transistors must be in-
sulated from the sheet.

For clarity's sake, the latter construction,
on a 3 mm thick aluminiuni sheet, is shown
in Fig. 11.The dimensions of the sheet allow
it to be fitted in the space in the back of the
subwoofer enclosure. For that purpose, glue
four triangular wooden supports in the cor-
ners of that space to which the built-up sheet
is screwed later on.

Fit the boards to the sheet with the aid of
10 mrn spacers.

Construction
The amplifier is best built on the PCB

shown in Fig. 10.Apart from the mount-
ing of transistors T2- T6, the construction
should not present any problems.

Transistors T2- T6 may be fitted in
various ways, depending on the me-
chanical construction. lf use is made of
an alurninium L-section, they can be fit-
ted above the board and fastened to the
L-section, which in turn isscrewed to the
heat sink.

It is, however, also feasible to screw

Fig, 10.Printed circuit board for the output ampllfler.
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LINE PULSE FUNDAMENTALS:

Introduction

SOME PROBLEMS UNKNOTTED

By Bryan Hart

waveforms tha: support the rhcorericul back- Une modelling
ground.

90130 ~11

A secnon oft.p.l, is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. I. In reel form. this ean be purchased
commercially (e.g. from RS Cornponents).
bUI tor line lengths of a Iew metres. CIt.p.l.
may be made up by rwisting regether. uni-
Iormly [WO pieces ofrvc insulated wire (26
gauge. say) with a pitch of about 5 cm.
lf we imagine the Lp.1. as laid along an

.v-axis perpendicular 10 the plane 01' this
page, the field pauerns that exisr when equal-
rnagnitude direct currents flow inro the page
at 'u und 'b - respectively are shown in Fig, 2.
where the solid lines indicate the nature of
the magneric field nnd the dashed lines the
configurat ion olthe electric field. These Iield
panerns correspond also ro those ofthe basic
propagation rnode tor line rransients dis-
cussed throughour this article.
The magneue Ilux linking the wires is

proportional to the curreru. The Ilux per unit
current is represemed by a series-inducrance
L per unir length. L is a parameter dependent
on conductor geornetry and can be estirnated
by analyticul principles weil known in field
theory but a knowledge of L. by iiself. is
rarely required by I.p.1. users and, if needed.
is best inferred from other readily rneasur-
uble parameters. The electric field arid flux

associaied wirh the concluc-
tors arid the line charge on
them are proportional 10 the
p.d. berween them. so the t.p.l.
has also a per-unit-Iength ca-
pacitance, C. As with L. rhis
can be estimared theoreti-
cally, ifrequired, but is read-
ily derermined practically.
Series lasses may be rep-

resented by a per-unii-length
resistunce R and shunt losses
resulting trorn leukage.
rhrough wire insulation, by a
per-unii-length conductance.
G. The t.p.l.. although dis-
tributed in nature, can never-
theless be considered as
made up frorn as large a num-
ber as we wish of ti ny
lumped secrions, each of
length ch, connected in se-
ries. The idea ofusing a large
number of srnall discrete
lumps lO sirnulate a continu-
ous variable is not unfamiliar
in clectronics. Thus. a digital
time base für an oscilloscope
based on a counter and D-A
converter produces a hori-
zontal pattern of dots on the

Fig. 1. A Iwisled pair line (t.p.l.].

Fig. 2. Field patlerns at a point on a t.p.l. under d.c.
conditions. Solid lines = magnetic field; dashed
!ines = electric tield.

q

900130·13

Fig. 3. (a) a t.p.l. made up trom lumped 'L-shaped' seclions; (b] equivalenl torm tor (a];
(c) reduced torm tor (b) tor lossless !ine [R = G = 0].

q :,
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Throw a stone the size of a golf-ball inro a
can of water the size of a tea-cup und see
what happens: virtually all points on the SHr-
face of the warer are disrurbed simultane-
ously. This is a rough mechanical analogy ro
the case of a "lumped" electrical circuit. e.g ..
a simple resistive poterniomerer. comprising
IwO resisrors, subjected 10 a transient input.
Throw the same stone into the middle of

a village pond and observe a different effect:
all points on the surface of the pond are not
affected sirnultaneously: they are disturbed
only as ripples move outward froru the point
where the stone falls. This is acrude mechan-
ical analogy to the case 01' a 'distributed
elecirical circuit. notabty a transmission line,
with a transient input.
The difference between rhe two cases

arises through the finite time raken for dis-
rurbances to be transmirred. A varianon of
the pond analogy, wh ich has long been used
in the study of wave transmission. is the
'canal ' analogy. In rhis. we consider whut
happens when a straight plank is dropped
iruo a canal in a direcrion perpendicular to
its length. Straight ripples, parallel to the
length of the plank, rnove out ward from the
place where it falls. This analogy is more ap-
propriate in the discussion
that follows, because propa-
gation is characrerized by
movement principally in one
dirnension,
Transmission lines are

very importam in digital
electronics because of their
use in the distribuüon of fast
logic signals, but their oper-
ation is sornerirnes a puzzle
10 budding engineers (so rne
with a predominantly me-
chanical engineering back-
ground). who have been
taught the basic principles of
lurnped-circuit elecrronics
but who have not studied es-
iablished Electrornagnetic
Theory (or been convinced
by it, even if they had!)
This introductory article

sets out 10 c1arify the under-
standing of some fundarneu-
tal aspects of the pulse oper-
ation of transmission lines,
particularly the popular
twisted pair !ine (t.p.l.). The
aim is 10 concentrate on the
basic circuit rheory aspects
and practically observable

(~)ox
P'
I,

Cb' G8x:,,,
-: (~)Jx m~, : Q,
,
,

i!=i2=i

UI
P' r, (i+bil i P', (~)~,, ,, ,, ,
: c~, ,
,

q : ;,
,

u-sn : Q'
(~)o, ,,
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GENERAL INTEREST

Une equations
Consider the section shown in
Fig. 3(c). The currents. ; I' ;2-
shown tlowing in the upper and
lower inductance elernerus musr be
equal in magnitude 10 i. say.
The reason for this is as foliows.

If we imagine the line to the right
of the points p and q 10becontained
within the "black box', the Law of
Conservation of chargc requires
Ihat!(i 1- i2)dl = 0 This is true only,
irrespecrive of the timescale t • if
;}=i2=;·
Applying Kirehhoffs Voltage

Law for loop volrage drops,

11= (IIL/2) + (11 + Oll) + (IIJ2),

where IIL. the inductive voltage
drop, is given by

"L =(Lor)(oi/ol).

Substituting for I/L and rearrang-
ing:

-{Oll/OX) = LCoi/oO III

In passing, ir may seem contrary

10 write the p.d. at (x + d.r) as ([I + 01/). wirh
a plus sign far the incrernent, when physical
considerations tell us that it rnust be less rhan

1/. However. this is in the tradition of differ-
ential calculus. The physics of tbe problern
gives the negative sign in 11].

Kirchhoffs Cutrem Law Ior
Fig. 3(c) gives

]-
screen. However. für a IO-bil converter. the
numberofdots exceeds 1000 and on a 10-cm
screen the trace appears continuous.
The specific configuration of

series and shunt components
adopted to model an elemental sec-
tion of line is a matter of sensible
ehoiee. All ehoiees rnust, by defi-
nition. be equivalent in electrical
characterizarion. We could use a
"l-secrion >, but the .L-sect ion
shown in Fig. 3(n) is analytically
more convenient.

Figure 3(a) is often used for
coaxial cable lines in which the
outer conductor is 'earthed but
this can be misleading. panicular! y
for a t.p.l., because it rnay give the
false impression that one 01' ihe
conductors behaves in a different
way. electrically, from the other,
The alternative model shown in
Fig. 3(b) shows Rund L as equally
shared between the twoconductors
of the t.p.l. and in that respect is
conceptuall y more attracti ve.
For a r.p.l. a few met res lang,

se ries and shunt lasses cun usually
be neglected and the section re-
duces to the 'ideal' 01' 'Iossless
form (R = G ::::0): it is tempring to
say that rhis is 'fonunate for were
it not so.jhe I.p.1. would be of very
resrricted use.
For this case, rhe relevant equa-

rions lend ihernselves simply to
pictorial interpretation and the es-
sential features of line operanon
are not obscured by second-order
effects.

•
900130·14

Fig. 4. View of !ine looking right between p and q at t = 0;
(a) intitally charged !ine; (b) initially uncharged !ine.
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I Ho I,
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Fig. 5. Sliding source description of step
progress.

b
ilV'
~b

Fig. 6. Applying a step input to a line: (a) voltage-step drive
(Sw eloses at t = 0); (b) current step drive.
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Fig. 7. Vollage sketches for Fig. 6(b).

i= (i + oi) + (Co,) I0(11+ au )/Ol}.

For all«If. a condition ulways
uchievnble ifax is smu!l enough.
this reduces ro

121

In the limit ca se ax-----to,J!----70.
the approximaticn sign becornes an
equaliry symbol. We have not pro-
ceeded to this lirnit yct. because the
aim is to avoid the distraction 01'
partial differential relaiionships
that arise when u function is depen-
den! on two or rnore variables.
lndeed. combining 1I1 and 12J to
eliminare oi orollieads to the (par-
tial differential) 'wave equarion
for an ideal line, but such a proce-
dure requires us 10 solve the equa-
tion or, at least. quote solutions for
il.
An alternative approach is to

sbow that a voltage step .u the input
ro the line rruvels along it with con-
sraru amplitudc and uniform veloc-
ity. To do this. we 11lU~tfirst establ ish
a relationship betwccn lf and i and
then derive an expression rar step
velocity that is independcru 01'.1'.

u /i relationship:
characteristic
resistance, Ro
Dividing each siele 01' II J by ihe
corresponding siele 01' 121 gives:

(ou/oi) ~ (L/C)(oi/ou).
er

(ou/oi)' = (L/C).

Taking ihe square root und pro-
ceeding 10 the limit.

(dll/di) = ..J(L/C) = 110, say. 13]

We are entitleel to express l3] in
total differential form because it is
valid irrespective of I. Equation j3J
gives the lirnit case for srnall
changes. The ratic is given the
symbol Ro' because ..J(L/C) has the
dimensions 01' resistance. Ra is
known as the 'characterisuc resis-
tancc' .11 is characteristic of'the line
alone and not dependent on the na-
ture of 11 or i,and is the incremental
resistance looking ro the righr (or
left) between terminals p and q, or
p' and q'.
The expression 'characteristic

impedance is often used but is un-
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neccssary for a lossless line. Ir conjures up
thoughts of rhe frequeney variable U' (01' jw)
and we are opemting here stricr! y in the time
dornain.
Ro is unlike anormal resistor in

that it dissipates no power: ir is u
parameter, dependent on line ge-
ornetry, that fixes a relationship be-
tween the instantaneouschanges in
i and 11 either of wh ich can be re-
garded as a stirnulus while the
other is regarded as a response, In
particular, a step change in lf pro-
duces a step change in i and vice
versa.
Intcgrating [3). the instama-

neous value of 1/ is:

lf=iRo+ Uo

Equation )4J is illustrared in Fig. 4.
in which Uo is any initial line volt~
age. shown here arbirrarily HS pos-
itive. anel for changes in 1/ arid i is
accessible only via the serics resis-
tor Ro. This accessibility to a line
voltage source Ol1!Yvia a series re-
sisror Ro is true also looking 10 the
left at a point on the line. bccause
the line has 110 builr-in directional
properties for pulse propagation.
For an initially uncharged line,

treated from now on, V 0 = 0 and
rhe circuit looking 10 the righr be-
tween p and q reduces 10 the sim-
pler form 01' Fig. 4(b).
A step voltage of magnitude V

appearing at olle moment between
p and q appears at a later time be-
tween p' and q', charging up the line
as it progresses with velocity 1'.

There is no 1055 in amplitude as
there are ussumed 10 be no line
losses,

Propagation velocity v
The propagation velocity. r, is
found as Fellows. Muhiplying euch
side of r I J by the corresponding
siele 01' [2[:

[(011)(0;) / «)x)' [ =
= LC [(011)(0;) / (a')' [.

T'hus, in the limit,

I' = (clrj elf) = I / LC

Since \' is independent ofr, rhe ve-
loeity is constant along the line.
The time, '11" is

'u = 1/1' = V(LC)

Let us check [5] anorher way.
We assurne that \' is constant and
apply the principle of charge con-
servation. If a step wavefront V
travels from .r = 0 to.r = .v' in a time
r' = (x'/I». rhe charge supplied to
rheline by the source is ;(x'/I") =
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[4[

[51

[6[

=(VI / Ro)(.r' / r). This must equal the charge
accumulared by the line capucitance trorn
x = 0 to.v =.r' and this is Cx'V. Thus.

."0a

b 90013().18

Fig. 8. T.p.1.with multiple step current drive.

.-----IIRo/4)

0-----'
r------IIRoI4)

Fig. 9. (a) input voltage contributions tor Fig. 8 tor n = 4; (b) resultant
staircase voltage input.

i
U(X.n

'- 900130·20

Fig. 10. v (x;1 '[ derived trom Fig. 9(b[.

I' I. -I
J +--,

I 1\..
4- 0 ~

.tJ
r V{f·Ir·Im! r V (t'·tr)

"~E?
t t,

v(t-·I,·I",·t, } ®
900130·21

Fig. 11. (a) digital input signal to t.p.l.; (b[ u (x, 1[ derived
tram (a).

UNI·: PULSE FUNOAMENT~\LS

and

I" = I/CR.,. [7[

Subsututing for Ro (frorn l J j) in [71
gives the sarne value for r as in 151.
NOIe that Ro and llf are two basic

paramerers required io be known of
a line. From these can be found C
and L if needed, with the aid 01'
equations Il[ and 16[.

Models for step wave-
form progress
Progress of a step waveforrn is so
basic that it merits lurt her study,
We consider a mechanical analogy
end an electric circuit rnodel.
In u mechunical analogy. we Illay

ccnsider a stationary hopper con-
taining sand over a conveyor belt
rh,u is moving to the right. At acho-
sen moment. the exir pipe from the
hopper is opened suddenly. The re-
sult is a constantly lenghtening.
un i forrn-th ickness. trace of sand on
the belt. Sand here is. of course.
unalogous to electric charge.
A model tor step progress aurac-

tive to the engmeer more ut horne
with lumped circuit theory in~
volves the concept of CI "sliding
xource". Consider the progress of u
step voltuge wavefront of magni-
tude U along an inirially unchurged
line in the direction of increasingr.
Looking to the right ar any point .r'.
the renminder of the I ine appears as
a resistor Ro CIS shown in Fig. 5.
Looking backwards. rowards .v=0.
the line uppears as a voltage souree
V~accessible via u source resisror
Ni} (inside dashed rcctangle). both
of wh ich appear to slide along the
line with velocity r. To produce a
step of magnitude U at .r = .r'. it is
obviously necessary that V~= 2V.
This sliding source approach is

helpful in cnlculating what hap-
pens at the end of a line of finite
length I.

Une voltage u (x.t ):
step and pulse drive
To investigate. cxpcrimenraily. a
I.p.1. subjected 10 Cl step input. the
line cun be 'volrage-driven or
'current-driven as shown in Fig. 6.
In both cases. the condition of
switch S is assumed 10 change at
1=0.
Simple experimental predic-

tions 01' terminal voltage behaviour
based on Fig 6(a) require a knowl-
edge 01' Ro and the certairuy of irs
constancy over the range ofthe out-
put voltage swing. lt is not possible
to guaranlee constancy using stan~
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dardsaruratcd transistor logic circuits (e.g.
TTL) to voltage-drive the line.

In the curreru-drive sehenie of Fig, 6(b).
the outpur resistance, R 0' is gcner-
ally much grearer than R~and can be
ignored by comparison with it. This
is the ease, in practice, with 11

switched long-tail pair driver stage.
II(X, t) denotes line voltage as a func-
rion of varriablesv anel t. Of special
interest are: lI(O. 1). the variation with
, at .r = 0, i.e .. the input wavefonn.
Uj(t); I/(x', t) the waveforrn at an ur-
bitrary pointr = .r': II(X. r'), a plot of
line voltage as a function of .r ar a
specific time r = t', Fig. 12. Current-driven terminated line.

In Fig. 7(a), /I] (I) is a step of mag-
nitude IRa because the line appears initially,
at its input terminals. as a pure resistance Ro'

1/(.1', t) in Fig. 7(b) is 1/(0,1) delayed by a
time interval (x'/r): the line is uncharged at
.r' ri ll the step reaches rhar point. I f the swirch-
ing action occurs all = '0' the line is charged
IIp 10 the point ,'(1'-10)'

Unlike IIj(r) and 11(.\"'.1). wh ich can be
monitored, {I(.u') is not a waveform.
However, if we choose an appropriate scale
on the paper as in Fig. 7(c). we can rnuke
the graph appear complcmentary to thai of
Fig. 7(b). This means that the SUIll of ordi-
nates of the two graphs. at a given point on
the horizontal axis, gives a constant value,
This scale changing 'trick ' is useful in de-
riving /1(.\",1') from /I I(x' ,r) for the general case
of a line signal thar is not a srep, as we will
show now.

In Fig. 8. 11 currenr sources each of
strength I/li are connected 10 a t.p.l. via
switces SI-SII.

SI changes state at 1= (/0 + .1/r). where
.1/r = 1(tl/ -/0) / 1/ I. and purnps a current 1/1/
into the line. This is followed at successive
time inrervals .1'r by $2-SII, respectively.
causing additional current steps 1/1/ to be ap-
plied in sequence to the line input.

Equation [41 specifies a linear reim ion-
ship between 11 and i. so the Principle of
Superposition is applicable and we can add
algebraically the effects of each input raken
separately to obtain rhe overall response.
The resulting waveform for /f1(I) is a volt-

age 'stairease', wh ich, für J/ = 4. is shown in
Fig. 9(b). The dasheclline joining the edges
of the treads intersects the ,-axis at , = 10'
Suppose naw that instead of 11 = 4 we let
11-7 co. The staircase edge Ihell assumes the

(;ENERAL INTEREST

,j

profile of the dashed line in Fig. 9(b) and
Fig. 10. We have thus deduced I/Cr. ,') Ior u
rarnp input. The general case for an input of

Sendillg End Receiving End

arbitrary shupe is worked out similarty by
considering steps of unequal rnagnitude
and-ir necessary=-opposuc polarity when

the switches in Fig. 8 change stare.
Thus. the digital input signal of

Fig. 11(a). with transition rirnes 'r
und 'r purposely chosen unequal.
produces lIer. t') in Fig. 11(b). Figure
l l (c) may be regarded as a scaled
mirrar image of Fig. 11(a) displaeed
along the horizontal axis. An alter-
native graphical methocl for obtain-
ing /I(.\".!') from/l(O. r) is given in the
reference at the end of rhis article.

<:xi]1·
r 900130·22

P j

2U

Reflections
It is convenient to imagine a semi-inf'inite
line. stretching Irom.v = 0 ro.v = 00, in an ini-
uut discuxsion 01' lines bccause ir simphfies
the presentation. However. onee the progress
01' a step wavefrom is undersiood we can
consider what happens at the end of a line 01'
finite length / when a pulse edge or a pulse
01' arbiirary shape reachcs it.
Consider the scheme shown in Fig. 12,

where RT is a tenninaring resistor. A voltage
wavefront /Ir of .uuplitudc U = IRQ' which
we cull rhe torward wavefrom, starts down
the line at 1=0 when S opens. It reaches the
end 01' the line in the one-way delay time
ld=!/I'=/Iw
The terminal voltage /Ir at f = 'd is calcu

lated trom the sliding source equivalenr cir-
cuit 01' Fig. 13: "T(I) = 2URT !(RT + Rol.
Now, /lT = /Ir (the terminal voltage step is
equalto the amplirude ol'the torward voltage
wavefront on tbe line) if RT = No.
This is the case of ul ine 'rnatched 01' 'cor-

rectly tenninared ut the receiving end. Then
RT dissipates energ y nt rhe same rate CIS it is
supplied ro the line Irom the source. No en-
ergy is reflected. that is. sent back 10 the
source. As far as any effect on the sending
end is concemed. the line IllC1Y just as weil
be considered semi-infinite despite its actual
finite length. There is an analogy here in
radur. lf the energy in '-I radur beam is com-
pletely absorbcd by a target. there is no re-
flecrion, that is. tbe target is "invisible". As
fnr us rhc radar receiving equipment is eOI1-
cerned. the !arget may be regarded as located
al a point an infinite disti.\nce away. Suppose.
however. that RT t:. Ro' Then. fiT t:. /11" all the
energy associated with /lrcannot be absorbed
by RT. and a reflected wavefront 1/1' is pro-

900130-23

Fig. 13. Caleulalion of terminal voltage at f = td'

2U''---

",

2U''---

900130-34

Fig. 14. Generalion of vr for RT # Ro: (a) Rt> Ro;
(b) RT< Ro'

l
U\_,I)

900130-25
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Fig. 15. (a) line voltage for 2td~t >td; (b) sliding eireuil equivalent eireuit form for (a); (e) eireui! for ealeulating vl(2td)'
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UNE PULSE PUNDAMEN'fALS

duced. The amplirude and polarity
of ur must be such that the Principle
of Superposition is applicable at the
term inat ion.Th us, J
or

90013Q.26
as previously shown in l6].
With reference to Fig. 16. the cuse

RT=: 00 gives the waveforms for 1ft (1)
and i, (t ) in Fig. 19.

w'" ~ L/(I')'!2 1141

Equating Will and Ws yields:

However. Ro ~ .J(L !C ). so that

lu ~ .J(LC) 1161

Substituring for IIT from [8J and
uf =: U. gives Fig. 16.Current-drlvsn line, matehedat the sending end.

1I,~ 112VRT!(RT+Ra) I-VI ~PVTV

[ 101

where PVT is the voltage reflection coeffi-
cient at the termination und is defined by

Figure 14 shows a geometrical consuuc-
rion giving /Ir for the cases:

(a) RT > Ro. and hence PVT > 0, and

(b) RT < Ra. and henee PVT < O.

For either condition. the reflected voltage
wavefront travels back 10 the source.
A plot of line voltage for 2/d:?: , > '<t is

shown in Fig. I 5(a) for PVT =: O.This resulrs
front adding Hr to the existing line voltage
giving a total line voltage (I + PVT)U at the
position of the wavefront.
The total line voltage is also obtained

from the sliding source equivalent circuit
wh ich, in this case. ccmprises a generator
2pVTU in series with an outpur resistance No
as shown in Fig. 15(b):

Since there is alreudy a line voltage U und
/Ir =: PVTU, this means a further torward. re-
flected wavefront of arnplitude PVTU. This
also follows frorn r I 1J since the voltage re-
fleetion eoefficient is uniry für an ideal cur-
rent source.
The current-driven line 01' Fig. 12 with

RT* Ro is of restricied use. Two cases of re-
fleet ion 01' practical interest for a curreru-
driven line with an intentional mismatch at
tbe receiving end are considered next.
With reference 10 Fig. 16, in wh ich a shunt

matehing resistor is incorponued at the send-
ing end. the two cases correspond to NT =: 0
und RT =: 00.

Consider first the case RT =: O. Writing U
for FRu /2, it follows that "I (0+) ~ V. From
[111. PVT~-I. The equivalent eireuit forcal-
cularing /I[ (2'd)' and {{(.r) Ior r > :lId is shown
in Fig. 17.

In Fig. 18, "I(t) is a pulse 01" amplitude V
and duranon 2'd' The line input current. il.
and the energy supplied by the sourcc. W~,
are shown in Fig. 18(b) and Fig. 18(c) re-
spectively.
An argument based on the Principle of

Conservation ofEnergy leads ro an algebraic
expression for 'w Thus,
ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMUER 1990

r 2U

2U-r ~O~"-,'-2-',-J-----r--

Fig. 17. Equivalent eireuit for ealeulating
v,(2td) for RT = O.

iU'~----"":_"""R/21o ",
oL,---'2"'.~~------, ----7,

@I,i Ul-l_~I---"
, ,, ,., ,, ,

C0 p.i~: :_IU,/21

....
w,

900130·28

Fig. 18.For RT = 0, the energy,Ws, supplied to the
line by the souree (e) is obtained by multiplying
graphs (a) and (b),

o -'
90013Q.29

Fig. 19. vl(~' i,(~for the ease Rr = =.

At I =: 2'd' the line stores no energy in irs
electric Iield since at that time II[ =: O. All the
energy, Wm. is srored in the magnetic fiele!:

Concluslon
This unic!e has dealt in deuiil wiih some ,IS-
pects of line pulse operaiion thar ure eiiher
ignored or skimpily covered in the Iirerature.

Reference:

DigilO! Signat Transmission: Lilie Circnit
Tec!tl/o!ogy by B.L. Hart. Van Nestrand
Reinhold (UK). 1988 (Chapter }). •

PWM CONTROLLER JC

The 5i9120 pulse-wldth modulation
(PWM) controller IC frorn Siliconix of-
fers a low-cost solution to the provi-
sion of a wide input-voltage range for
uruversal-tnput power supplies.
The unique wide-input range of
50-450 V enables the 5i9120 to op-
erate dtrectly frorn recttfled 110 V or
220 V AC power lines.
All essential conlroller functions are
integrated in the the 5i9120, includ-
ing high-voltage start-up ctrcurtry.
oscillator. error amplifier. voltage rel-
crence. and a non-Inverted CMQS out-
pu t driver for the external MQSFET. The
low supply current of 1 mA aUows
hrghly effieient. very reltable opera-
uon at high temperaturcs. and the-
high frequency (500 kHz) meets the
htgh-performance demands of mod-
ern power supplies.
SiJiconix has manufacturing and
sales operations in the USA. United
Kingdom, Hong Kong and Taiwan.
Other sales offices are located in
Gerrnany. France, Italy and Sweden.
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~O~511-r
PC-CONTROLLED VIDEOTEXT

DECODER PC-VT7000

PART 1 INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE DECODER

This Videotext decoder, designed and marketed as a kit by ELV,
allows the decoding and storage of Videotext (or Teletext) pages on

an IBM PC or compatible. Among the special features of the
PC-VT7000 are fast access to subpages, the possibility of using a
video recorder for separate processing of subtitles (particularly

useful for the deaf and hard of hearing), and the use of a
SCART-compatible TV set for displaying the decoded pages.

Videotext, Teletext, CEEFAX and Grade are
but Cl few names given by broadcasters to Cl

special information service transmitted dur-
ing the blanking period ofTV signals. The in-
Formation is brought to the viewer via pages
of text and graphics. which can be ca lied up
by entering the approprtate number on the
remote control of the TV set. Among the sub-
jects in the Videotext service are news items,
sports, wearher information and TV pro-
granune overviews. J n most cases, the pages
are updated by the broadcaster's editcnal
staff fOT the Videotext service.

In the PAL TV system, 625 TV lines are
transmitred as two interlaced fields of
312.5 lines each. About 50 of these lines fall
inside the vertical retrace (or blanking) pe-
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rtod, wh ich is not normally visible Oll the TV
screen. These 50 lines Me used to convey test
signals and digital iuforruation (see also
Ref. n

Teletext is usually conveyed Viel lines Tl
to 14, and 20 aud 21, in the first field, and 324
to 327, and 333 end 334, in the second field.
At a field frequency of 50 Hz, the maximum
text !ine rate is about 300 per second, COlTe-

sponding to about 12 pages per second.
Ta be able to receive Videotext pages, you

need CI special decoder. Most modern TV
sets, and eveu some of the la test video re-
corders, have such Cl decoder as Cl built-in
unit. Where a decoder is not part of the TV,
it may often be purchased and installed as an
upgrade.

After entering the requested Videotext
page number on the rernote control, the de-
coder storts to search for it. The senrch pro-
cess is indicated by the three-ötgit page
counter in the upper left-hand corner of the
TV screen. When the page is found, the
search process stops, and the relevant infor-
mation is shown on the screen. Unfortu-
narely. finding CI perttcular page may take
quite same time - depending on the recep-
tion conditions and the number of pages in
the service, wait times of up to 105 are not
uncommon. Particularly v../hen frequent use
is made of Videotext pages, the long wait
time before they are available is CI real dlsad-
vantage of an otherwise extremely useful in-
formation service.
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The PC-VT7000 hns CI number of advart-
tages over a conventional Videotext decoder
built into Cl TV set. Ta use the unit, you re-
quire either a video recorder with a CVBS
(c11Tominance-video-blanking-synchroniz-
ation, also ca lled compostte video) outpur. or
a TV set (with or without a Teletext decoder)
with a SCART socket. The CVBS signal taken
from this socket is fed to the PC-VT7000.
After decoding and processtng. the
Videotext pages may be displayed either on
the TV set (wluch takes in the video signal
via the SCART socket), or on the monitor of
the PC A video recorder may be connected
to the second SCART socket on the PC-
VT7000 to enable Videotext pages as weil as
TV pictures with subtules to be recorded.
The latter option is of particular interest to
the deaf and the hard of bearing.
A further special feature of the decoder is

its ability to produce hard copy of Videotext
pages on a printer. By using this option you
are in a position to print out, say, the day's
programme overview, or the current
wearher situation (wh ich consists of charts
and rables). The final advantage of the PC-
VT7000 over a conventional Teletext decoder
is that it enables YOll to have immediate ac-
cess to subpages. Mostconventional Teletext
decoders allow you to enter the main p<'lge
only. To view the subpages that belong with
this main page, you have to sit nnd wait for
the decoder to show them one after the other.
Normally, a subpage is shown 10 seconds or
so before the next appears. There is. how-
ever. no way to skip subpages to get nt the
one you do want to read. Many Videotext
users find this irritating and a waste of time.
The PC-VT7000 has a special page memory
that solves this problern by offering you im-
mediate access to any subpage.

Connecting the decoder
The PC-VT7000 consists of two units: (1) an
Insertion card for PCs that provieles an Je
bus Interface, and (2) the decoder proper.
The inputs and outputsof the decoder are

found on the rear panel of the ELV 7000-se-
ries enclosure. These inputs and outputs are
used toconnect the PC insertion card end the
video equipment.
The minimurrt equipment to run the sys-

tem is a TV set with a SCART socket, which
must be connected to the PC- VT7000 via a
SCART cable. One of the pins on the SCART
socket of the TV supphes the composite
video sfgnal. wh ich is used by the decoder to
extract the Videotext information. This infor-
mation is processed and turned into a video
signal that is fed back into tIle TV set, again
via the SCART connection, which thus func-
tions as a bidirectionallink.
The second SCART socket on the rear

panel of the PC-VT7000 a1iows a video re-
corder to be connected. The special lise of the
VeR for recording TV programmes with a
subtitling service has already been men-
tioned.
The toggle switch on the rear panel is

used to select either the TV set or the video
recorder as the source of the CVBS inpu t sig-
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PC-CONTROLLED VI DF.OTEXT DECODER PC-VT7000

D
TeVBS (C)VBS

eVBS

\ /

eVBS

1IIIII E3
IIIII!!!!!!!!!IIII 111g

l'cRGB

Multiplexer
"--jVT

VBS .... __ .....I._~---,

Decoder Memory

eVBS

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Videotext decoder, and tts connecttons to external equipment.

nal for the decoder. When tlus switch is set to
TV, the TV set rnust be switched on -other-
wise, the tuner can not supply a CVBS stgnnl
to the decoder. For the same reason. when
the switch is set to the other position, the
VCR must be on or in stand-by mode. i.e., its
tuner must supply a video signal that con-
tains Videotext Information. To er-able the
PC-VT7000 to store Videotext p<1ges on the
PC, or programmes wlth subtitling on the
VCR, the input source switch must be set to
TV.

There is one special equipment conflgu-
ration in wh ich a TV set is not rcqutred:
when (I VCR ts used as the CVBS stgnal
source. and a computer screen only to dis-
play the Videotext pages.
The [C insertion card Is powered by the

PC The cable bet ...veen this interface card
end the decoder also carries the required
supp!y vo'tage, so that a separate power
supply is not required to use the svstem.

The hardware: an overview
The block diagram in Fig. 1 shows the way in
which the prevtously discussed units are in-
terconnected. The heart of the circuit is
formed by the Videotext decoder, wh ich
cornmunicates with theother units via Cltwo-
way multiplexer that forms part of the main
decoder. The CVBS signal thai contains the
Videotext Information of the relevant brond-
caster is supplied by the tuner in the TV set.
As alread y mentioned, the decoder mayaIso
accept the CVBS Signal of a video recorder,
provided this is not uscd to playa tape. Un-
fortunately, owing to their Iimited
bandwidth and recording method, very few
videorecorders are capable of reproducing Cl
usable Videotext signal from tape. However,
the VCR is perfect for recording and repro-
ducing decoded Videotext pClges and pro-
grammes with superimposed subtitJes.

The CYBSsignal applied to the decoderis
analysed to extract and store the TV Iines
thClt contain Videotext information (see also

Ref. 1). Next. the information is eieher sent to
the pe via the IC bus (see Ref. 2), or fed to the
display controller which uses it to build a
complete pietute that can be displayed on
the TV scrceu.
The system also allows decoded

Videotext pages as well as subtitles with the
current programme to be recorded (cn the
VeR) or stored (on the PC). It should be
noted that the stored Videotext pages and
the subtitles are displayed in black and
white. while the VeR record'ngs are. of
course. in colour.

Control program
The functtons of the PC-VT7000 are con-
trolled from Cl PC running a special program,
loaded from floppy disk or hard disk. This
program is ca lied tlP by typing VT followed
by Cl carrtnge return. The program automati-
call y prompts the Videotext decoder to
search and display pege 100 on the pe mon-
itor or the TV screen. The command to da so
is issued by the PC insertion card and sent to
the decoder via the [2C bus. Page 100 is pro-
vided ClSa default value: by simple progr<1lll-
ming, the softwate can be changed to load
any other pege Oll starting the system.

Although the control program supplied
with the rC-VT7000 is large.y self-explana-
tory, a help function giving details of a11 es-
sential actions may be called up at any time
by pressing funetion key Fl.
The three-digit nUlllber of the reguested

page i5 entered on the PC keyboard. A page
selection windm-v appears on the PC screen
when the first digit is typed. Since the page
number invariably consists of three digits,
the eR key need not be pressed when the
number is complete. The requested page IS
displayed <1S500n as it is found in the
Videotext datastream. Jf the page is not ac-
tive, or can not be fOl..lnd, a message appears
after Clshort '.'vhile.

Asalready mentioned, the PC-VT7000 of-
fers a fast way of c<111ingup subpClges. After
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RADIO AND TELEVISION

Fig. 2. Example of a Teletext screen (BBC TV Europe programme via satellite).

loading the main page. stmply press the i or
the l key to leaf througb the subpages. The
action on part of the Videotext decoder is vir-
tually immediate. The other two arrow keys.
e-. and ~,Clre used to leaf through the main
pages. Since rhe main p<lges are not stored
sequennally. this may take rnore time than
with subpages.
The current Videotext page may be sent

to a printer by pressing F2.
Function key F3 allcws the currently dis-

played page to be converted into a data file.
After pressing F3 you are prompted to enter
comment which helps you identify rhe pnge
when it is retrieved Iater. The program auto-
matically asssgus the page nurnber to the file
as an identifier.

Videotext data files I11<lYbe retrieved by
pressing F4. You are prompted to enter the
number of the requested page, which is sub-
sequently loaded from disk aud displayed
on the pe screen. Note that this function is
a vailable even when neither the IC insertion
card. the main decoder, nor the TV sct are
connected.

The list of Videotext datafiles stored on
the cornputer, along with the associeted
comment, mClYbe called up by pressing the
FS key.

Finally, the control program may be ter-
rnlnated by pressing the ESC key.

TheVideotext decoder
The circllit diagram of the decoder is given
in Fig. 4. Asalready mentioned, this circuit is
fitted into a 5eries-7000 type enclosure. The
eVBS signal is applied to the decoder either
via pin 20 ofSCART socket BU, (TV setl, or
via pin 20 of BUz (video recorder). The eVBS
signalslIpplied by the TV set is terminated
with resistor RI, and applied to pins 4 emd 11
of analoguemliltiplexer ICs. When the eVBS
signal from the VeR is used, this is Clilied to
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pins 2 Emd 15 of the SC1I11e Ie. The required
terminating rcststance is then formcd by thc
TV set, whose CVßS input is connected to
pin 19 of socket BUl. ln G1S(' {\ TV set is not
connected, switch SI must be set to thc u pper
position to allow R2 to function CIS a termi-
nating resistance.

The SCART sockets, BU I and BU2, are
wired in a mariner that allows the video re-
cerder and thc TV set to be used for record-
ing programmes and playtng back tnpes just
as if the PC-VT7000 were not connected, nnd
without having to change IIny cab!e or con-
nection.

The CVßS signal with the Videotext in-
formation in its vertical blanking period is
applied to electronic switch (multiplexer)
ICs. Depending 011 thc source selection
(Rec/TV) set with S2, eilher the eVBS signal
from fhe TV set, or that from the tuner inside
the VeR, is routed to the parallel-cor-nectcd
Je outputs, pins 3 aud 13. This is achieved by
52 determining the logic level at address se-
leenon input A of the 4052.

SAAS231 VIP2
The composire video signal arrives at the
input of the video processor, ICI (SAA5231)
via coupling capacitor C6. The SAA5231 V[P
(Video Interface Processor) extracts the
Videotext information from the data carried
in the previously mentioned TV lines in the
vertical blanking interval. The block dia-
gram of the 5AA5231, ,·vhich is manufac-
tured by Philips Components, is given in
Fig. 3. Its tasks include:

sepi'lrating and regenerating the
Videotext information;
generating a clock signal that is synchro-
nous to the current picture;
supplying data to the display controller
that fo1l0\'\I5 it;
extracting the synchronization compo-
nents from the CVBS signal;

supplytng the svnclu'unization compo-
nents to the dtsplay cent-oller that fol-
10\'\15it:
switching to internally genera ted syn-
chronization VI.' hen the extern al synchro-
uization fails;
supplytng the synchroruzntton compo-
nents at positive and negative polarity:
locking the iu tetna l 13.S-MHz quartz-
controlled oscillator to the applied CVBS
signa!;
adlusting itself to the leve! of the applied
CVBS signal.

The CVßS signal applied to pin 27 of ICI is
fcd tu an internal adaptive data scparauon
stage with a slicing level of SO~kof the CVBS
slgnal amplitude. The slicing level is set to
50(;: to achieve the h'ghest possibJe noise im-
rnun itv. The 8-bit data supplted by the VIP2
consists of 7 databits and 1 parity bit.

As shown in Fig. 3, the CVBS signal is
<1150 fed tu the input of an adaptive sync 5ep-
aranon circuit. The slicing lcvel of this circuit
is adjusted automatically CIS a function or the
inpu t an-plitude. This is done to cornpensate
low-frequency level variations.
Thc VI P2 suppltes tl-c Videotext data and

the assooated clock pulses at outpur pins 15
and 1..\.respecttve.y. fOT use by the display
conrroller that follows it.

The outpur frequeucv of the 6-MHz VCO
(voltage-controlled oscillator) on board the
VlP2 is controllcd via a phase detecror. with
the aid of a line-frequency clock signal at
pin 28. This is done to cnsure that the gen er-
atcd Videotext characters are synchronized
to the current picture as regll ired for the su b-
titling service. The synchronization pulses
obtained from the input video signal are also
applted to the phase detector. The 6-MHz
clock. wh ich is phase-locked to the sync
pulses. is coupled oul via pin 17 and applied
to the relevant input, pin 9, of the display
controller, a SAA5243.

Pin 28 of ICI accepts the composite syn-
chronization signal genera ted in the
SAA5243. When the synchronization signal
nt the CVBS (TV prograrnme) input of the
VIP2 fails. this chip automafically switches
to the replacement sync stgnal furnished by

" S.v.s231 ~"","d.,.
(V~2) oolp\>1(TTD)

Iioe heq .. ocy ö MH1. cloolc
... d Iuom I. ~.u..s2'J (ECClj

~3(ECer)

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the SAAS231
Video Interface Processsor (VIP2).
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RADIO AND TELEVISION

the ECCT. The ECCT also generates the
sandcastle pulse, whieh is fed to the VJP2 for
use in the Videotext data slicer.

Capaeiter CIS and inductor LI form the
external components required to make the
6.938 MHz data clock filter operate. Simi-
larty. quartz crystal Q2 and capacitor C25 en-
able the 13.875 MHz oscillator to opcratc.
Pin 1 of the VlP2 supplies the composite-

syne signal for rhe TV set. Resistor R\2 sets
the polarity of this signal to positive by pull-
ing it to the +12-V supply rail. The sync-
locked 6-MHz oscillator operates with
external components QI, CD, CI-I and R2.'i.
Trimmer CJ4 allows the synchronization to
be adjusted.

SAA5234 (ECCT) and page memory
The full identification of lhe SAA5243, an-
other Philips Components IC, is Enhanced
Cornputer-Controlled Teletext Chip, which
is mercifully abbreviated to ECCT. Fogether
with a RAM Type 6264 nnd the VlP2, the
ECCT forms the heart of the present decoder.
It should be noted that the V1P2 and the
ECCT arealso available under the respective
type numbers SDA5231 and SDA5243 front
'second source' Siemens.

As shown in the block diagram in Fig. 5,
the ECCT conteins a character generatot. a
data acquisition circuit, an rc interface. a
clock driver and a memory Interface. These
standard functions are boosted by the fol-
lowing ext ras:

an integrated character generntot with
160 alphanu meric and 2x64 graphical
characters, each built in a 12 (H) by 10 (V)
matrix:
user-con trolled dou ble- heigh t cha racters
for the upper or lowe r half of the
Videotext page;
insertion of all characters and colours via
commands on the lC eontrol bus:
the current char acter position may be
idennfied with a cursor;
status information above or below the
main text (llne 25);
automatic switching of the character set
to one of six languages by special control
bits in the pClge header:
simultaneous searching process for up to
four pages;
datCl capture in alliines of the frame(full-
channel mode), offering fast page access.

The dock driver in the ECCT communicates
with the VLP2 video processor via pins 9 to
12. After checking their validity, lhe ECeT
accepts the data and dock signals received
from the VIP2. These data are ""ritten to the
external page memory RAM, a 6264, viCl the
memory interfClce. The data acquisition is er-
ganized such that four Videotext pages can
be searched for, and stored in RAM, simultCl-
neously. Thus, these fouT pages are updated
at the same time. The page memory Is ac-
cessed with theaid of signals OE (output en-
able) and RjW (read/write). Data is carried
via pins 22 to 29, and addresses via pins 2, 3
and 30 to 40.

The ECCT supplies the picture informa-
tion via its threecolouroutput pins, R, G Clnd
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Fig. 5_ Block diagram of the SAA5243 En-
hanced Computer-Controlled Teletext chip
(EGCT).

ß. The character generator has 256 charac-
ters, a selection of wh ich is available in each
of the six national character sets that can be
cnlled up by <In appropriate softwate COI11-

mand.
The blanking signal for use with the RGS

components is available at pin 17 of the
ECCT. This signal is used during mixed pic-
ture operation as, for instnnce. Videotext
subtitling. The system has two müdes of op-
eretion. which are selected by software:

character insertion (supcrimpose)
- background suppression
The V-signal (lurninance er brightness) is
provided independently of the selected col-
our at pin 2 of the ECCT, and is thus only
valid for the Teletext charactcrs. A flash
function is not provided as standerd.

Output circuits
The R, G, B, blanking and Y outputs are of
the open-dra-n type, aud require external
pull-up resistors. Reststors RII-RI2 (Ire fitted
nt the R outpur. R13-RI~ at the G outpur. and
R 15-R 16at the Boutput. The rattos of these re-
sistors deternune the signal level at the base
of tbe associa ted RGS tranststor driver stage.

Preset R27enables the outpur level of the
RGBdrivers and that of the Y output to be set
to a v<llue that produces optimum contrast of
the VideotextchClracters in relation to the TV
picture.

The four outputs are decoupled by di-
odes 01 to D-I. The drivers for the RGB Cllld
blanking signals are built Mound four trCln-
sistors in common-collector circuits, Tl to T-I..
Resistors R3 to R6 determine the output im-
pedance emd ensure optimum signal match-
ing to the 10Cldsformed by the TV inputs. The
signals are fed out of the circuit via the
SCART socket for the TV set.

VCRoutput
As already mentioned, the PC-VT7000 offers
the user the possibility of recording
Videotext subtitles on a VCR. This works as
foliows. The Y signal at pin 18of the ECCT Is
fed to the bClseof emitter fallower T6 viCltön.
The composite-sync signal is Cldded to the

video via Jb2. Capaeiter C32 provides the
necessary d.c. decoupling. The combination
of R~()and R31 forms the pull-up resistor at
the open-drain Y output, pin 18, of the
ECCT.
The buffered VBS (monochrome) signal

nt the emitter of Te is fed to the inputs, pins 1
and 3, of electronic switches lC-IBand lC4c.
Each secend input of these switches, pins 2
and 5, has on it the CVBS signal (the original
TV ptcrure). This tueans that the system can
switch between these signals. To make sure
that the CVBS signal is at the right level. it ts
fed. via C30, to Clclamping circuit composed
of lC-IA, R..:u, R:lS, R36and C3J. Since the posi-
tive sync pulses supplied by the VlP2 contral
the electronic switches, the CVBS input sig-
nal is clamped at a potential fixed by R.3S-R36.
This ensures the correct d.c. levels at the sec-
end inputs. pins 2 and 5, of the electronic
switches.

The control of electronic switches JC4B
arid lC-Ic is deternuned by the blanking sig-
nal. The relevant output, pin 15, allows olle
of three signal configuration to be selected:

the original con-posite video signal;
the Videotext Image:
a mixture of these (superirnpose).

When the third configuration is uscd. the
outpur supplfes e signal composed of the
CVBS TV signal and the VBS Videotext sig-
nal. This mixed signal is fed to a buffer, Ts,
via coupling capacttor Cs. The buffered stg-
nal is taken from the emitter ofTs, and fed to
the video recorder input via pin 19 of the rel-
evant SCA RT socket.

Interface to 12Ccord
The connection marked STLI links the
Videotext decoder to the Pe. This connection
ca nies the supply voltages for the decoder
board, and the data.

All functions of the Videotext decoder are
coutrolled via the JC bus Interface, pins 19
and 20, of the ECCT. The relevant control
stgnals are conveyed via the lC interface
cnrd in the [Je. As already rnentioned, this
card forms part of the project.

Finally, connector ST12 carries Clnumber
of control and delta signals that may be used
for hIture extensions. ...J

Next month's second Clnd final installllent of
this Clrticle will deClIwit11 the operation of the
(C card, and the construction.

A complete kit of parts for the
Videotext decoder is available from
the designers' exclusive worldwide
distributors:

ELV France
B.P.40
F-57480 Sierck-les-Bains
FRANCE

Telephone: +33 82837213
Facsimile: +33 82838180
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MILLIOHMMETER

As you are probably aware, measuring small resistance values is
difficult, if not impossible, with conventlonal digital and analogue
multimeters. While only a few of these instruments have a 1-f.! range
with limited practical use, the meter presented here allows very
small resistances in the range from 10 mf.! to 5 f.! to be measured

reliably.

That most multimeters have a IOWE'st resis-
tance range of 100 n or 1 kQ is not surpris-
ing. The rneasurement of small resistances
poses a number of special probrems that da
not occur in the kQ ranges. Take, for in-
stance, the measurement system, which in
many cases has to be changed [ust for the
sake of the lowest range. There is. however,
a more serious problem in the range up to
"10Q: the contact resistance of the test lead
plugs and the sockets on the instrument,
and, of course, the resistance of the test Ieads

1+ +Rx - Rx 1-

Rx

910004·14

Fig. 1. Four-pomt reaistance measure-
ment principle.
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A. Rigby

themselves. A connection formed by Cl ba-
nana plug and a mating socket, both in new
condition, represents a typical resistance
srnaller thnn 1 mO. This resistance rises to
several milliohms as the contact surfaces
start to oxidize. Although a few mO may not
seem much to start worryiug-nbout. such
values are significant stnce the Instrument
discussed here has a resclution of 2 mO. The
reststance of the test leeds is also a facror of
some tmportance. A test lead with a length of
1 m and a cross-sectional nrea of 1 mm' has a
typical resistance of 17 mQ. For n sirnilar
lead with a cross-sectional area of 2.5 111m

2
,

this value becomes 7 mO. Relanng these val-
ues to 1 0, the error factors are 1.7o/c and
O.7'7c respectively. In other words, our mea-
surement starts to becorne unreliable when
these parasttk resistances are not raken into
account. Fortunately, therc exists a measure-
ment principle that eliminates the effects of
these unwanted resistances. This principle is
called four-point resistence measurement.

Two terminals, lour wires?
Using four wires to connect a resistor with
only two terminals to a meter system may
seem strenge nt first. However, stnce these
wires may be divided into two pairs with thc

MAIN FEATURES

Ranges: 100 mn, 200 mo, 500 mn,
10.,20.,50

Resolution: 2% of f.s.d. value

Principle: a-potnt measurement
with pulsed constant

current

Measurement current: Ip ;;; 1 A
Irms;;; 10 mA

pulse length approx. 1 ms
repeat rate approx. 10Hz.

error detection: too low test current

current consumption: max. 70 mA

same functions. this method allows us to
eliminate the effects of parasitic resistances.
The principle is illustrated in Fig. 1. The un-
known resistor, R, is connected with four
wires. The outer two cause a current flow
through R. The present meter sends a con-
stallt current through R via terminals 1+and
1-. The advantage of using a constant-cur-
reut source is that it ts not affected by the parM
asitic resistance. Hence. we know exactly
how much current flows through R. To de-
termine the value of R, all we have to do is
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TEST AND MEASUREMENT

measure the voltage across it as a result of
the constant current. This voltage is fed to
the instrument via wires +Rx and -Rx. These
wires are connected as elose as possible to
the resistor body, or to the termirrals to
whieh a resistor is to be connected later. In
this way, only the voltage drop across the re-
sistor is measured, without the additional
voltage across all kinds of parasitic resist-
ances. The system also eliminates the resis-
tance of the test leads, and the contact
resistance at the plugs and sockets.
Since the current flow into the voltage

meter is negligible with respect to the C011-

staut current sent through the resistor under
test, itmay beconcluded at this point that the
four-point reslstance measurement offers Cl

reliable ruethod of determining the value of
small resistors at an accuracy that is not nor-
mally achievable with a rnultimeter.

1A, and no heat?
Good as the four-point rneasurement system
may be as a basis for the design of a
milliohmmeter, there are more aspects to
such an instrument that need to be given
thought. Al110ng these factors is the heat dis-
sipated by the resistor. To make sure that a
low-value resistor produces a voltage drop
that is readily measured, it must pass a rela-
tively high current. We can not make the cur-
rent es high CIS we wish, however, since the
maximum permissible dissipation of the re-
sistor must be taken into nccount. A 1-.0. re-
sistor with a power ranng of 0.25 W, for
instance, will not survive the constant cur-
rent of 1 A supplied by the instrument. The
solution to this problem is found in the use

of a putsed constant-eurrent source (see the
block diagram in Fig. 2). The resistor undcr
test 1S fed with an effective eurrent of only
10 mA since the l-A current source is pulsed
at a duty factor of 0.01 (1 11"IS on, 100 ms off).
Even a 0.25-watt resistor will not rnind such
a low effective current. Unfortunately, the
use of a pulsed test current has one disad-
vantege in rhat resistors with a relatively
high reactive component (stray ind uctance
or capacitance) can not be measured reliably.

The test current through the resistor is
pulse-shaped because the constaut-curreut
souree is swirched on and off by Cl pulse gen-
erator. The same generator eontrols a sam-
ple-and-hold circuit that stores the
measured voltege during the 'off period of
the current. This meaus that the outpu t of the
sample-and-hold supplies a constant voltage
whose value is in direct proportion to the
measured resistence. Depending on the se-
lected range, this voltage is amplified or at-
tenuated before it is fed to (I moving-coil
meter provided with an ohrn scale.
The circuit helps you avoid measurement

errors by signalling over-range conditions.
This is achieved by monitoring the outpur
eurrent of the current source. When (I roo
large resisror is conuected. or when the cur-
reut wires. 1+ and 1-, a re broken. the current
source will no langer be able to supply 1 A,
so that the voltage measured ac ross the resis-
tor is no longer a d irect measure for the resis-
tance value. However. the meter will still
indicate 'something' because the measure-
ment circuit and the resistor supply are sep-
arate circuits. The fault condifion is simple to
recogntze because the eurrent source then
pulls terminal 1- to ground. A detector cir-

pulse
generator

+

Jl

sam pIe &
hold

o

1A!f---ll+----'
current source

1f

measurement
amplifier

range
selector

error
detector

.... ... 910004 ·12

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the milliohmmeter. The resistor to be measured, Rx, is connected
into a four-point network that supplies constant current pulses, and feeds Ihe voltage
developed ac ross Rx 10 a sample-and-hold meter circuit.
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cuit tl-at measures the voltage between the 1-
terminal and ground is all that is required to
signal over-range conditions. When tbese
occur. the detector causes the ERRORLED to
light.

Circuit description
Having explained the principle of operation
of the milliohmrueter. we can statt to look at
the way the circuit is realized in pracnce. Fig-
ure 3 shows the circuit diagram of the instru-
rnent. The pulse generatot is built areund
opal11p IC2a. Resistars Rl, R2 and RJ cause
the opnmp to funetion as a Schmitt-trigger
inverter. whileeomponents Rol,Rs, 01 and Cl
provide the function of an oscillating pulse
generarer. The operation of the generator is
as follows: when the outpur of TCla is high,
capacitor Cl is charged via diode 01 and re-
sistor Rt, until the voltage across it reaches
the upper swttchu-g threshold of the
Sclurutt-trigger.Thts takes about 1 ms. Next,
the outpur of IC2a goes low, so that C2 is dis-
charged to the lower switching threshold.
This takes about 'IODms. The outpur of the
opamp goes high again, and the cycle is re-
peated. Transistor Tl inverts the outpur sig-
nal of the pulse generator.
The eurrent source in the instrument is

built areund opamp TC-t. This provides a
drive signal to transistor T2 that results in a
voltage across emitter resistor R2."i equal to
the voltage nt the +input of the opamp.
When this voltage is constant, the enutter
current is constant too. Since there is CI fixed
relation between the emitter current and the
collector eurrent of T2, it follows that the col-
lector eurrent is also constant. The magni-
tude of the collector current "·"hieh is the test
current through tlle unknown resistor) de-
pends on the value of R25 and the voltage at
the +input ofIC-t. That voltage is supplied by
preset P-t, and is stabilized by aprecision
zener diode, 02. The zener diode is powered
by the pulse generator. As a result, the volt-
age set by P4 at the +input of IC4 will vary
between nought and the set peak value.
Hellce, the test current will also vary be-
t\·veen nought and the set peak value of 1 A.
The current sent through the resistor

under test can not be d rawn direct fram volt-
age regulator [Cs because the peClk value
(1 A) is abou t equal to the maximum cu rrent
the 7810 is capable of supplying. However,
since tlle peak current has a relatively short
'on' time, the necessary energy may be ob-
tained fram a leHge electrolytic capacitor, i.n
this ca se, Cs. It will be c1ear that the voltage
ClCroSSthis capacitor is far from constant.
This is of Iittle conseguence, however, sinee
these variations are compensated by thecur-
rent source. Resistor RJo between Cs and the
voltage regulator keeps the charge current
within limits. The relatively long 'off' timeof
the current pulses ensures sufficient time for
the capacitor to be charged via this resistor.
The test eurrent sent through the un-

known resistor via terminal 1- gives rise to a
voltage which is fed to the sample-and-hold
eircuit via the Rx terminals. The sample-and-
hold stores the meClsured voltage during the
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1N4148

'off" time of the test current. In addition, it
converts this voltage from floating into one
that can be measured with respeet to ground.
Four CMOS bilateral switches are used to
achieve this. When the currcnt source is on,
switches ICli! and IC1c are closed. while lOb
and ICld are open. Capaetter C3 is connected
in parallel with Rx via resistors Rs aud R9,
and will be eharged until the voltage across
it equals that across Rx. The resistors and C3
form a lew-pass filter to suppress interfer-
ence. The moment the eurrent source is
switched off, switehes lC1,1 and lele are
opened, while IClb and ICld are closed. This
results in C3 being connected to ground via
IC1d. The switching cau be done without the
risk of a short-circuit occurriug. because the
connection with the floating voltage across

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the milliohmmeter. The instrument is powered by an externat mains adapter with a 15 VDC, 100 mA output.
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IC1d

I 010V
IR26 R27

Rx Is broken. Next, the voltage across C3 is
fed to C-I. This capaeuer ensures that the
measurement amplifier, IC3, is provided
with an input voltage during the time C3 is
connected to Rx.

Switch Srb selects between an amplifica-
tion of Olle, and an amplificatiöu of 10, for
opamp IC3. These amplification factors are
used for the ranges 1 0,2 Q and 50 (xl ), and
100 mQ, 200 I1lQ and 500 mQ (xl 0). The off-
set of IC3 is compensated by adjusting P2.
The attenuator circuit that follows lC3 eon-
sists of a nurnber of switchable potential di-
viders rhat drive n-oving-cotl meter M 1. The
use of 1% resistors in the attenuator obviates
any adjustments. The attenuator is followed
by the movtng-co!l meter with its sertes resis-
tors R21-P:1.

The over-range detector is formed by
comparator lC2b. Resistors R27 and R.z8 de-
fine the switehing threshold of this compara-
tor at about 3.3 V. The comparator compares
this reference level to the voltage across C3-

pacitcr CI, which is charged vif! R26 end can
only be discharged when the current source
is off. Then, the minimum voltage across Ci
is about 0.6 V higher than the eollector volt-
age of T2. When this volta ge drops below
2.7 V as a result of a too high reststance be-
tween the 1+ and the I- terminals, thevoltage
ncross Cl drops below the swttclung thresh-
old of the comparator. Consequently. this
toggles. so that LED D-I lights. Calculating
the resistance value at which this happens,
we find a value of about 7 0 between the 1
terrninals.
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TEST AND iVIEASURF.MENT

Fig. 4. Single-sided printed-circuit board for the milliohmmeter. Note that the range
switches are fitted direct onto the PCS.

Construction sertes (see the list at the end of this (HUde),
the milliohmmeter is powered by a mains
adapter. In this case, an adapter with a rattng
of 15 VDC at about 100 mA is recom-
mended.

The prototype of the milliohmmeter is
shown in Hg. 7. The cornpleted PCS is fitted
vertically at a suitable distance belund the
front partel. Use short pieces of solid wire to
connect the banann sockets to the relevant
points on the pes. The range selection
switch is a type for PCS-mounting that obvi-
ates any wiring. The front pane! is not fitted
as yet. ."....

When the PCS shown in Fig. 4 is to be fitted
into the enclosure n-entioned in the parts list.
the corner near ICl will have to be cut off.
Next, fit the parts on to the Pr.B. starting
with the three wire links. Zener diode 02
cornes in two different enclosures: a meta!
type and a plastic type. If you have a metal
version. pay attention to the correct polariza-
tion (see Fig. 6). The plastic version presents
110 problems since its orientation is printed
on the component overlay.

As with previous test instruments in this

Fig. 5. Completed circuit board, ready for fitting tnto the enclosure. Note that the left-hand
botturn corner of the PCS ls cut off diagonally.
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COMPONENTS LIST

Miscellaneous:
1 1OO~lAmoving-coi1 meter M1
1 2-pole 6-way rotary switch S1

for PCS mounting
metal enclosure, e.g., Telet LCaSO
(supplier: C-l Electronics). Approx.
dimensions: aOx200x1aO mm
printed-circuit board 910004
front-panel foil 910004-F

Resistors:
2 39kn
1 27kn
5 10kn

3 1Mn
3 1kn
1 Bk02
2 12kn
4 10kn1%
2 6knB
2 3kn3
1 150kn
1 100n
1 onss
1 470n
1 60B
1 22Mn
2 2kn5 preset H
1 1kn preset H
1 100kn preset H

Capacitors:
3 100nF
1 220nF
1 27nF
1 2200MF 35V radial
1 1OOMF35V radiaJ
1 470~lF 35 V radial

Serniconductors:
2 1N4148
1 LM336-2.5V
1 LEO
1 BC547B
1 B0139
1 4066
1 TLC272
2 TLC271
1 7810

Rl;R2
R3
R4;R6;R7;
R15;R16
R5;R10;R26
R8;R9;R12
Rll
R13;R14
R17-R20
R21;R27
R22;R28
R23
R24
R25
R29
R30
R31
Pl ;P3
P2
P4

C1;C2;C7
C3
C4
C5
C6
C8

01;03
02
04
Tl
T2
ICl
IC2
IC3;IC4
IC5

TO·92
LM336 ·2.5

TO·46&1
adj.'----:-""-"",-:-.-',,

Fig. 6. The LM336-2V5 prectston zener
diode comes in two different enclosures.
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Fig. 7. Internal view of the instrument.

Adjustment +Rx and -Rx terrainals. This mcans that the
wires must be made slightly Ionger rhan 2 m
or 1 m to allow the ends to bc connecred to
termirrals 1+ and 1-. Having prepared the
calibratiou rcsistors. put them aside for the
moment.

First. null the moving-cotl meter mechau-
tcally by adjusting the screw on the hont.
Switeh on the instrument, and turn the range
switch to select the 100-mQ range. Connect
the +Rx and -Rx terminals, and adjust P2 für
maxiruurn meter deflection. Next, re-adjust
P:2unti! the meter just indicates zero. Da not
turn P2 any further. since this may cause an
unwanted, negative, off-set. Remove the
connection between the test terminals. The
meter may starr to deflect slowly. This is no
cause for alarrn. howevcr. stuce it tndtcares

To adjust the instrument YOll require two l 'Ir.
resistors: one of 1 Q and one of 0.5 Q (pre-
ferred value) or smaller. Where these resis-
tors (Ire not available, t\VQ pteces of O.5-Q(m
resistance wire rnay also be used with good
results. The l-Q resistor then has a length of
2 m. and the O.5-Q resistor Cl length of 1 m. In
the first case, an error of 1 crn eorresponds to
a reststance error of 0.5% - in the secend
case, to a resistance errcr of 1%. Resistar-ce
wire with a different specification mey alsc
be used. although the required values of 1 Q
and 0.5 Q will be a Iittle more difficult to cal-
culate.

The indicated length of the resisrance
wire a pplies to where it is connected to the

MILLlOHI\lII\'IETER

that C-I is cbarged by the input off-set cur-
rcnt. This effect disappears es soon as a resis-
tor is conuected to the Rx terrninals.

Next, P-I must be adjusted. If you do not
have access to an oscilloscope. set the preset
to the centre of its trnvel (this does not affeet
the accuracy of the Instrument). lf you do
have an oscilloseope, connect the l-Q resistor
between the I termirrals of the Instrument.
00 not connect the resistor to the Rx termi-
nals as yet. Connect the osciiloscope as elose
as possible to the resistor body, or, when you
use resistance wire, at the distauce you have
prevtously calculated to prod uce a reslstance
of 1 Q. Adjust P-I until the peak value of the
measured voltage is 1 V. This sets CI peak cur-
rcnt of 1 A. Rcmove the scope connections,
and eonnect the 1-0 resistor to the Rx termi-
uals. Switch to the l-Q range, end adjust P3
for full-scale deflecfion of the meter.

Finallv, eonneet the O.5-Q resistor, and
switch the instrument to the O.5-Q range. Ad-
just PI uutil thc mcter indicates 0.5 Q.

This concludes the adjustment of the
milliohnuuetcr. At this point, you may fit the
front panel. and apply the read y-made two-
eolour seif-ad hesi ve foil tha t gtves the instru-
ment a professionallook. •

Other lest instruments in this series are:

RF inductance meter. Elektor Etcctnnuc-:
Oetober 1989.
LF/HF signal tr acer. Elektor Eivctronic«
December 1989.
Simple AC millivoltmeter. Elektor Etcc-
lronic:, january 1990.
Q meter. Elek!ur Eirctronice April 1990.
Budget sweep/function generator. Elek-
tor Elertfollies Ma y 1990.
High-current hFE tester. Elektor Electron-
Jc's September 1990.
400-W laboratory power supply. Elektor
Elee/rullies Ocrober ·1990 and November
]990.

,

MILLI - OHM - METER

o o

EB

910004'F

Fig. 8. Front-panel designed for the milliohmmeter. For technical reasons, the meter scale is reproduced in black here, although it is really
white. The scale can be cut out of the self-adheaive toll, to replace the one that comes with the moving-coil meter.
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TEST AND MEASUREMENT

Fig. 4. Single-sided printed-circuit board for the milliohmmeter. Note that the range
switches are fitted direct onto the PCB.

Construction series (see the list at the end of this article),
the milliohmmeter is powered by a mains
adapter. In this case, an adapter with a rating
of 15 VDC at about 100 mA is recorn-
mended.

The prototype of the milliohmrneter is
shown in Fig. 7. The completed PCB is fitted
vertically at a suitable distance behind the
front panel. Use short pieces of solid wire to
connect the banana sockets to the relevant
points on the PCB. The range selection
switch is a type for PCB-mounting that obvi-
ates any wiring. The front panel is not fitted
as yet. ...... "....),

When the PCB shown in Fig. 4 is to be fitted
into the enclosure mentioned in the parts list,
the corner near JC1 will have to be cut off.
Next, fit the parts on to the PCB, starting
with the three wire links. Zener diode D2
comes in two different enclosures: a metal
type and a plastic type. If you have a metal
version, pay attention to the correct polariza-
tion (see Fig. 6). The plastic version presents
no problems since its orientation is printed
on the component overlay,

As with previous test Instruments in this

Fig. 5. Completed circuit board, ready for fitting into the enclosure. Note that the left-hand
bottom corner of the PCB is cut off diagonally.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS USA DECEMBER 1990

COMPONENTS LIST

Miscellaneous:
1 100J.lAmoving-coil meter Ml
1 2-pole 6-way rotary switch 81

for PCB mounting
metal enclosure, e.g., Telet LC850
(supplier: C-I Electronics). Approx.
dimensions: 80x200x180 mm
printed-circuit board 910004
front-panel foil 910004-F

Resistors:
2 39kn
1 27kn
S 10kn

3 lMn
3 1kn
1 8kn2
2 12kn
4 iosn 1%
2 6kn8
2 3kn3
1 lS0kn
1 100n
1 OnS6
1 470n
1 6n8
1 22Mn
2 2knS preset H
1 1kn preset H
1 100kn preset H

Capacitors:
3 100nF
1 220nF
1 27nF
1 2200llF 3SV radial
1 1OOiJ.F3SV radial
1 470llF 3SV radial

Semiconductors:
2 1N4148
1 LM336-2.5V
1 LEO
1 BC547B
1 B0139
1 4066
1 TLC272
2 TLC271
1 7810

R1;R2
R3
R4;R6;R7;
R1S;R16
RS;Rl0;R26
R8;R9;R12
Rl1
R13;R14
R17 - R20
R21;R27
R22;R28
R23
R24
R25
R29
R30
R31
Pl;P3
P2
P4

C1;C2;C7
C3
C4
CS
C6
C8

01;03
02
04
Tl
T2
ICl
IC2
IC3;IC4
IC5

TO·92 LM336 ·2.5 TO·46

B

Fig. 6. The LM336-2V5 precrsron zener
diode comes in two different enclosures.
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES (2)
by F.P. Zantis

After the brief discussion on measuring, errors and tolerances
in Part 1, we now turn our attention to practical measurements,

more particularly the measurement of voltages.

Measurement of
direct voltages
Even measuring a direct vohage is not the
straight torward job it is often assumed ro be.
This rnay be because otihe level ofthe volt-
age: very low voliages lie under the noise
level arid theirmeasurement requires special
equipment und techniques. whereus very
high voltages require the use of an external
prescaler, such as a capacirive valtage di-
vieler. But even well away frorn these ex-
tremes there exists the danger that the result
will be distorted by the inrernal resistance of
the measuring instrurneru.

An ideal volrrnerer has an infinite iruemal
resistance, but in practice thut is. of course.
unattainable. Perhaps rhar is jUSL HS well. be-
cause a very large resistance produces a high
noise voltage and this will affect the mea-
surernern. In practice, the internal resistancc
of the instrument should be appreciably
higher than the resisrance uc ross wh ich the
voltage is being measured. but it should not
approach infiniry.

Depending Oll the nature of the measure-
ment, there are two iypes ofvoltmeteronthe
marker: those whose internal resistance de-
pends on the selecied meter range and those
whose internal resisrance is constant (nor-
mally between I Mil and 10 Mn).
The first kind includes most low-priced

mulrimeters. a iypical example of whieh is
shown in Fig. 8. Olle of the quality crireria
ofthcse instrumenrs is theircharaeteristic re-
sisiance, whieh is expressed in ohms per volt.
The internal resistance. Rin. is calculared by
dividing the characteristic resistance (0.) by
the full-scale deflection (V) of the relevant

Fig. B. Typieal analogue multimeter.
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meter range,
The inverse value ofthe charucieristic re-

sistance gives the current that flows through
rhe network at full-scale dellection.

For instance, if the characreristic resis-
tance of the instrument is !00 ko./Y. irs in-
temal resisiance over the ! -V range is
100 kil. OVe! the 3- V runge. 300 kil. and
over the 5- V range. 500 kn.
The input arnpl ifier stage of a typicul mul-

tirnerershown in Fig. 9 is a grounded-emitter
circuit with current feedback. Were the volt-

~- .....----(.+ 9V

900113·11·12

Fig. 9. Voltage measurements at
predriver stages may cause problems
since the switching resistances are
lairly high.

age measured across R2. there
would be a problern because. if
correctly. the 3- V range is selected.
the inrernal resistance of the insuu-
rneru is 300 kn. Unfcrtunaref y. this
resisrancc is in parallel with R2. so
rhar ihe rario of divider R I-R2
changes according to the selected
range und this will. of course. give
rise to incorrect measurements. In
such Cl case. it may. therefore. be
bener to seleci a higher range. True,
the error will then be larger, but so
wifl the internal resistance and ihis
makes the effect on the divide ratio
srnaller. None the less. even then
precise rneasurernents are not pos-
sible.

From the above. it is clear that
measurernents in high-resisrance
circuits. such as oparnp inputs and
base and gare inputs of transisiors
and FETS respecrively. require in-
strumenrs wuh a high internal re-

sisrance,
It is interexting ro calculate how much

greater the measurernent error is when a
20 knjV instrurnent is used instead of. say,
CI 50 knjV one. Once you know the problern.
ir is quite possible 10 use a low-priced rnul-
iimeter für most voltage meusurements and
guestimute the error. However. in the long
run. tluu is nOI a satisfactory solution to the
problern. Fortunarely. munufucturers are
aware uf this und modern insrruments have
" much higher intemu I resistance rhan their
predecessors. Thi s is achieved on the olle
hand by tar more sensitive merers and 011 the
other hand by rhe use of. für insrunce. im-
pedance converters (simulating the valve
voluneters of ycsteryear).

Instruments with
input amplifiers

Instruments with iuput amplifiers generally
have Cl high input resistance, at least' ! MO..
and rhis value is consiant. i.e .. independent
of the metering range. Such instrumcrus are
much beuer suited for use in high-resistance
circuits. None the less. even ihey have their
lirniuuions. Far instance. in circuits using
FETS or elecironic valves. an inrernal resis-
tanee of even t Mn can cause errors.

To understand the funcrion of an instru-
menr with input amplifier. consider the cir-
cuir in Fig. !O. This shows the layout 01" an
electronic voltrnerer. which may aciually be

measuring range

rv -o.io-f;,Ö<oo;;,h

Um-- +

Fig. 10. Circuit 01 a simple meter amplilier.
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constructed by any electronics eruhusiasi.
Because of the transisror arnplifier. the
branches of the input divider have a very
high resistance. For instance, thar for the I-V
range is 500 kQ, which is equal [0 the char-
acreristic resistance of the instrumeru.

A disadvantage of this type of circuit is
the ternperarure dependence of ihe quiescent
collecror current, To counter this currenr. an
equal currenr of opposite polarity, derived
from an auxiliary bartery, is passed through
the instrument. This current is limited by the
se ries network consisring of a 10 kQ resis-
tance and a potentiomerer. Prior ro each mea-
surement, the poteruiomerer rnust be ser to
ensure zero reading of the meter.

Figure 11 shows the circuir of a cornmer-
ci al impedance converter for multimerers.
which may be used in virtually any kind of
rnultirneter. In use, the insuurnenr IllUSt be

input res istance is 10MQ and is independent
of the selected metering rangc.

Digital muhimerers generally also have a
high input rcslstance (up to 10MQ). but the
measurand= must addirionally be translated
by an analogue/digital converter. Their ac-
curacy is. therefore. dependent on the accu-
racy of the convener.
As mentioned before, tbe last digir of the

read-out of a digital rnulrirneter is error-
proneand should. therefore. not be taken into
account where great precision is required.

Measurement of
alternating voltages
Whai has been said aboui the internal resis-
tanee of rneasuring instrurnenrs für direcr
voltage is equally upplicable 10 those for
measuring alrernaung voltages. There ure

sorne additional difficulries
as well. Für instance, in most
insrruments. the iruernal re-
sisrance for alternating vol1-
ages is lower than thar für di-
reet volrages, and is typically
20 kfljY= and 5 kQ/V-. This
is bccuuse for altcrnating
voltages [0 be measured by
moving coilmeters. ir is nec-
essary for them [0 be recti-
fied. Now. every rcciifier
diode has a fairfy significaru
rhreshold voltage and für rhat
reason the full-scale detlec-
rion on the lowest metering
range cannot be very small.
To reduce the erfect 01' the

ihreshold volrage, it is nor-
mal ro use cliodes in only olle secrion of the
bridge recrifier and rcsisrors in the other sec-
tion-see Fig. 13. This urrengemems leads
10 an additional current through the resistors
and this lowers the internal resistance and
also the sensirivity. When the insrrurnent has
an input amplifier these aspecrs are of no
consequence. because rhe impeduncc con-
verter at the inpur isolates the rneasurand=
from the meter secnon.
There are two oiher problems in measur-

BFW 10

"rooe G

3V=

onloll

900113·11'14

Fig. 11.Typical commercial impedance converter tor multimeters.

ser [Q the rnost sensitive current range.
Calibration is effected with R6. Zero serting
is accomplished with R8.
Multimeters for industrial use have rather

rnore cornplex circuits than that in Fig. 11,
but rhey are not nccessarily any more exact.
Here, as alrnosr evcrywhere. you get what
you pay for: if you want good accuracy, YOU

have to pay a good price.
Figure 12 shows a popular analogue mul-

timerer with integral input amplifier, lts

Fig. 12. Analogue elec1ronic multimeter.
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900113·11·16

Fig. 13. Many multimeters do not use a full rectifier
bridge in order to reduce the effect ofthe threshold
voltage of the diodes.

ing uhernating volrages: (I) the I".Ill.S. value
is shown only ifthe measurand* is sinusoidal
and (2) the insrrumeru does not function
properly ar fairly high frequencies.
The first problern is not so bad when a

moving coil meter is used. since in that ca se
the arirhmeiic rnean value 01' the reciified
voltuge will be calculared and indicated. In
digital instrurnenrs. the reading is not reli-
able if the measurund= is not sinusoidal.
The second problern is again not too se-

rious in analogue instruments. since the Ire-
quency range ofthem is generally consider-
ably lugher tbun rhat 01' digital instrurnents.
Many digital instruments have an upper fre-
quency nmge us low as 400 Hz so that even
rneusuring audio signals with these becomes
problematic. To add 10 the problerns. rhere
is no indicarion of the frequency range on
many low-priced digital multirneters: that
information is nonnally hidden in the srnall
print in the specification contained in the op-
eraung manual. Figure 14 shows the, dra-
rnaticalty different'. frequency ranges oftwo
digital rnultimerers. One may be used up to
100 kHz. whereas the orher becomes unreli-
able above 1kHz.

(ro be continued)

'" rneasurand ::::electrical quanriiy to be, or
being. rneasured.

2,
,

<,
<, \
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r
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i :e
05

0.4

03
02

o.
o
20 80 400 2000 8000 20000 60000 100000 150000

f[Hz] •
900\13-11-17

Fig. 14. Frequency range of two different digital multimeters: one is usable up to 100 kHz, whereas the
other becomes unreliable above 1 kHz.
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PHASE CHECK FOR AUDIO
SYSTEMS

While setting up and connecting audio equipment it is important to
have all the units - microphone, loudspeakers and everything in
between - 'in phase', that is, interconnected with the right polarity.
The low-cost instrument described here is particularly handy for
checking out the phase of almost any audio system, whether
installed in a living room, in a car, in a studio, or on astage.

REVERSED phase connections in an
audio equipment system give strange

and unpredictable effects such as the UI1-

wanted attenuation or boosting of CI particu-
lar frequency range, jet-plane effects,
whistling noises, or amplifier outpur pm·ver
whieh does not seem to produce any usable
sound level. To avoid these problems, use
the simple instrument described herc. Based
on Cl transmitter and a receiver with a simple
good/fault indication, the instrument will
check out the system from the input (micro-
phone er line Input) right through to the out-
put (Ioudspeaker or line output).
The transmitter supplies positive or neg-

ative needlepulses, which are fed eitherelec-
trically to an equipment input, via the
line-cinch output socket, or acoustically to a
microphone, via the built-in loudspeaker.
Accordingly, the receiver has an electrtcal
(Iine) input and an acoustic (microphone)
input.
The drawings in Fig. 1 illustrate two

ways of using the transmitter and the re-
ceiver for phase tests on audio equipment.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONCS USA DECEMllER 1990

K.Orlowski

Figure 1a shows the set-up used to check the
polanty of a nucrophone, and Fig. Ib that
used to ensu-e a loudspeaker is connected

the right way areund. The LEDs on the re-
cerver proviele CI quick indicatiou whether or
not the received puJses have the same polar-

a
MIC LS y~
IN[:?T

A~IN OUT
UNE

'rransmttter Arnplifier Receiver

b MIC LS
IN~T '0----.....

y~

W A~IN OUT
UNE

900114-11

Fig. 1. Application examples 01the phase-check system.
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ity as the transmitred pulses. lf the receiver
indicates the opposite polarity of the trans-
ruitter. the chances are pretty high that there
is a reversed signal conuection somewhere
in the system.

The pulse transmitter
The needle pulses are genera ted by oscillator
ICIA (see Fig. 2), whieh is built from Cl

NANO gate with two Schrnitt-trigger iuputs.
After applying the supply voltage, these in-
puts take on complementary legte levels, i.e.,
one is high, the other is Iow. Consequently,
theoutput of the gate Is legte high. Capaetter
C2 ts eharged via resistor RI, until the voltage
on it reaches the high threshold volta ge of
about 5.5 V. Next, the outpur of the Schrnitt-
trigger toggles to 0, 50 that C2 is dtschergcd
via 01 and R2, until the low threshold volt-
age of about 3 V is reached. The NANO gate
toggles, and the chargtng of Cl starts aga in.
The above proeess is cyctical and results

in a self-oscillating circuit. 5ince R::!is much
smaller than RI, the discharge time of C2 is
much shorter than the cl-arge firne. As a re-
sult. the on-off (mark-spare) ratiö of the Out-
put sigr,a! is about 2 1115([ s, or 0.002. Mind
you. 'off rneaus 'Iogic high' here sinee we
are dealtng with a NANO g<1te.

The oscillator outpur signal is fcd to two
sub-circuits. One is a small loudspeaker
d river based on emitter foliower Tl. The
loudspeakereonneetions can be swapped by
switch contaets SI.: and 51d. When an oscillo-
scope is eonnected to the loudspeaker, it in-
dicates negeltive-going needle pulses with
the switch sct to the centre position, and pos-
tnve-gotng pulses with the switch set to the
upper postnon. Likewise, in the other signal
brauch, the polarity is changed by switehing
transistor T1 from a corumon-emitter eircuit
(Stb at centre position) to Cl common-collec-
tor circuit (51b at centre position). Coupling
capacttor C3 takes the test signal to an atten-
uator that supplies outpur levels of -I Vpp
(0 dBVl, -20 dBV end -40 dBV.

The receiver
The circuit diagram of the teeeiver (Fig. 3)
shows that two almest identical detectorsare
used. The test signal is supplied to the two
volta ge ampiifiers TI-Tl and T-I-T3 either by
the electret rnicrophone, or by the signal
souree connected to Kt. In the latter case. the
signal is taken through a high-pass filter, R r-
C3, before it arrives at a voltage limiter. 01-
02. The input source, mierophone er line, is
selected with switch SI. The voltage amplifi-
ers are complementary eircuits: Tl-T2
amplifies the negative pulses, T-I-Ts the pos-
itive pulses.
The two monostables in ICI have differ-

ent networks at their trigger inputs to ennble
them to respond to negative pulse edges
(lC!Al or positive pulse edges (lei ßl. To pre-
vent the trailing edge of a pulse triggering
the wrong monostable, [C1A and ICIB dis-
able one another when one of them is actu-
ated. The mouostables thus allow the circuit
to determine whether a pulse starts with a
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oa
iN4148 51

A

Tl:: 1$

T2 :: zms

S2: 1 = OdBV
2 = -20dBV
3 = -40dBV

"~1
TTI"'j,'"

. ~..J!3V

1 1J 3 R3

>•

01 R2

'"
iN4i48

c,

11' 63V

ICi = 4093

o

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the pulse transmitter.

9V +S29V

+~~----~--~~----~--~~------~------~~~

BC5S0

"
C,

MIC 1 ""
MCE-101

"'C

,
A

"
C

IC1=4528 UNE

--

."
"

9V

+

BCSSO

.,

2.
1N4148

9001l4-12b

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the pulse recetver. The polarity of the measured signal ls
indicated by two LEOs, 03 and 04.
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TEST AND MEASl!HEMENT

Fig. 4a. Single-sided printed circuit board for the pulse transmitter.

Fig. 5. A look inside the completed pulse transmitter.

COMPONENTS LIST

Miscellaneous:
1 3-way 4-pole rotary 81

switch for PCS mounting
12-way t-pole rotary 82
switch for PCS mounting
8-0 loudspeaker, dia. 50 mm L81
ASS enclosure, e.g., OKW A9409126
clip for 9-V battery
phono socket
printed-circuit board 900114·1

TRANSMITIER:

Resistors:
1 10Mn
2 3kn3
1 10kn
3 lkn
1 lkn5
1 100n
1 10n

Capacitors:
1 1O~F63V radial
1 1~F 63V radial
1 4~F7 63V radial

Rl
R2:R4
R3
R5;R6;R8
R7
R9
Rl0

Cl
C2
C3

01 ;02;03
Tl;T2
ICl

Rl ;R3;R8:R16
R2
R4;R13
R5
R6;R15
R7;Rl0;Rl1 ;R14;
R18
R9;R17
R12
Pl;P2

Cl;C5;C6
C2
C3
C4
C7:C9
C8;Cl0

01;D2
03
04
Tl ;T2;T3;T6
T4;T5
ICl

Semiconductors:
3 lN4148
2 BC560
1 4093

RECEIVER:

Miscellaneous:
1 electret microphone Mic1
1 phono socket K1
1 miniature SPOT switch S1
1 miniature SP8T switch 82
1 clip for 9V PP3 battery
1 ABS enclosure, e.g., OKW A9409126
1 printed-circuit board 900114-2

Resistors:
4 10kn
1 2kn2
2 lMn5
1 330kn
2 100kn
5 lkO

•

2 2M02
1 270kO
2 100kO preset H

Capacitors:
3 33nF
1 47nF
1 lnF5
1 1O~F 63V radial
2 100pF
2 330nF

Semiconductors:
2 lN4148
1 red LED
1 green LED
4 BC550B
2 BC560B
1 4528
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Fig. 4b. Slnqle-sided prtnted-ctrcult board for the pulse teeeiver.

PHASE CHECK FüR AUDIO SYSTEMS

positive (rising) or Cl negative (falliug) edge.
The two LEOs, 03 and 0-1, indicate the re~
spective polarities. The rncnostable times are
set at about 0.5 s with R9-CS and R17-Cl0.
This causes the active LED to flicker.

Building and testing
The receiver and the transrnitter are best
built on the printed-circuit boards shown in
Fig. 4. Be sure to fit all polarized components
(electrolytic cepacttors. lCs, transistors and
diodes) the right way areund. Also make
sure that the two rotary switches on the
transmitter peB are fitted as shown on the
overlay (note the '1' mark, and the letters
that indicate the poles), On completion of the
two units, apply the self-adhesive foils
shown in Fig. 6 to the enclosure front panels.

Interconnect the transmitter and the re-
cetver via their line sockets, and check that
the LED indication on the receiver is in ac-
cordance with the polartry set on the trans-
mitter. When the LEDs remain off, lCI in the
teeeiver may not have sufficient gain. In that
case, adjust PI and P?:until the receiver does
trigger correctly. •
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Fig. 6. Design of the self-adhesive front panel foil tor the transmitter (Ieft) and the receiver (right).
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TEST AND MEASUREMENT

Fig. 4a. Single-sided printed circuit board tor the pulse transmitter.

Fig. 5. A look inside the completed pulse transmitter.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONCS USA DECEMBER 1990

COMPONENTS LIST

Miscellaneous:
1 3-way 4-pole rotary S1

switch for PCB mounting
12-way 1-pole rotary S2
switch for PCB mounting
8-Q loudspeaker, dia. 50 mm LS1
ABS enclosure, e.g., OKW A9409126
clip tor 9-V battery
phono socket
printed-circuit board 900114-1

TRANSMITIER:

Resistors:
1 10MQ
2 3kn3
1 10kQ
3 1kQ
1 1kn5
1 100Q
1 10Q

Capacitors:
1 1O~F63V radial
1 1~F 63V radial
1 4~~7 63V radial

Semiconductors:
3 1N4148
2 BC560
1 4093

R1
R2;R4
R3
R5;R6;R8
R7
R9
R10

..

C1
C2
C3

01 ;02;03
T1;T2
IC1

RECEIVER:

Miscellaneous:
1 electret microphone Mic1
1 phono socket K1
1 miniature SPOT switch 81
1 miniature SPST switch S2
1 clip for 9V PP3 battery
1 ABS enclosure, e.g., OKW A9409126
1 printed-circuit board 900114-2

R1;R3;R8;R16
R2
R4;R13
R5
R6;R15
R7;R10;R11;R14;
R18
R9;R17
R12
P1;P2

C1;C5;C6
C2
C3
C4
C7;C9
C8;C10

01;02
03
04
T1;T2;T3;T6
T4;T5
IC1

Resistors:
4 10kQ
1 2kQ2
2 1MQ5
1 330kQ
2 100kQ
5 1kQ

2 2MQ2
1 270kQ
2 1OOknpreset H

Capacitors:
3 33nF
1 47nF
1 1nF5
1 1O~F63V radial
2 100pF
2 330nF

Semiconductors:
2 1N4148
1 red LEO
1 green LEO
4 BC550B
2 BC560B
1 4528
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Fig. 4b. Single-sided printed-circuit board for the pulse receiver.

PHASE CHECK FOR AUDIO SYSTEMS

positive (rising) or a negative (falling) edge.
The two LEDs, D3 and D4, indicate the re-
spective polarities, The monostable times are
set at about 0.5 s with R9-CS and R17-00.
This causes the active LED to flicker.

Building end testing
The receiver and the transmitter are best
built on the printed-circuit boards shown in
Fig. 4. Be sure to fit all polarized components
(electrolytic capacitors, lCs, transistors and
diodes) the right way around. Also make
sure that the two rotary switches on the
transmitter PCB are fitted as shown on the
overlay (note the '1' mark. and the letters
that indicate the poles), On completion of the
two units, apply the self-adhesive foils
shown in Fig. 6 to the enclosure front panels.

lnterconnect the transmitter and the re-
ceiver via their line sockets, and check that
the LED indication on the receiver is in ac-
cordance with the polarity set on the trans-
mitter. When the LEDs remain off, lCI in the
receiver may not have sufficient gain. In that
case, adjust PI and P2 until the receiver does
trigger correctly. •

900114-F2 900114-F1
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Fig. 6. Design of the self-adhesive front panel foil for the transmitter (Ieft) and the receiver (right).
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INTRODUCTION TO
METAL TRANSMISSION LINES

by Roy C. Whitebead, C.Eng., MIEE

Transmission lines may be used both for the direct transmission
of information and as circuit elements, sometimes substituted for
such components as transformers, capacitors and inductors.

T HE two main types of metal line are the
balanced and the coaxial types as

shown in Fig. I. The familiar pair of wires
mounted on porcelain insulators. supported
on wooden poles, and the twisted or parallel
pairs embedded in solid insulation are shown
ar (a) and (b) respccrively. Where several
such pairs are run taget her, it is customary
10 employ a physical transposition process.
so that mutual interfcrcnce between pairs,
encountered aJong olle length of line. is par-
tially balanced out by reversed interference
along anoiher length. Such lines are 1101"-

mally operared in the 'balanced condition,
neither conductor being carthed. alrhough
sometimes the cerure point of an associ.ued
nunsformer or arnplifier may be earthed.

A coaxial line, wirh its cemral conductor
insulaied frorn its eurer conductor is shown
at (c), These lines are operared in the 'unbal-
anced' condirion, thar is. the ourer conductor
is earthed. The outer conducior does not al-
ways provide a very efficient screen at low
frequencies, so in some circumstances sig-
nalx are confined 10 the spectrurn above
50 kHz.
A very important characteristic of any

transmission line is its 'characrerisuc im-
pedance ' Zo' whieh is the ratio V/I for a line
of infinite length as shown in Fig. 2. BtH, of
course, there is no such thing as a line of in-
finite lenzth. Howevcr, if a line of finite
length be :'onnected with a variable resistor
Rd to its rernote or distal end, there will be
one specific value of Rd that produces a con-
stant rario V/I for all frequencies und for all
lengths of that particular type of line. It is
around that panicular value of Rd• thar is, Zo'
rhar complete telecomrnunicarion sysrems
are built. JUS! as railway systerns are built
upon the ·gauge'. 01' spacing. of rhe rails
(wh ich is 4 ft. 81/~in. = 1435111111 in Britain
and rnany other countries),
The two ends of a line are sometimes re-

ferred to as the 'proxal ' or sending end and
the "disral ' or receivingend. Subscriprs p and
d respectively will be used accordingly.
The characteristic irnpedance Zo of Cl line

is govemed by the ratio Djd shown in Fig. I
and the value ofrhe pcrminivity. J..., ofthe di-
electric.

Simplified equivalenrs to balanced and
unbalanced Iines are shown in Fig. 3. For
most pracrical purposes, the value ofZ; may
be taken as Zo = "(L/C), where L is rueasured
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with the distal end xhort-circuired arid C with
it open-circuited. Details are given in the
Appendix.

In Britnin. cpeu-wire lines and twisted
pairs. xingly 01' in multi-pair cables usually
have Zo = 600 n. Coaxial cables on the other

o:G):, ', ,, ,
~, ,
7'

/"
conductor

o
unbalanced
co-axial cable

~

~ ~
i: i:
" I I
" ,

, "
~ ;......:o d @ d

L-------v~ --~

boundary

balanced pairs

900129·11

Fig. 1. The two main types 01 metaliine.

u -~=
900129 -12

Fig. 2. Testing an imaginary line to determine its characteristic impedance ZOo

Ll2

c

Ll2

balanced llne

l

0>-------- _1_
unbalanced Une

Fig. 3. (a) a balanced !ine; (b) an unbalanced line.
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INTRODUCTION TO METAL TRANSMISSION LlNES Im
Amplillers

4

+

Une plus
Equaliser

i overall
response

o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5~

Frequency
Gain

3

Amplffier

Une
Equaliser

900129 - 14

Fig. 4. A simple equalized telecommunication link.

@ Simple Equaliser
(unbalanced)

o Attennuator
(unbalanced)

900129·15

Fig. 5. Altenuators for different frequency bands.

Une

Repeaters

Conslanl Curren!
1.•0----- Power Supply ---.1

Unils

Fig. 6. A repeatered Hnewith power fed to repeaters along the signaliine.
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hand usually have Zo::: 7S Q 01', at very high
frequencies, 50 Q.

The velocity of propagation in an ideal
line rhar has vaCUUIll insulation and 110 sup-
porrs, would equal the velocity. c, of an elec-
tromagnetic wave in free space. that is.
c :::3xl08 metres/second. Für a line with
minimum supports und with air as insularion.
the velocity is only slightly less. For a line
with solid 01' zaseous insulation thnt has u
perminiviry k.~the velocity I' is r = c/..Jk. The
velocity I·Jeofa line is known as the 'velocity
ratio. This is usually quoted by the manu-
facturers: if l: varies berween 1.2 and 2.8. the
valuc of I'Je lies between 0.9 and 0.6.
The type of insulation for eoneentrie ca-

bles rhat is most eommonly experienced in
laborarories 01' small installations is poly te-
rratluoroethylene. normally called PTFE.
This has the great merit of being llexible.

For high-power nunsmincrs. where very
high voltages ure incurred. the insulation
may be air. nitrogen under pressure. 01' hc-
liurn. No. 01' very lew, intermediate physical
spaeers may be incurred when transmission
lines are insralled venically up rnasts.
The relationship beiween auenuarion per

unit length ancl frequency is given by the ern-
piricul equation: attenuation = a~r+ -qj:
whereb«o. Up to aboutlö Ml+z.thc second
ierrn may be ignored. but above thnt fre-
queney ihe anenuation rises fasrer.

The increase in auenuation at high fre-
quencies has two causes. The first is that the
losses in the insulation rise with frequency.
The secend is the well-known .skin erfect
that takes place in conductors rhat opertue at
high frequencies. The higher the frequency,
the less deep is the penetration ofcurrent into
the conductor surface, For this reason. COI1-
ductors that must carry high levels of current
at very high Irequencies usually tuke the
form oftubes that have conduciivities which
are equal 10 those 01' sol id conductors of sim-
ilar diamerer}.
Complete iransmission links. say bc-

tween cities. are usually engineered to pro-
duee what is known as ·zeroeljuivalent·. thnt
is. the combination of attenuation and am-
plificution equals zerodecibels. This is to en-
able communication to be esiablished read-
ily, either direcrly between two points. or in-
directly via oihcr points without change of
amplitude of the received signal. Ta achieve
this resuh. a complete link includes terminal
amplifiers to counteract auenuation und
'equalizers" to counteraci the variations of
attenuation over the trequency band. An ex-
arnple of the various parrs of a link is shown
in Fig. 4. starurig with UNE (I). EQUALIZER
(2). und so on. The design of an equalizer
starts wirh the design of an attenuator thar
has an attenuation wh ich is slightly greater
than the variation of attenuution of the line
ovcr the operaring frequency range. A sim-
ple auenuator (for an unbalanced line) is
shown in Fig. 5 (a). Reactive elernenrs are
then added 10 reduce attenuation at the higher
frequencies as shown in Fig. 5 (b). This pro-
duces finally an attenuation/frequency char-
.acteristic 01" line plus equalizer that is ap-
proximaiely flat. The equalizer is located at
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(;ENERAL INTEREST

tbe receiving end ofrhe line so that it will ar-
renuate not only tbe lower frequency com-
ponents 01' the signal. but also randorn noise
and cross-ralk thar has been picked up along
the line. Finally. a variabte-gain arnplifier is
added to achieve the zero equivalent condi-
tion. Along a line there is Cl limit to rhe at-
tenuation that ean be telernred between the
two terminal arnplifiers. otherwise the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio of the reccived signa!
would be unacceptable. Along a lengthy
line. this etfect is cornbated by the introduc-
rion. fit various siages. of amplifiers thar are
referred 10 as 'repeaiers. The power that is
required 10 operaie thesc repearers is sorne-
times fed along the signal linc as shown in
Fig.6.

The iniroduction 01' terminal amplifiers
and repearers unplies that such lines ean be
operared only unidireclionally. so rhat to en-
able a conversarion to take place. two lines
are required. In order that the high-level sig-
nal ut one end of one line sha!l nOI interfere
with the low-level signal of an adjaccn: line
thar is operaring in the reverse direction, two
groups of lines are formed physically with
screening berween them. Each group con-
sists eniirely of lines that operure in a givcn
direction as is shown in Fig. 7.

When Iransmission lines are used 1'01'
comrnunication. it is usual to operaie rhern
bCIween resistive term inations tbar are equal
10 rhe characteristic impedunces Zn 01' the
lines. This produces an auenuarion/fre-
quency curve that is smooll1 as was shown
in Fig. 4, curve nurnber I. enabling a simple
equaiizer 10 be designed as was shown in
Fig.5.

lt is customary for rclcccmuumicarion
authcrities (0 specify the maxirnum ampli-
tude of the signals that muy be Ied into thc
linex, which is 10 avoid overloading the arn-
plifiers and also 10 rninirnize cross-talk be-
rween the various users. Thus. if all users
fced iruo their Iines signals of approx irnaiely
the same magnitude. the overa!l signal-io-
cross-ialk rartos will be maximized.

A line thar is rerminated wirh a resisrance
Rd ::::Zo will (ignoring uuenuation) have a
distribution of voltage and curreru along its
length as shown in Fig. 8 Ca).

When elecu-ical energ y srarts 1'0 uuvcl
down a line. it does so at a rate thar is derer-
mined by the details ofthe generator. the ve-
locity ratio of the line ancl the vulue 01' ZOo
This is said ro consuture a 'travelling wave.
If the terminanen has a value 01' Rd:::: Z, and
energy reaches the tenninaticn. a stable con-
dition is establishcd und electrical energy is
converted into thermal energy 1.11 the sarne
rate at which it was admiued 10 the line. Ir.
however. Rd does not equa! ZOo the rermina-
tion can no longer disspare energy at ihat
rate. so inlormation is communicated back
to the souree by a 'rctlective wave to reduce
the rare at which energy i~udmirted. The
final result is a cornbination of the two
waves.

An example of how current und volrage
are distributed as travelling waves along a
line where Rd ::::Zo.and there arc 110 reflecrive
waves. is shown in Fig. 8 (a). But if the rer-
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mination is an open circuit. and conse-
quently no current can (low in it. the travel-
ling and reflected cUfrenl waves are in QQ:
position. resulting in no current at the termi-
nation. Bur the voltage travelling and re-
Ilected waves ure in phase, resu Iting in a dou-
bling of voltage there as shown in Fig. 8 (b).

The reverse condition appiies to a short-cir-
cuited line as shown in Fig. 8 Ce).

A compromise condition. where Rd is fi-
nite but does nol equal ZOo is shown in
Fig. 8 (d), Because the rnagnitude 01' U is ris-
ins at the approach 10 the load, it fol lows that
Rct is greaier than ZOo

00 W"10 10 OR 10 10
B A B A

A 10B

8OR

A
900129·17

e

Fig. 7. Signal levels in isolated groups arranged 10 minimize cross-talk.
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Fig. 8. Distributions of voltage and current along lines having various terminations.
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Consider again Fig. 8 (d) and nore that in
comparison with Fig. 8 (a) the va!lies of U
and I vary cyclically along the line. ßecause
the dieelectric and conductor losses are pro-
portional to the squares of U and I respec-
tively, rhe increased losses areund the peaks
of the waveforms are not compensated C0111-
pletely by the decreased lasses around the
troughs. The nuios Umax/U m!nand Imax/1min
are known as the 'standing-wave ratios.
Considering particularly cases 01' high-
power transmirters feeding aerials. the ex-
cess amplitudes 111ay cause breakdowns.

INTRODUCTION TO METAL TRf\NSMISSION LlNES I
However. the small losses of radiated power
are usually considered to be significaru only
in the case of very-high-power transmiuers
(see References). Sianding-wave rarlos may
be measured using a commercial standing-
wave ratio rneasuring instrument. but a sim-
ple test may bc carried out with the aid of a
neon tube mounted at olle end of a stick of
insulatin2. material and rumring this along
the line ro explore ihe peaks and troughs.

Having considcred the line as udevice tor
the transmission of information. let us now
consider it as a circuii elemeru equivalent to.

for insrance. a capaciror. inductor or rrans-
formet.

Consider Fig. 8 (b) and (c). At any point
along the axes where U is finite and I equals
zero, the irnpedancc looking towarcls the ter-
mination must equal infinity. Where U
equals zero and I is finite. the impedance
must equal zero. Where U is rising. energy
is being converted trom kinetic into potent ial
form: the nature of the impedance must
therefore be capacinve. But where I is rising.
energy is beingconvened from potential iruo
kineric form und the nature 01' the impedunce

mUSI be inductive. Ofspecial inter-
est are the distnbutions of vcltuge
and current along quarter- und hul f-
wavelength lines and the exrraction
of intomuuion from Fig. 8 (b) and
(c): the distributions Ior open- and
short-circuit conditions are gtven
in Fig. 9.

Extending considerations
to a wider variety 01' effecrive
lengths. sorne exarnples wirh their
equivalenis are shown in Fig. 10.
Where u choice exists. it is prefer-
ab!e 10 use n line with a shon-cir-
cuit rather than an open-circuit ter-
minauon. since such u line is easier
to fix rnechunicnlly. Figure 10 (9),
wh ich represenrs a line with u slid-
ing shon-circuiting bar. cun be ad-
juxred to pre-em a wide variety of

such equivulents.
Ahhough the lines shown are balanced.

similar resuhs rnuy be obtuincd wirh the use
of unbalanced lines, In the case of Fig. 10(9)
using !illbalanced lines. however. ximilur re-
su1ts require rhe provision 01' 'trombones".
tha: is. devices rh.u are simitar 10 their mu-
sicul equivulents in rhut ihey provide parhs
of variable lengths. It must be ernphasized.
however. uuu these eftects hold good only
over very narrow bands of frequency.

A particular use 01' Fig. 10 (9) is in trans-
mitring suuions thar house many high-power
rransmiuers which operate on different Ire-
quencies. Power that is raöiured front olle
aeriul rnight be picked up by anorher aeriul
und this mighi attect the operanon ofthe sec-
end transmiuer. This may be avoided by COIl-
necting a line ofthe type shown in Fig. 10(9)
across ihe out pul tennina ls 01' each iransmit-
ter, adjusting ihe bridge 10 procluce a quarter-
wave condition for that transmiuer and
eanhing the short-circuiting bridge. This
technique also provides proreciion against
lightning strikes.
The effects of open- und short-circuit ter-

minauons have al ready becn dealth with.
Now it is necessary LO consider the resulrs 01'
ernploying various orher rypes 01' termina-
tion.

Since rhe magnnudes ot the volrage and
currem at both ends of a A/2line are sirnilar,
it tollows that if an impedance Zd be COI1-

nected at olle end 01' such u line, a similar im-
pedance will appear at the other end. that is.
rhe line acts CIS a 1: I transformer. This will
be so irrespective of ihe relationship between
the values of the load and the characreristic
il1lpedance of the lines as is shown in

.AI. .AI,
cuc s/c o/c s/c
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Fig. 9. Distributions of voltage and current atong quarter- and hatf-wavelength !ines with open and short-circuit
terminations.
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Fig. 10. Lengths of transmission lines being used to produce different reactive equivalents.
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Fig. 11 (a).
The CJuarter-wave line has been seen 10

have an inverting etfect. Therefore, ifthe ter-
minal ing irnpedance Zd has a magnti tude thar
equals I/Zo_ the irnpedance that appears at the
other end will have a ruagnirude ZJn as is
shown in Fig. I! (b). But not only is the mag-
nitude of the impedance inverted but so also
is the sign. e.g .. capacitive reacrance is tranx-
fonned into inductive reacumce.
Two pracrical examples of 1.../4lines used

as Iransformers are shown in Pie. 12. lf the
line and aerial impedances be z, :::;600 Q
and Zae:::; 75 Q. the matehing irnpedance will
be Zm = "(600x75) = 212 Q.
Olle of the equ.uions in the Appendix

gives für a baianced line:

D/d = I" anti log (Zo "k/276) =

:::I!~alltilog(212/276)::::

::: 1/:; anti log 0.768 = 2.93

Thar is.the spacing/diarnerer raiio will be
1.93 to provide the transformation. The line
conductors Illay then be sqeezed closer 10-
gerher ro jusr under three tirnes theird iameter
as shown in Fig. 12 (a), This, however.rnight
bring thern dangerously close togerher. The
alternative would be 10 maintuin the sarne
spacing for the uansformeras tor the line und
to consuucr rhe transformet trorn tubes tha:
have diameters ofone third ofrhe 600 Q line
spacing as shown in Fig. 12 (b).
Ii is inreresting 10 consider wheiher the

presence of sranding waves could preseru a
problern on power supply transmission lines
operaung at 50 Hz. The worst possible case
would be where the line reprcserued the A/4
condition:

)../4 = 11/4/ [metres [:

and allowing für u velocity ratio 01' 0.8:

)../4 = 3xI0~xO.8/(4xSO) [rnetres] =

= 1200 km.

which is the distance from, say. London to
Madrid. Venice 01" Oslo. Thereforc. even
with 60 Hz mains supplies, rhere is liule or
110 trouble likely to be experienced even with
very long lines.

Appendix
Consider the line fonued by a drum 01' cable
01' rwo identical lines that are looped at the
distal end. rcpresented by inductors and ca-
pacirors as shown in Fig. 13. The two vari-
able resisrors are ganged and always have
equal values of resisrance. The generator
volt<H!eis kept fixed and its frequency is var-
ied. R is then varied to produce a constaru
value of U. Then. Zo = R.
The kineric energy stored in the inductors

will be 112 LI :2 :::: 1/2 L\/2/k2• wh ich is depen-
dent on the value of R.
Equal energy will be stored in capaci-

rances and inductances when the value of R
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I=J..a

I=J..•0

flXcl =10IXL! =;h~ Zo= 1

0

CD

1= .:!:~lIxcl=;l;~IXLI=l'
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Fig. 11. Same characteristics ot half- and quarter-wavelength !ines.

C$ Li" Z, = 6" 0 J..,

-4 matching seclions
Zo = 2120

% =2.93

A t
- aerials, Zae = 750, 4.

\
A,

900129·22
'.-

Fig. 12. Matehing a 600 Q !ine to a 75 Q aerial. Alternative transformers.

9001.29·2J

Fig. 13. Using a generator of slowly varying frequency but constant voltage, R is adjusled to produce a
constant value of voltage U.Then, R = Z,.
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is such that

:. C ~ UR"

and R =V(UC).

This value Of R is rermed the 'characrer-
istic irnpedance ' and is given the syrnbol ZOo

A fuller equation. raking into accouru the
se ries resistance R of the inductcrs und the
shunt leakance G (in siemens) ofihe insula-
tion. is

Z ~
° "\

R+jwL
G+jwC

(Q)

INTR()IJUCTIOi\' TO 1\IF:TAI. TRANSMISSION L1NF.S

wbere j ::: v-I und (J) :::: 2rrf
However. (1:-' R «wL exrept .u very low

lrequencies. and C«wC cxcept at vcry high
Irequencies. the simpler equation is nor-
rnally accepted us adequate for pruct icul ]Jur-
poses.

l t is also possible 10 dcrermine the value
01' Zn frönt the physica! construction 01' the
line by the use of Olle 01' the tollcwing 1\\'0
equauons.

For u twin-wire line:

Z ~o
118 x' log 2D. x
VI: d

where D is the distunce between the cerures
of the conductors. d i:-.the wire diameter, und
J... is the permiuiviry of'the inxuhuion (::::unity
rar uirj.

For a concentric line:

or

Q ~anti IM [_Z-,o'-.VI:_A_l
II - 13X

Refereuces:

EI ec: /'01/ i( '.' C01111I11/ II;Ca! if 1/1
S.".\{"III.\ h)' Gcorgc K~I111ed).
Mc-Graw-Hill Book Compuny,
Gregg Division.

AIIIII{l'lIr Nm/iu Tee//llit/lw., by
P. Huwker. RSGB.

HF AIIlC'lI/w.\ by L.A. Mcxon.
RSGB.

IY87 ARNL Hundhook,

Fig. 14. Balanced lines wilh air dielectrlcs: divide Zoby Fig. t5. Coaxiallines with air dieleclries: divide Zoby,k
-Iktor other dielectrics. tor other dieelectrics. \ 'HF VIII' Mannat, RSGB.
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HIGH DYNAMJC RANGE S-MMIC
AMPLIFIERS FOR 50 OR 75Q

SYSTEMS

Xx
Designated MSA-IIIO. the MMIC
(manolithic microwave intezrated cir-
cuit) is a general-purpose. cascadable
gain block intended for use in broad-
bandwidth IF and RF amplifier design.
and provides high performance in both
50n and 7Sn microstrip systems. This
makes the device ideal borh rar commu-
nications and test equiprnent for the 50n
transmission line environment , and for
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television and other equiprnent using
75n impedance siandards. The MSA-
1110 is offercd in Cl l Oü-rnil-diameter
gold-ceramic surface-rnount package
suitab!e for industrial purposes.
Avanreks MODAMpTM MSA series of

silicon bipolar amplifiers is f'abricared
using a 10 GHz fT. 25 GHz fmltx silicon
bipolar MMIC process based on nitride
self-alignment, ion implantation and
gold metallizaticn (Q uchieve excellent
uniforrnity. perforrnance and reliability.
The availability of ihis wide-ranging
family of general-purpose MMIC die
gives rhe designer of hybrid circuit as-
semblies a choice of an easy-to-apply.
stable anel reliable g ain bleck for almest
any application ranging Irorn inrermcdi-
are frequency through microwave.
MMIC models in this series are: MSA-
0100. MSA-0200. MSA-0300. MSA-
0400. MSA-0600. MSA-0700 and
MSA-0800. At I GHz. this family offers
gains as high as 22.S dB. naise figures as
low as 3.2 dß , and power outpuis of up

GAtN (5"1
35 I
30 MSI-j l' r-;
2.

MSI-JU06
r-,

äi' 20
l! -," MSA-~2/03/0 r---;;; 15OD ....... "10

MSA-04 - 1'\
5

0
.1 .2 .4 .6 I 2 4 6

flIEQUENCY (6Hzl

to + 12.5 dB.
For more inforrnation. including

datasheets. contact any authorized
Avantek sules office. represenrative or
distribuior. 01' contact
Avantek, Inc .• 3175 Bowe r s Ave .•
Santa Clara • CA 95054-3292. Tele-
phone: (408) 970-2659.
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CHOPPER-
STABILIZED
OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIERS
Chopper-stabilized opamps are in many
cases the only feasible alternative when
we want to amplify very small direct
voltages. In this article we will explore
why chopper opamps have such
excellent d.c. characteristics. A
theoretical background to the operation
of interesting new devices is given,
followed by a discussion of some
inherent problems (and, of course,
proposed solutions). The article is
closed off with an overview of the most
popular chopper opamps currently available.

by J. Ruffell, with contributions
from B. Marshali (Texas Instru-
ments) and G.J. van Os (AcalAu-
riema)

FOR a lang time ro come. instrumenration
arnpllfiers will be required ro operate ar

the highest possible accuracy. This expecra-
tion is based on fhe trend towards ever
higher resolurion of DACs (digiial-to-ana-
logue conveners) and ADes (analogue-to-
digital conveners). lr will be clear rhat high
resolution in Cl measurement is not achieved
just by the use of converters with a high res-
olution. After all. it makes liule sense 10 per-
form a measurement at an nccuracy of
18 bits when the analogue arnplifier used
has a rnaximum resolution of. say, 16 birs.
In praciice. rhe accuracy of the hardware for
anaJogue signal ccndirioning rnust be dou-
bled for every additional bit to be measured.

Analogue signals are preferably condi-
tioned and/or amplified by a.c.-coupled cir-
cuits. mainly because rhese can be built by
relatively simple rneans and at low cost.
There are, however, many applications
where the wanted signal is applied in the
form 01' u direct vorrage or a direct current.
Devices used in such applicarions include
thermocouples. photodiodes and. on a larger
scale.jhe digiral rnulumerer. which is an ex-
ample of a data acquisition systern. Since
these devices and circuits ean only be
d.c. ccupled, the designer is faced with off-
sei voltages and drift 01' the linear arnplifier
he imends to use. The origins of input off-sei
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voltages andrheirstabiluy is discussed in an
earlier arricle on new opamps, see Ref. I.

Although convenrional operatiönal aJ11-
plifiers such as the OP07 and the OP77 are
good choices for d.c. signal condirioning.
rhere are devices whose exrrernely low drift
arid off-sei voltage make thern far bener
suited 10 rhe application. The type of opera-
rional ampl i fier we have in rni nd is generally
referred ro as a chopper opamp. or. more ac-
cururely, a chopper-stubilized opamp,

Chopping: the classic
approach
During the valve era. the rerrns chopper arn-
plifier und indirect d.c. amplifier were ta-
miliar 10 almest anybody in the field of
electronics, At thai time. chopping was
taken very liierally. A kind of elecrronic
guillotine was used 1"0 convert the low-fre-
quency ahernating voltage (or the direct
voltage) tO be amplified. iruo a signal with a
higher frequency. Next. this 'high-
frequency signal was raised in an a.c, cou-
pled amplifier, and subsequently resrored 10
its original frequency by a synchronous de-
tecror. In practice. the chopping element
used 10 be a relay Of. a little later. abipolar
transistor or a FET.

Figures la and Ib show the basic sehe-
matic of a etassie chopper amplifier and the
associated waveforrns. The input voltage.
Ui. is converted ro a pulsating waveforrn. "1,
by switch SI. The d.c. component is re-
rnoved before 111 is amplified by H.C. cou-
pled amplifier AI. It will be clear that the

original waveforrn (with u higher umpli-
rude) rnust be recovered from/o. The recov-
ering, or demodulation. 01' 11) is cffecred by
xwitch S1. This eleetronically operared
switch connecrs the riglu-hand side of ca-
pacitor C:! 10 ground on every secend half-
eycle of rhe osci llator signal. The waveform
of 1/4 indicaies thar the swirching results in a
shift of the direct voltage level. Finally. an
inregrating fiher recovers the arnplified
voltage. Uo, Irom ll-!.

Although this type of amplifier allows
good drift specifications to be achieved. it
sufferx from a number of inherenr shortcorn-
ings. The chopper. for instance. orten irnro-
duces glitches at the output. Also. the
amplifier lucks a differential output. while
its bandwidth is limited to a few hundred
hertz.

Integrated
Modern chopper opamps no Ionger work as
described above. These days, the signal ro
be arnplified is no longer chopped 1Opieces
and then rebuilt. Instead. use is made of a
control Ioop wh ich compensares the input
off-sei voltage of a normal differential am-
plifier. As a result. these new eireuns look
quite sirnilar [Q the standard oparnps you
have grown accusrorned to in many eireuns
in this magazine,
Chopper opamps. like standard opamps.

have CI differeruial input circuit. Because of
this likeness. and because their principle of
operanon is based 0111heold ehoppermodel.
the new devices are generally called chop
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per-stabilized operational arnplifiers. or
chopper oparnps, A typical application cir-
cuit of a chopper oparnp is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram .01 a classic
chopper amplilier (1 a), and the waveforms
pertaining 10 this type 01 circuit (1b).

Automatie off-set
eompensation
The off-sei compensation corurol applicd
with chupper opamps is in rnany ways vim-
ilur ro a rechnique used 10 compensaie the
input off-sei voltage. Um ... 01' u siandard
opamp, This rechnique enrails off-sei eOI11-
pensanon by fitting u voltuge source that
supplies -Um in se ries with the non-invert-
ing input 01' the opamp (sce Figs. 3 und 4).
Automatie input off-sei voltage compensa-
tion ihus requires u circuit capable of mea-
suring Uo". arid supplying an accurate
'negative copy. -Ue«. at rhe non-inverring
input.

YOLI may start wendering at this point
how Um. can be rneasurcd when the oparnp
is al ready pan of an existing circuit. Assuni-
ing tha; a simple elecironic circuit is used. it

+!5'

can bc shown that the input off-sei vorrage is
best measured between the input terminals
of the oparnp in question. Figure 5 shows
how this is done in an invening amplifier set
up areund the ideal oparnp rnodel. Equa-
tion I describes the voltage berween the
non-inverring and the inverting input 01' the
oparnp, True, the equation looks fairly COI11-

plex. However. assuming for the moment
rha: Ui does not coruuin an alremating volt-
age cornponent. you wi 11easily discover that
the expression in equation I is virtually
equal 10 -Um ..This is because the open-Ioop
gain. Aol. is high (say. 100.000). so ihat E
(see equation1) approaches I.The upsher is
that equation I can be simplified 10 give
equation 3. The outpur voltage is upproxi-
rruued as described by equation -I..
The schematic in Fig. 6 shows H circuit

designed on the basis 01' the abovc discus-
sion. An uuxiliury arnplifier is used 10 IllC(1-
sure and cornpensute the inpui off-set
voluige of the main opamp. Equation S.
which describes the OUIPU! vouage. incli-
eures that rhe effect of the input off-sei volt-
age is reduced by u fuctor of I~E. Assuming
an open-loop guin of 100.000. und R I ::::R.::!.
the reduction arnounts LO no less than50.000
umes. Compared tO ihe off-sei error of about
?.uo ....in the OUlpUI signal 01' the circuit in
Fig. S. a specificaticn of the order 01'
1(25.000Uo ....i:.. quite impressive for the cir-
cuit in Fig. 6. Thus. equaiion 6 l1lay be ap-
plied with confidence ford.c. appficarions.
It should be noied thut the off-sei of the

opamp cun only be compens.ucd success-
Iully if the aux iliary arnpl ifiel' is, sufficienuy
ccmpensated. Thb, is why we have shown
the aux iliary arnplitier as an ideal device, i.e.
an opump without input oft-sei. 11 will be
clear that such a device does not exist. Arid
yei. the circuit ean be exiended in n way Ihal
does allow automatic otr-ser compensation
to be achieved. ßusically. the uuxiliary <1111-

900105·13

Note 1:
Note 2:
Note 3:

o.!"f o.!I'F

Q1 aoo connection terminals must be at the same ternpereture
varues in parentheses are for type K tharmocoupfe.
ccrmecttcns 10 invert!ng input 01 op-amp sncuto be kept as sncrt
as possible 10 recuce notse plckup.
All circuit power ts :!15V.Note 4:

Fig. 2. Typical application 01a chopper-stabilized opamp in a thermocouple amplifier with
cold-junction compensation (illustration courtesy Maxirn).
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COMP()NENTS

Fig. 3. Operational amplifier model with
input ott-set voltage Uos.

I
----l~P' +

-Uos : Uo~....
,/ 900105· 15

Fig. 4. The input off-set voltage may be
compensated by placing a voltage source
-Uos in series with the non-inverting input.

pli fiel' musr measure and cornpensaie its
own input off-ser volrage be fore handling
rhe off-sei of the main opamp. The neces-
sary extensions are shown schenuuically in
Fig.7.
Off-sei cornpensation rhus ccnsists of

rwo successive phases. During rhe First
phase. the clectronic swirch. SI. is ser 10 po-
sition A. This causes rhe inputs ofrhe auxil-
iary oparnp LObe short-circuired. so thar the
output voliage of this arnplifier is virtually
equal 10 its own irrpur off-ser voltage. Uosl.
Just before SI switches LO position B. a sarn-
ple-and-hold circuit. S&H-l. connects Uo.,,1
in se ries with the invening input of the uu x-
iliary arnplifier. This results in compensa-
tion 01' the off-sei error of this amplifier at
rhe starr ofthe second phase, During the sec-
ond phase, SI connects the positive input 01'
rhe auxiliary arnplifier to the positive irrpur
01' the main oparnp. This, in fact, creates the
circuit in Fig. 6. The sarnple-and-hold cir-
cuit still cornpensates the off-set of the aux-
iliary amplifier. whose output is at a
potential of practically -UoQ. To retain this
voltage, a secend sample-and-hold, S&H-2.
is introduced. As shown in Fig. 7. this
causes -Uoa LObe connected in se ries with
the non-inverting input of the main oparnp
At least in theory, the result is as may be ex-
pected: the irrpur off-sei voltage is autornati-
cally compensated.
The off-set compensation of the two arn-

plifiers may be optimized by repeating the
two phases. Depending on the repeat rate,
input off-set drift as a result of temperature
changes or supply voltage fluctuations may
be eliminated, preveruing these factors from
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u, = E· {[ 1 + :~ ). U" - :~ . u, }

u, = E { (1 + :~) (1 - E) U" - :: (2 - E) u, }

(1-E)· R,.
(Up-Uro)=- Ui+E·Uos

R, + R2

E

Eq. [1]

Eq. [2]

Eq. [3]

Eq. [4]

Eq. [5]

Eq. [6]

(Up-Uro)= -u; [A,! --? =)

uo= [A,! --? =l

, "'

"I

'lOO'05·1&

Fig. 5. This basic circuit allows us to
prove, by calculation, that the voltage differ-
ence between the inverting and the non-in-
verting input of the opamp is practically
equal to -Uos if Uj does not contain an alter-
nating voltage component.

I"'
I-,,maln opamp
"

"I1

Fig. 6. First design 01 a control circult tor
automatie compensation of the ott-set volt-
age.

affecting the stability of the instrumentation
amplifier,

Main amps and null amps
The above infonnation will. no doubt. en-
able you 10 take a well-prepared look at the
block sehemaue diagram of a chopper-
stabilized opamp. The functional diagram
used by rnost manufacturers is shown in
Fig. 8. The tenn main amp refers 10 the main

operaiionul amplifier. while the term null
al11)J is meant 10 ideruify the auxiliary ampli-
fiel'. The swirches and the osciiintor should
1101 surprise you by now. The rwo sarnple-
und-hold circuits are not' so easily discov-
ered. because rhey appear in the form of rwo
capacitors. CA und Ca. The only new blocks
are a clarnping circuit and a circuii 10 sup-
press inrermodulation. These two sub-
circuits ure of vital imponance to a good
chopper oparnp. and their function will
iherefore be reverted 10 a little further on in
this article.
During the firsr phase. also called tbe

clock phase. thc null arnp compensates it-
self. Switch SI is closed. and shon-circuits
the amplifier inputs. The outpur voltage is
stcred in external capacitor CA via switch
Si«, Since there is no input signal, the volt-
age on Ce is equal 10 the input off-sei volr-
age 01' the null amp. Furthermore. the
capaeuer volmge i~ fed back to an additional
inverting irrpur. so that rhe off-ser error 01'
the null amp is eliminated. Ollring rhe sec-
ond period of the clock signal. switch S~ is
closed. and SI is open. The null amp ihen
measures the input off-set voltage of the
rnain opamp. and siores it in capacitor CH.
AI the sarne time. the rneasured vohuge is
applied to the non-inverting input of the
main arnp, so uuu the input off-sei vo1tage is
compensared. Thus. rhe system cornpen-
sates UO\ of both amplifiers at rhe rate of rhe
c1ock- or chopper-frequency.j-.

Ir will be nored thar the chopping opera-
rion is effected only by tbe main opamp. The
gl irches meruioned at rhe elose of the section
on the classic chopping arnplifier are virtu-
ally abseilt with chopper oparnps because
the amplified signal is always passed via the
coruinuously operaring main opamp.

Recovery time
The decision 10 use chopper opamps in a
practical circuit instead of standard cpamps
may lead 10 some surprising problems. First.
chopper oparnps typically require a rnuch
longer time 10 recover Irom an overdrive
condition, wh ich may occur. for instance.
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Fig. 7. In this circuit, the Input ott-set of the main opamp is automatically compensated
during two phases of the clock signal.
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52
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Fig. 6. Typical bleck diagram of a chopper-stabilized operational amplifier.

when the outpur circuii is driven into sarura-
rion. Saturation occurs readily and is per-
fectly normal in. Ior instunce. Cl cornpararor
circuit.

After an overdrive condition. the rnain
arnp 110 longer works as u linear amplifier.
As a resuh. the voltage difference between
the inverting and the non-inverring input is
large relative to Vos. The auxiliary opamp
responds 10 this condition by eherging the
two capacirors. CA and CB. 10 the maximum
level. i.e .. the supply voltage.Jnevitably, the
main opamp requires some time 10 remove
these capacitor charges when the overdrive
condition is passed. In the datasheets. the
discharge time is referred to as the overload
recovery time. For a converuional opamp.
this time is abour 10 us. A chopper opamp.
however. may need up 10 4 S to recover.

'·---n----

CL..l .. P

,----~----

900105·20

Fig. 9. This clamp circuit reduces the
overload recovery time of the ICL7650.

•
900105-21

aa

Fig. 10. The ctamp circuit is actuated by
connecting the clamp input to the inverting
input of the opamp. Figure 10a shows a com-
parator with very low ctt-set, and Fig. 1Oban
inverting direct volta ge amplifier.
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Fig. 11. Open-Ioop gain, AOI. as a function of frequency.

The clamp circuit provided in the latest
chopper opumps scrves (Q reduce ihe recov-
ery time. The ICL7650, manutactured by
Maxim and Teledyne, for instance. has u re-
covery time of only 300 ms, The clurnp cir-
cuit used in rhis chip is shown in Fig. 9. The
circuit is actuated by connecring the clamp
terminal to the inverting input 01' the ampli-
fier. Figurc 10 shows rwo circuirs ihat make
use of this option.
The clamp circuit is really quite simple.

and COIlSiSIS ot' a mere switch Ihm closes au-
tomatically when the output vohage is too

close ro the supply vohuge. When rhar hap-
pens. the swiich shunts the extern ..illy COI1-

nccted feedback resisror. so th.u rbe
amplificarion is reduced. The clamp ihus ef-
fectively preverus the arnplifier being driven
il110 saruration. The very Iatest chopper op-
umps have an additional circuii rha: limus
the volrage across rhe sarnple-and-hold ca-
pucitors. The resuh is an even shorrer recov-
ery time-Texas Instruments' TLC2652.
Ior instance. has a recovery time of only
40 rns.

WAIN AWP

<IN ----r---;-;=-=-=;::::;::::t==;-i

NUll AWP

-IN ---+-"f--T-~ol
o
o

00--r·'--....,
<IN OUTPUT

CLAWP

v-
900105·24

Fig. 12. Simplified interna I diagram of the lMC688.
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Fig. 13. Resistor R4 Is normally superflu-
ous, but it is Iitted here 10 ensure a thermal
balance at the input of the circuit.

Next problem:
intermodulation
A further problern \.\I1[h chopper opamps
rnay not be noticed until you are dealing
with ulrernating volrages. Unfortunately. an
alternating input voltuge may cause un-
wanted sum and diffcrence Irequencies be-
cause it is rnixed with the clock signal. The
cuuse of this annoying effect. culled inter-
moduiation. can be traced back 10 the Iact
that rhe voirage berween the inverting und
the non-i nverting inputs of Ihe oparnp corre.
sponds closely 10 the off-sei voltuge. It
should be nored. however. that this is valid
for direct voltages only. when rhe main
oparnp has a very high open loop gain. and
cquation I muy be replaced by cquation 3.
As soon as an nltcrnating volrage is applied
10 the oparnp. the opcn-loop guin drops rap-
idly. as shown by the graph in Fig. J I.
Equation I ullows us to decJuceihat the

Iirnired value of Aol in (IIp-UIl) also includes
a pan of the inpui signal:

( I - E ) . R2
. 11 is, +R-:.

Funhermore. this part increases with fre-
quency since variable E deviate, more and

900105·26

Fig. 14. leakage currents may be kept to
aminimum by providing a guard area around
the opamp inputs.
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CHOPI'ER·STABILlZED OPERATIONAL A!\,IPLIFIERS

Table 1. Electrical specifications at T = 25 "C

TYPE Uo. dU,,IdT INPUT NOISE(1) SUPPLY SUPPLY
(~V) (nV/K) BIAS (mV,,) CURRENT VOLTAGE(3)
max. typ. (pA) typ. typ. (mA) typ. (V) max.

ICL7650 5 100 1.5 2.0 2.0 18

TLC2652C 3 3 4 2.8 1.5 16

TLC2654C 20 4 50 1.5 1.5 16

LMC668 10 50 20 2.0 2.5 18

MAX420C 10 20 10 1.1 1.3 36

TSC900BC 15 100 80 4.0 0.2 18

LTC1049C 10 20 15 3.0 0.2 18

LM741C 6000 5000 80.000 - 1.7 36

OPI778 55 100 2400 0.3312) 2.0 44

Notes: (1) 0 - 10Hz (2) 1 - 100 Hz (3) V+ to V-

Table 1. Overview of the most popular chopper opamps, and their main technical charac-
teristics. The 741 and the OP177B are not choppers - they are included he re for reference.

more trom the ideal value of I when the
open-loop gain becomes smaller (see equa-
tion 2). Hence. this alternaiing voltage com-
ponent appears also at rhe outpur of ihe
auxiliary arnplifier und nt the input of S&H-
2 (see Fig. 7). These cornponenrs are gener-
ated as a result 01' the sampling operarion.
which causes surn and difference frequen-
cies. To prevenr ihese frequencies rising 10

an unacceptably high level in the outpur sig-
nal, the chip conteins a special suppressor
circuit. As shown in Fig. 8, rhe anti-inter-
rnodulation circuit injects a compensation
signal into the null arnp. This also results in
additional suppression of harrnonics of the
chopper frequency.

Unfortunately, the suppressor circuit is
not capable of resolving all problerns. When
the input frequency approachcs the chopper
frequency. a low-frequency beat signal is
generared. T'his componeru is inevitably
treated as off-sei during the nulling of the
main arnp, and thus causes Cl ccrnplete dis-
ruption of the chopper arnplifier. This an-
noying problern rnay be solved to Cl [arge
extent by using a chopper frequency which
is at least twice as high as the highest arnic-
ipated frequency in the amplified signal.

In many applications that rely on high
d.c. accuracy (e.g.. IhemlOcouples) the
bandwidth of the input signal is 110 more
than a few hertz. Ir will be clear timt such
low freqllencies prevent interference prob-
lems with the chopper frequency before-
hand. In a number of cases. however. the
signal bandwidth will have to be limiled by
a low-pass filter. When it is not possible. for
whatever reason. to limit the bandwidth. the
designer still has the possibility to apply an-
other chopper mnplifier rated for a higher
clock frequency. The ICL 7650, for inSlance.
·chops' al 200 Hz, the LMC688 (National
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Semiconductcr) ur 400 Hz. the TLC2652 at
450 Hz. and the TLC2654 at 10 kHz. In
sorne cases. I1 is possible 10 apply an exter-
nally generared clock signal to the chip,

Practical notes
Chopper-stabilizcd opamps usually have the
same pinning as standard types. This allows
them ro be used as upgrades in existing cir-
cuirs, replacing opamps with worse d.c.
specificutions. Tbe only componerus 10 be
added are the two exrernal capacitors. CA
and Ca. This is 1101 required. however. with
some arnplifiers. The LTC I049 und
LTC I050 from Linear Technology. for in-
siance. have on-chip capacuors. Unfortu-
naiely. production techniques limit the
rnnxirnum capacitance of such inregrated ca-
pacirors to about 450 pF. which gives rhese
oparnps u low performance in regard [0

noise. The usuul values of rhe externul ca-
paciiors lie berween 0.1 ~F und 1.0 pF In al
cases. high-grade capacitors are required to
bring out rhe specific qualnies 01' a chopper
opamp, Film capacuors like polystyrene und
polypropylene types are weil worth using.

Unfortunately. the use of high-grade Ca-

pacitors is 110 guarantee that a d.c. amplifier
is obtained with a s111:.111 off-set and a low
drift. There is another factor. wh ich has not
been mel1liolled so far: lhemlOvoltages.
Thermovoltages occur where (WO different
mctals are in conlact. As indicated by Ihe
name of the phenomenon. Ihe voltage is
temperature-dependent. 111 praclice. a !"Ile-
rmovoltage readily amounts to a few micro-
volt per kelvin. The average drift of a gooel
ehopper-stabilized opalllp is of the order of
10 nV{K. However. Ihis value is not usually
achievable in a praclical amplifier wilhout
paying allention to thermoelectric effects in

and ureund the circuii. Componerus which
form connections without soldering. such as
switches. relays and connectors. rnust noi be
used in the input circuit. Where pans are 501-
dered. h is besr 10 use solder tin with a low
thermoelectric specificurion. such as LI tin-
cudmiurn alloy, Errors brougbt aboui by
thermoelectric effects may nlso be kept to a
minimurrt by artanging a symmetrical cir-
cuit at the cpamp inputs, The mosi sensitive
pan 01' the amplifier is thermally balanced
by using the same components in the two
branches (even if they are really superflucus
Ior ihe function 01' the circuii, see Fig. 13).
and by forcing an equal number of solder
joirus. Funhermore. ternperaiure differences
as a result of. say. veruilaricn er power dis-
sipation. must be kept as srnnl l as possible.

Guard!
An additional udvantage of chopper-srabi-
lized oparnps is the exrremely low input CLJr-

rerus. The TLC2652. For instunce. has an
avetage input blas current of 4 pA ut an am-
bieru iemperarure 01' 25 oe. In practice.
however. liule use is made of this cburacter-
istic becuuse the external leakage currents
are much higher. Nonetheless. thcse leukage
currents are fairly easily kept in check. The
necessury rnensures may al ready be iaken
during the printed-circuit board design
phase. Far insrance, the solder spots near ihe
inveuing und the non-inverring inputs of the
oparnp can be surrounded by a screening
copper area. called a guard. The principle is
illustnued in Fig. 14.11 is desirable that rhe
guard be held at abour the same potential as
the inputs of the cparnp, Thus. the guard is
connectcd to ground in an invening circuit,
und connected to the=-input of the cpamp in
u non-inverring circuit. lr will be clear thar
guards must be providcd at both siele .., of the
PCB. Finally. the PCB is cleaned with alco-
hol be fore fitring the componerns.

Thedifferences
From the above discussion you will have
gutbered that there are many rypes 01' chop-
per oparnps availuble. A selection of the
most populur types. along wiih their main
specificaiions. may be found in Tuble I. The
good old 741 oparnp, which is uni a chopper.
is also included for your umusernenr. The
OPI77B at the end of lhe list represents the
lalest in bipolar technalagy, anel is a compct-
it ive alternalive to chopper opamps. accord-
ing to the manufacturer. PM!.

Finally. Clward of warning 10 those or
yau who want to start il11Jl1ediately replacing
~tandard opamps by chopper types: as yet.
Ihese devices are quite expensive (expeci 10
pay around EID per ampliller) "mi difficult
10 obtain as olle-offs. •

Reference:
I. ··Introducing OP-series opamps'. Eh'klO"
EleClrollics February 1990.
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DROITWICH TIMEBASE
Roughly two years ago, the carrier trequency ot the 400-kW
long-wave Droitwich transmitter was changed trom 200 kHz to

198 KHz. This was done by the BBC to comply with the
internationally agreed 9-kHz spacing tor broadcast stations in the
medium- and long-wave bands. The trequency change ot 2 kHz was
largely unnoticed by thousands ot listeners ot the Radio Four and
BBC World Service programmes. Not so, however, by the many
users ot trequency standards and timebase circuits which derived
their stability trom the 200 kHz carrier. All these circuits became
useless overnight since the new trequency, 198 kHz, can not be

divided to give multiples ot 10Hz. Fortunately, there is a way to get
your timebase ticking again. An update tor our own Droitwich

receiver, an immensely popular project which goes back as tar as
1977, is described here.

THE BBC Radto-r end SBC World Service
programmes front the "!98-kHz trans-

mitter at Droitwich (near ßirmingham) GlTl

be received throughout Western Europe.
The programmes are not OUf main concern
here. however. stnce these can be listened to
with almest any MW!LW radio. As with
many stations in the long-wave band, the
stability of the carrier transmitred by
Droitwich is derived from <In atomic refer-
ence, and can be used for building Cl preci-
si on timebase at a small ouüey. How this is
done with simple means is explained in
Ref. 1. Basically, the carrier is picked IIp with
an aerial, amplified and subsequently digi-
tized. Next, the outpur signal is fed to a di-
vider cascade whieh supplies the commonly
used timebase frequencies of 1 Hz, 10 Hz,
"100Hz, etc., to '100 kHz. The stability of each
of these tirnebase frequencies is, in principle,
the same as that of the carrier from
Droitwich, wh ich, up to CltWD years ago, was
accurately maiutained at 200 kHz. Over the
years, the 200-kHz carrier from Droitwich
has served thousands of hobbyists and pro-
fessionat workers in electronics Iaborarories
all over Europe by providing a reference fre-
quelley of astability that is not achievable
with any affordable circuit. Traditionally.
Droitwich receivers, induding our own, are
of a charming simplicity, and the signal is
streng and freely available.

Just retuning?
Although the difference of 2 kHz is hardly
noticed on the turung seale of the vintage
radio in the introductory photograph, the
output frequencies supplied by an unmodi-
fied Droitwich tlmebase are useless for most,
if not all, digital circuits. 111is is because they

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS USA DECEMIlER 1990
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are no langer exact multiples of 10 Hz.
The problern is obvious: we GII1 110 Ionger

use our receiver plus timebase because the
Droitwich transmitter is at 198 kHz instead
of 200 kHz. All is not lost, however. The
good news is that the stability of the

Droitwich carrtcr is still just as good as be-
fore the change from 200 kHz to 198 kHz. So,
the solution to the problern is also obvious:
to enable us to use our timebase circuits, we
must convert the 198-kHz output signal of
our Droitwich teeeiver to 200 kHz.
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2kHz

0----- +99 + 4046 I-r-C).. PLL
98kHz 200k

2kHz .....
4518

'- BCD+100 I--
counter

900110-1

nn•Hz

Fig. 1. Block diagram 01 the frequency converter. The circuit comprises a divider and a
phase-Iocked loop.

Up by 2 kHz
The block diagram of the circuit we have in
mind is shown in Fig. 1. Assuming that the
unit is provided with the 198-kHz digital
output pulses from a Droitwich teeeiver. it
supplies a rock-steady 200-kHz output stg-
nal. No changes are required to the existing
Droitwich receiver.
At the input of the upgrade circuit we

find Cl special divider areund CI 4040, wired
for a divisor of 99. 1t5outpur signal has Cl fre-
queney of 2 kHz and is used as a reference
for Cl phase-locked loop (PLU circuit based
on the well-known 4046. The voltege-con-
trolled osctllator in the PLL Js set to opera te
at 200 kHz. Its outpur signe! is divided by
100 by a 4518 dual decade couutcr to give
2 kl-lz.

To understand how the outpur frequency
ot the circuit is kept stable, let us assume that
the VCO drifts from the nominal frequency

DRO!TWICH TIMEBASE

vo.mge. ln this way, the VCO is autornati-
cally retuned to minimize the frequency dif-
ference. The upsbot is that the VCO outpur
frequency of 200 kl-lz is 'locked' to the car-
rier received from Droitwich.

It could be argued that the PLL is not re-
quired because the 2~kHz signal from the
4040~based divider may be fed, at a suitable
point, into an existing divider cascade to give
the previously mentioned decade timebase
frequencies. We feel that the up-converston
to 200-kHz is required, however, to make
sure that the formerly available frequencies
of 100 kHz and 10 kHz are retamed without
<lny change to the existing divider cascade,
In other words, all the functions of the
Droitwieh fimebase you were just about to
throw away are restered simply by installing
the proposed up-converter.

Circuil descriplion
of 200 kHz. This dritt. however small, causes
a frequency difference between the 2-kHz
reference signal (derived frorn Droitwich)
and the 2-kHz signal supphed by the 4518.

The frequency diffcrence causes thl~~e~p~I~,o~s~e~;::;;;iiii;;;~:~:::~~~~comparator in the 4046 to supply ~lll error

The circuit diagrarn of the upgrade is shown
in Fig. 2. The diodes at theQO, Ql, Q5 and Q6

c
900110·12

Fig. 2. Circuit dia gram of the timebase upgrade.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMßER 1.90

outputs of the 74HC4040 form an AND gate
fit the RESET input of the chip, and define a di-
visor of 99. The 2-kHz outpur signal of the
HC4040 is fed to the 4046 PLL, whose inter-
nal organization is shcwn in Fig. 3. The VCO
frequency is defined bv external parts Rz and
CI. Here, phese comparator 2 is used. Net-
werk R6-C2 forms the PLL loop filter at the
control input of the VCO. A LED indicates
that the PLL is locked to the Droitwich stg-
nal.
The 200-kHz VCO signal is divided by

100 in a 4518 dual BCD counter. The 2-kHz
output signal at pin 14 of this IC is fed to the
Cin (phase comparator in) input of the 4046.
The 200-kl-lz outpur signal of the up-

grade circuit is dtgttally compatible with a
swing of 5 Vpp, and can be fed to ,myexisting
divider cascade based on TTL ICs or CMOS
Ks operafing at a supply volta ge of 5 V.

Construclion
Construction of the upgrade circuit is
straightfotward on the small PCB shown in
Fig. 4. The input of the board is counected to
outpur A of the Droitwich receiver (see
Ref. 1). The output of the board is connected
to the existing 200-kHz output socket of your
frequency standerd. end to the input of any
divider cascade you may have built into the
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TEST AND MEASUREJ\i1EJ\T

C040469

COMPARATOR PHASE COMP] OUT

'". }---H'
r-' - -;.;!.:'!rn1f-.!!:§)~=-~lp~H~~~S(:..:'c"",~p~n~ou~T;8 .,

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the 4046 phase-Iocked loop used in the upgrade (illustration
courtesy RCA/Harris Semiconductor).

er ,---( LOW
~-"-~+<'}--------i"'S5

FlLTt""r
'ss

'ss -"""'V-<.,
vss +"v\''''-@e+~

900110 -13

~o------...- ___

Fig. 4. Single-sided printed-circuit board for the timebase upgrade.

enclosure (Cl suggested divider based Oll TTL
Ks is included in Ref 1).
Assuming that you use the Droitwich re-

ceiver described in Ref. 1, carefully adjust
the aerial, end then presct PI, untii the LOCK
LED on the receiver board lights. Use the
earpiece, and check that you are tuned to
Droitwich by listening to the progrClrnme.
Next, check that output A of the receiver
su pplies d igita I pulses to the upgrade board.
lf the pulse train is steady. the LOCKLED on
the upgrade board lights, and the outpur
should supply a stable 200-kHz signal. •

Reference:
1. "Precision timebase for frequency
counter". Eh'klor Eiectronics [une 1977.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
1 5kQ6
1 2kQ2
1 10kQ
1 330kQ
1 330<1
1 15kQ

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

Capacitors:
1 100pF
1 100nF

Cl
C2

semrconductors-
4 1N4148
1 LEO
1 BC547B
1 74HC4040
1 4046
1 4518

01 - 04
05
Tl
IC1
IC2
IC3

Fig. 5. Completed prototype of the Droitwich receiver described in the June 1977 issue 01 Elektor Electronics.
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TEST AND MEASUREMENT

CD404eB

CI

•vss 900110-13

enclosure (a suggested divider based on TTL
Ies is included in Ref. 1).
Assuming that you use the Droitwich re-

ceiver described in Ref. 1, carefully adjust
the aerial, arid then preset Pi, until the LOCK

LED on the receiver board lights. Use the
earpiece, and check that you are tuned- to
Droitwich by listening to the programme.
Next, check that output A of the receiver
supplies digital pulses to the upgrade board.
If the pulse train is steady. the LOCK LED on
the upgrade board lights, and the output
should supply a stable 200-kHz signal. .•

Reference:
1. "Precision tirnebase for frequency
counter". Elektor Elcctronics June 1977 .

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the 4046 phase-Iocked loop used in the upgrade (illustration
courtesy RCA/Harris Semiconductor).

Fig. 4. Single-sided printed-circuit board for the timebase upgrade.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
1 Sko.6
1 2kn.2
1 iokn
1 330kn.
1 3300.
1 1Skn.

R1
R2
R3
R4
RS
R6

Capacitors:
1 100pF
1 100nF

C1
C2

Semiconductors:'
4 1N4148
1 LEO
1 BCS47B
1 74HC4040
1 4046
1 4S18

01-04
OS
T1
IC1
IC2
IC3

Fig. 5. Completed prototype of the Droitwich receiver described in the June 1977 issue of Elektor Electronics.
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This highly sensitive movement detector is
designed from bipolar transistors and
draws a current of only 0.3 mA during qui-
escent operation. It is inteuded pr~marily
for use as a protection device, but may also
be used in certain games.

Mechanical movement detectors react
only to large changes in velocity or vibra-
tions that set a metalleaf provided with a
suitable counter weight into motion. The
present detector is much more sensitive:
moving an object that is protected by it is a
real challenge as even the most careful at-
tempt at doing so is punished by the
sounding of a buzzer.
Yet, the principle is simple: a magnet is

suspended by a thin thread 20-30 mm long
a few millimeteres above the coil of a relay
(whose contacts are not used). Even a
minute movement of the protected object
will disturb the magnet. The resulting
changes in the magnetic field above the
relay coil will induce a tiny varying volt-
age across the coil.

Although an opamp cou.ld be used for
the amplification of this tiny voltage, types
that combine low consumption with single
supply voltages are rare and expensive.
The present design therefore uses discrete
bipolar tranststors that are eastly available,
draw little current and are not expensive.

The first stage consists of a common
emitter design with automatie regulanon.
The collector resistors and the resistors in
the regulation bridge have unusually high
values.

Feedback from the bridge ensures sta.
bility of operation of Tl. Each increase in
collector voltage will be opposed by an in-
crease in base-emitter current. Conversely,
each reduction in collector voltage will be
opposed by a decrease in base-emitter cur-
rent. Consequently, the collector volta ge
will stabilize at a value that corresponds to
a base voltage of about 0.6 V. Capacitor Cl
delays the immediate effect of the feedback
when the collector voltage changes rapidly.

The small varying volta ge ind uced in
the relay coil is magnified appreciably by
Tl because C 1 prevents automatie regula-
ticn. The output impedance of the first
stage is very high, which is, of course, the
pnce to be paid for low consumption. It
would not rnake sense to follow this stage
by one with a low output impedence. be-
cause this would adversely affect the over-
all amplification,

Because of that, Tl is followed by an

T1•.•T4 = 2NZZ2Z *

12V

-rr~".r
'"
.!. *
"F

,.,
ev

*re

emitter follower, T2, which provieles the
coupling between Tl and T3. Resistor RS
allows a partial discharge of C2 if T2 is
switched off by a reduction in the output
of Tl. Since this resistor, because of the
low- consumption requirement, has a high
value, the circuit will attain its maximum
sensitivity some ten seconds after the last
movement detection. This is the time re-
quired for the charge on capacitor C2 to
stabilize.

The detection proper is carried out by
T4, which switches on when the voltage
variations in the amphfier, passed on by
C4, reach a level of 0.6 V. Saturation of T4
leads to the instant charging of es. This ca-
pacitor will discharge partly via R10 and
RH to the base of TS when T4 switches off
again. When es discharges, TS is thus on

and this will make T6 conduct. This in turn
will actuate a load , for instance, a buzzer,
in the collector circuit of T6.

The sensitivity of the detector depends
to a large extent on the distance between
the magnet and the relay and the length of
the 'pendulum'.
If the circuit is powered by a battery,

there is a little problem: batteries have a
large internal resistance. This means that
the supply voltage may vary by some
tenths of a volt if a sudden, large current is
drawn. If the buzzer has stopped after a
detecticn. such a situation can lead to a re-
triggering of the circuit and this may cause
undesired oscillations. To prevent this hap-
pening, the supply of the amplifier stage is
decoupled by R3 and C6. •

(0. Bai/leux)
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The all-solid-stäte preamplifier we pub-
lished some months ago (Ref. 1) is con-
trolled entirely electronically, including
the switching of the inputs. When several
inpinput sources are active, and switching
takes place between two of them, the stg-
nals of the sources between them may be
heard, admittedly for a very ShOTt time.
Nevertheless, this may be inadmissable in
certain circumstances.
The remedy for this is fair1y simple:

connect a buffer between the control lines

0. '00 00'
0' • 0' 0' '
0' .~<0 0' '
0' "00 0' •0. 13O. 40114 Q. I?

0' ·0' o. ,.
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of the basic peB and the switching inputs to the
multiplexer. This buffer retains the data of the cur-
rently selected channel until a definite code is pre-
sent for the newly selected channel.
The circuit presented here acts as that buffer

and Is inserted between connectors K14 and K17.

Three pins of those connectors are
not used in the original cireuit
and these are therefore available
to proviele a symmetrical supply
volta ge and the nccessary clock
signal to the present circuit. The
±7.5 V supply is taken from pins 8
and 16 of 1C37 and fed to pins 9
and 10 of K17 while the doek sig-
nal is taken from pin 11 of IC35
and applied to pin 11 of this con-
nector. The connections are sim-
ply made with short lengths of in-
sulated circuit wire. •

Reference: "A ll-solid-state pre-
amplifier", Elektor Electrcnics, De-
cernber 1989.

PARTS LIST
Resistors
R1 = 1 M
R2 = 10 M
R3=220k
P1 == 1 M preset

Capacitors
C1=100n
C2= 47 n
C3=820n

Semiconductors
D1, D2 = 1N4148
IC1, IC2 = 40174
IC3 = 4538

Miscellaneous
K1, K2 = header FC14VB
14-way flat cable, 10 cm
2xfemale header, 14-way far cable
mounting

5V
Running a bath can end in a minor domes-
tic disaster if you forget to turn off the taps
in time. The indicator presented here actu-
ates an active buzzer to provide an audible
warning when Cl given water level is
reached.

Since the water sensor and the driver
circuit for the buzzer are contained on one
PCB, the indicator; together with the 9-V
battery and the buzzer, may be built intc a
compact case. Obviously, the sensor, which
is etched on the PCB, must not be fitted in

@@:$J



S6
cast-iron or steel bath, the indicator is se-
cured to it with the aid of a magnet glued
on to the ease. Ta prevent scratching the
bath, the magnet may be covered in plastic
or rubber. If you have a poly propylene
bath, the indicator may be stuck on to it
with blue tack or double-sided adhesive
tape.
When the water resches the sensor, the

base of Tl is connected to the positive sup-

@@i}.

ply line. As a result, Tl and T2 are
switched on so that buzzer 8z1, a self-os-
cillating type, is actuated. The current
drawn by the circuit in that condition is
about 25 mA.
In ease the circuit Is actuated by steam,

its sensitivity may be reduced by increas-
ing the value of R2. It is recornmeuded to
tin the peB tracks to prevent carrosion. •

(0. Lorenzr

Resistors;
Rl .470 k
R2.l00k
R3.2k2

PARTS LIST

Semiconductors:
TI, T2 • BC548C

Miscellaneous
Bz1 = active piezo-ceramic resonator

Simple function generators normally pro-
vide sinusoidal, rectangular and triangular
waveforms, but seldom a sawtooth. The
circuit in Pig. 1 derives a a sawtooth signal
from a rectangular and a triangular signal.
Its quality depends on the linearity of the
triangular signal, the slope of the edges of
the rectangular signal end the phase rela-
tion between the reetangular and triangu-
lar signals.
The conversion is carrted out in Je].

Whether the triangular signal at input A is
converted or not by JC! depends on the
state 01 Tl. This FET is controlled by the
reetangular signal at input B.
The signal at the output of the opamp is

a sawtooth-see Fig. 2-whose trailing
edge is inverted. The frequency of this sig-
nal is double that of the input stgnals.
If in this state the d.c. Ievel of each in-

verted edge is raised sufficiently to make
the lower level of that edge coincide with
the higher level of the preceding edge. a
sawtooth signal of the same frequency but
double the peak value of the input signals
is obtained. The d.c. level is raised by
adding input B to the output 01 ICl via R7
and Pl. The preset should prelerably be a
multi-turn type.
Resistors R2 and R4 are 1% types.
If a reetangular signal is not available,

or its peak value is too smalI, the auxiliary
circuits shown in Figures 3 and 4 will be be
found useful. That in Hg. 3 amplifies the
triangular Input at A by ]0. Differentiating
network Cl-RIO derives rectangular pulses
from the amplified triangular signal and
these are available at F.

The pulses at F are shaped by the cir-
cuit in Fig. 4 to reetangular signals that
have the same peak value as the supply
voltage. Capacitor C2 increases the slope
of the edge and may be omitted for low-
frequency signals.

n~~B~----------~Y 904033·11

Fig. 1. Cireuit diagram ot the basic sawtooth eonvertor.

The convertor provides sawtooth sig-
nals over the frequency range of 15 Hz to
15 kHz. Tf the auxiliary circuits are used ,
capacitor C] must be compatible with the
frequency of the sawtooth signal (its value
lies between 2 nF and 100 pF).
The supply for all circuits may be be-

tween ±10 V and ±15 V. Each opamp draws
a current of 4-6 mA. •

(A. Ferndoum)

Fig. 2. Signals at various points in Fig. 1.

A~

B j--t--I--t
"6 IC1

~
' -, ,

-,

c (-1 (-11--11--~
904033-12

904033-13

Fig. 3. Cireuit tor amplitying the input at A in Fig. 1. Fig. 4. Cireuit tor shaping the rectangular
pulses at output F in Fig. 3.
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The all-solid-state preamplifier we pub-
lished some months ago (Ref, 1) is con-
trolled entirely electronically, inc1uding
the switching of the inputs. When several
inpinput sources are active, and switching
takes place between two of thern, the sig-
nals of the sources between them may be
heard, admittedly for a very short time.
Nevertheless, this may be inadmissable in
certain circumstances.
The remedy for this is fairly simple:

connect a buffer between the control lines

00EE====~300 0020' .. 01 01 5
02 602 IC1 02 1

03 1'03 03'0
Q4 13 04 40174 a4 12

05 140505'5

.. eLf( _CCRK'o r----+---G+ 7V5
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*
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eT T er
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of the basic PCB and the switching inputs to the
multiplexer. This buffer retains the data of the cur-
rently selected channel until a definite code is pre-
sent for the newly selected channel.
The circuit presented here acts as that buffer

and is inserted between connectors K14 and K17.

Three pins of those connectors are
not used in the original circuit
and these are therefore available
to provide a symmetrical supply
volta ge and the necessary clock
signal to the present circuit. The
±7.5V supply is taken from pins 8
and 16 of IC37 and fed to pins 9
and 10 of K17 while the clock sig-
nal is taken from pin 11 of IC35
and applied to pin 11 of this con-
nector. The connections are sim-
ply made with short Iengths of in-
sulated circuit wire. •

Reference: "All-solid-stare pre-
arnplifier", Elektor Electronics, De-
cember 1989.

PARTS LIST
Resistors
R1 = 1 M
R2 = 10 M
R3 = 220 k
P1 = 1 M preset

Capacitors
C1=100n
C2= 47 n
C3 = 820 n

Semiconductors
01,02 = 1N4148
IC1, IC2 = 40174
IC3 = 4538

Miscellaneous
K1, K2 = header FC14VB
14-way flat cable, 10 cm
2xfemale header, 14-way for cable
mounting

@@3J
Running a bath can end in a minor domes-
tic disaster if you forget to turn off the taps
in time. The indicator presented here actu-
ates an active buzzer to provide an audible
warning when a given water level is
reached.
Since the water sensor and the driver

circuit for the buzzer are contained on one
PCB, the indicator, together with the 9-V
battery and the buzzer, may be built into a
compact case. Obviously, the sensor, which
is etched on the PCB, must not be fitted in

L
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cast-iron or steel bath, the indicator is se-
cured to it with the aid of a magnet glued
on to the ease. Ta prevent scratching the
bath, the magnet may be covered in plastic
or rubber. If you have a poly propylene
bath, the indicator may be stuck on to it
with blue tack or double-sided adhesive
tape.
When the water resches the sensor, the

base of Tl is connected to the positive sup-

@@i}.

ply line. As a result, Tl and T2 are
switched on so that buzzer 8z1, a self-os-
cillating type, is actuated. The current
drawn by the circuit in that condition is
about 25 mA.
In ease the circuit Is actuated by steam,

its sensitivity may be reduced by increas-
ing the value of R2. It is recornmeuded to
tin the peB tracks to prevent carrosion. •

(0. Lorenzr

Resistors;
Rl .470 k
R2.l00k
R3.2k2

PARTS LIST

Semiconductors:
TI, T2 • BC548C

Miscellaneous
Bz1 = active piezo-ceramic resonator

Simple function generators normally pro-
vide sinusoidal, rectangular and triangular
waveforms, but seldom a sawtooth. The
circuit in Pig. 1 derives a a sawtooth signal
from a rectangular and a triangular signal.
Its quality depends on the linearity of the
triangular signal, the slope of the edges of
the rectangular signal end the phase rela-
tion between the reetangular and triangu-
lar signals.
The conversion is carrted out in Je].

Whether the triangular signal at input A is
converted or not by JC! depends on the
state 01 Tl. This FET is controlled by the
reetangular signal at input B.
The signal at the output of the opamp is

a sawtooth-see Fig. 2-whose trailing
edge is inverted. The frequency of this sig-
nal is double that of the input stgnals.
If in this state the d.c. Ievel of each in-

verted edge is raised sufficiently to make
the lower level of that edge coincide with
the higher level of the preceding edge. a
sawtooth signal of the same frequency but
double the peak value of the input signals
is obtained. The d.c. level is raised by
adding input B to the output 01 ICl via R7
and Pl. The preset should prelerably be a
multi-turn type.
Resistors R2 and R4 are 1% types.
If a reetangular signal is not available,

or its peak value is too smalI, the auxiliary
circuits shown in Figures 3 and 4 will be be
found useful. That in Hg. 3 amplifies the
triangular Input at A by ]0. Differentiating
network Cl-RIO derives rectangular pulses
from the amplified triangular signal and
these are available at F.

The pulses at F are shaped by the cir-
cuit in Fig. 4 to reetangular signals that
have the same peak value as the supply
voltage. Capacitor C2 increases the slope
of the edge and may be omitted for low-
frequency signals.

n~~B~----------~Y 904033·11

Fig. 1. Cireuit diagram ot the basic sawtooth eonvertor.

The convertor provides sawtooth sig-
nals over the frequency range of 15 Hz to
15 kHz. Tf the auxiliary circuits are used ,
capacitor C] must be compatible with the
frequency of the sawtooth signal (its value
lies between 2 nF and 100 pF).
The supply for all circuits may be be-

tween ±10 V and ±15 V. Each opamp draws
a current of 4-6 mA. •

(A. Ferndoum)

Fig. 2. Signals at various points in Fig. 1.

A~
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"6 IC1

~
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Fig. 3. Cireuit tor amplitying the input at A in Fig. 1. Fig. 4. Cireuit tor shaping the rectangular
pulses at output F in Fig. 3.
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@@~
The electronic ignition circuit presented
here is intended to be inserted into a car's
conventional ignition system. In effect, it
replaces the original 12 V switching circuit
in the primary winding of the coil by one
generating more than 100 V. It rhereby
converts a current circuit, which is upset
by lead and stray rcststancc. into a voltage
circuit that is much more efficient.
The pulses emanting from the contact

breaker, shown at the extreme lower left-
hand side of the diagram, are applied to
transistor Tl and subsequently differenti-
ated by R3-Cl. This causes a negligible ig-
nition delay. The current through the COI1-

tact-breaker points is determined by the
value of Rl. This value has been chosen to

ensure that the points remain clean.
Transistor Tl is followed by two

monostables, ICIa and ICIb, which are
both triggered by the output pulses of Tl.
However, whereas ICla is triggered by the
trailing edge, ICl b is by the leading edge.
Monostable IC1a passes a pulse of

about 1.5 ms-determined by R4-C2-to
NAND gate IC2a. Thls gate swltches off
high-voltage darlington T3 via gates IC2b,
IC2c and IC2d, and driver T2, for the du-
ration of the pulse. Gate IC2 ensures that
T3 is switched on only when the engine is
running to prevent a current of some am-
peres flowing through the ign.ition coil.
As long as pulses emanate from the

contact breaker, IC1b is triggered and its Q

output remains logic high. The mono time
of this stage is about ls and is determined
by R5-C3.
Darlington T3 is switched on via T2

and IC2a-fC2d as long as TCla does not
pass an ignition pulse.
When the engine is not running, the Q

output of IC2b goes low after 1 s and this
causes T2 and T3 to be switched off.
The tWQseries-connected 180-V zener

diodes protect the collector of the BU932R
against too high a voltage.
The darlington must be fitted on a suit-

able heat sink. •
(H. Döpfer)
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@@~
The constructian of a UHF amplifier fright-
ens most people, unless they are expert-
enced radio/TV enthusiasts. They should.
therefore, appreciate the circuit presented
here, which is as straightforward as can be.
lt affers 10-15 dB gain over the frequency
range 400-850 MHz and is therefore emi-

nently suitable for situations where the
television signal is on the weak side. More-
over; the filters may be adapted to the indi-
vidual needs of users.
Construction is simplicity itself if the

ready-made PCB shown on the next page
is used. The tracks should be tinned or siI-

H+-------++-.--lOm47PF • -10)1Q[>' ~ __ß ::
'------.. 10.•.100pH
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904079 -12

vered for optimum performance and lang
life.
The opening at the centre of the board

is intended to accammodate the transistor.
Thls device has two emitter pins, both of
which should be connected to ground.
The drawings show that the board is di-

vided into two by a small piece of tin plate,
which should have a small cut-out for the
transistor.
The Input and output termirrals are

made from small cable clamps and M3
nuts and bolts.
One side of disc capacitors C4, CS, C8

and C9 Is soldered direct on to the board
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for which a fairly large soldering iron
should be used.

All remaining components should be
fitted with their termirrals cut as short is
feasible.
Input and output capacitors, Cl and 2,

and C6 and C7 respectively are surface-
mount types. CI-C2-Ll form an input fil-
ter and C6-C7-L2 an output filter. The
value of the capacitors may have to be

@@1/

~aa " + 12V

'" _700 +
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PARTS LIST
Resistors:
RI.R2=1 k
R3 = 2k2
R4=410n
Pt =: 5 k presst pot meter

be powered via the coaxial feeder cable,
for which purpose a 10-100 IlH choke is
inserted in the supply line.
The television receiver is connected to

the amplifier via a smal l coupling capaci-
tor as shown Oll the previous page.
Calibrating the amplifier is stratghfor-

ward: set P1 to the centre of its travel and
then adjust it for optimum picture quality.
In practice, the collector current of the
transistor is then 5-15 mA. This may be
checked by temporarily replacing jump
lead A by a milliammeter. •

(K. Kralls)

Capacitors:
CI. C2. C6. CI = 10 P surface-
mount
C3=10~;35V
C4, C8 = 10 n dlsc type
C5, C9 = I n dlsc type

lnductors:
L 1, L2 = air cored, 2 turns 013 mm
dia enamlled copper wire
L3, L4= 10 J.l.Hchoke or 10turnsof
0.2 mm dia enamelled copper wire
on a ferrite bead.

Semiconductors:
Tl = 2SC3358

lowered to 3.9 pF to obtain the correct Ire-
queney range.

The overall frequency character'istic is
shown in the second photograph.
The amplifier may be housed in a wa-

tertight ease and then mounted near the
antenna at the top of the mast (if used).

The power is obtained from a simple
stabilized 12 V supply: a rnains adaptor
with a 78L12 will da nieely. This may be
kept indoors, of course. The amplifier may

The circuit presented here guarantees that
if bulb La1 gives up the ghost. bulb La2

will take over its task, 50 that there is al-
ways light.

In series with LaI is triac TTi2. Resistor
R3 and C2 form a delay network. As 50011

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS OECEMBER 1990
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for which a fairly large soldering iran
should be used.
All remaining components should be

fitted with their terminals cut as short is
feasible.
Input and output capacitors, Cl and 2,

and C6 and C7 respectively are surface-
mount types. CI-C2-Ll form an input fil-
ter and C6-C7-L2 an output filter. The
value of the capacitors may have to be

@@1l

2SC3358

904079-11

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl,A2=lk
R3 = 2k2
R4=470 Q

Pl " 5 k preset pot meter

be powered via the coaxial feeder cable,
for which purpose a 10-100 IJH choke is
inserted in the supply line.
The television receiver is connected to

the amplifier via a small coupling capaci-
tor as shown on the previous page.
Calibrating the amplifier is straighfor-

ward: set PI to the centre of its travel and
then adjust it for optimum picture quality.
In practice, the collector current of the
transistor is then 5-15 mA. This may be
checked by temporarily replacing jump
lead A by a milliammeter. •

(K. Kraus)

Capacitors:
Cl, C2, C6, C7 = 10 P surface-
mount
C3 = 10 /J; 35 V
C4, C8 = 10 n disc type
C5, C9 = 1 n disc type

Inductors:
L1, L2 = air cored, 2 turns of 3 mm
dia enamlled copper wire
L3, L4 = 10 /JH choke or 10 turns of
0.2 mm dia enamelled copper wire
on a ferrite bead.

Semiconductors:
Tl = 2SC3358

lowered to 3.9 pF to obtain the correct fre-
quency range.
The overall frequency characteristic is

shown in the second photograph.
The amplifier may be housed in a wa-

tertight case and then mounted near the
antenna at the top of the mast (if used).
The power is obtained from a simple

stabilized 12 V supply: a mains adaptor
with a 78Ll2 will do nicely. This may be
kept indoors, of course. The amplifier may

L

The circuit presented here guarantees that
if bulb LaI gives up the ghost, bulb La2

will take over its task, so that there is al-
ways light.

In series with LaI is triac Tri2. Resistor
R3 and C2 form a delay network. As soon

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1990
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for which a fairly large soldering iron
should be used.

All remaining components should be
fitted with their termirrals cut as short is
feasible.
Input and output capacitors, Cl and 2,

and C6 and C7 respectively are surface-
mount types. CI-C2-Ll form an input fil-
ter and C6-C7-L2 an output filter. The
value of the capacitors may have to be
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PARTS LIST
Resistors:
RI.R2=1 k
R3 = 2k2
R4=410n
Pt =: 5 k presst pot meter

be powered via the coaxial feeder cable,
for which purpose a 10-100 IlH choke is
inserted in the supply line.
The television receiver is connected to

the amplifier via a smal l coupling capaci-
tor as shown Oll the previous page.
Calibrating the amplifier is stratghfor-

ward: set P1 to the centre of its travel and
then adjust it for optimum picture quality.
In practice, the collector current of the
transistor is then 5-15 mA. This may be
checked by temporarily replacing jump
lead A by a milliammeter. •

(K. Kralls)

Capacitors:
CI. C2. C6. CI = 10 P surface-
mount
C3=10~;35V
C4, C8 = 10 n dlsc type
C5, C9 = I n dlsc type

lnductors:
L 1, L2 = air cored, 2 turns 013 mm
dia enamlled copper wire
L3, L4= 10 J.l.Hchoke or 10turnsof
0.2 mm dia enamelled copper wire
on a ferrite bead.

Semiconductors:
Tl = 2SC3358

lowered to 3.9 pF to obtain the correct Ire-
queney range.

The overall frequency character'istic is
shown in the second photograph.
The amplifier may be housed in a wa-

tertight ease and then mounted near the
antenna at the top of the mast (if used).

The power is obtained from a simple
stabilized 12 V supply: a rnains adaptor
with a 78L12 will da nieely. This may be
kept indoors, of course. The amplifier may

The circuit presented here guarantees that
if bulb La1 gives up the ghost. bulb La2

will take over its task, 50 that there is al-
ways light.

In series with LaI is triac TTi2. Resistor
R3 and C2 form a delay network. As 50011

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS OECEMBER 1990
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CIS the vottage across C2 rises above about
30 V, diac (= gateless triae) D2 is switched
on, which causes Tri2 to conduct, so that
La l lights.

For processing analogue signals, virtually
a11computers need add-on units. The one
presented here was designed for use with
C64 machines, but it may be used with
other computers with little or 110 change.

The card is intended for sampling and
reproducing of sound or for measurements
and prcduction of test signals. It is an 8-bit
destgn. This may sound simpIistic in these
days of 'more than 16 bits' CD players. bur
in practtce an 8-bit design gives perfectly
acceptable sound reproduction. As far as
testing and measuring is concerned, accu-
racy is better than 0.5%.

The circuit is based on address decoder-- -
IC4. Fed with stgnals 1/01, AO, Al, R/W
and <1>2,this Je ensures that read and write
instructions to addresses DEOO and DEOl
of the C64 fulfil the functions indicated in
the table.

DEOO write start A-D conversion

DEOO read read result ot A·D conversion

DEOl write write dala lor A-D conversion

DEOl read read status 01A-D conversion (bit 7)

The analogue signal may be d.c. (for
test and measurements) or a.c. (for audio
stgnals) coupled to the Input of the A-D
convertor. The reference voltage of the COI1-

verter is set with P1. This voltage must not
be greater than 2.5 V: this level gives a
range of 0--5 V for d.c. coupled signals and
±2.5 V for a.c. coupled ones. The reference
voltage may be reduced proportionally for
small input slgnals: this ensures that for

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1990

TIC226M

The control circuit of La2
is parallel to that of La l , but
because R2-Cl has twice the
delay of R3-C2, Tri1 will not
be triggered when Tri2 con-
ducts. When Tri2 conducts.
Cl dtscharges. so that Tri]
can not be triggered.

When, howcvcr. La 1 is
open-circuited, there is a
voltage across both Re net-
works via La2 and R1.
Agam. Tri2 will be trtggered
first, but since the cur rent

S9
switched Oll.

Because the time constant for La2 is
somewhat Ion ger than that for Lal, La2
will always be slightly less bnght tha n
La1. It is, of course, possible to give La2 a
slightly higher wattage than Lal to ensure
equal brtghtness.

Without heat sinks, the trtacs can han-
dle up to 100 W eaeh; with heat sinks
pmvers of up tc 1000 W may be accommo-
dated. It is not recommended to use bulbs
with a wattage below 25 W since these
may flicker.

The triacs may be any type that can
handle at least 400 V at not less than 5 Ä.
The M types used in the prototype ean
handle 600 V at 5 A. •

(0. Bai/lei/x)
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through it is smaller than than its holding
current, it will cease to conduct almest im-
mediately. Capaeiter Cl will then continue
to charge and after a little while Tri1 is
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CIS the vottage across C2 rises above about
30 V, diac (= gateless triae) D2 is switched
on, which causes Tri2 to conduct, so that
La l lights.

For processing analogue signals, virtually
a11computers need add-on units. The one
presented here was designed for use with
C64 machines, but it may be used with
other computers with little or 110 change.

The card is intended for sampling and
reproducing of sound or for measurements
and prcduction of test signals. It is an 8-bit
destgn. This may sound simpIistic in these
days of 'more than 16 bits' CD players. bur
in practtce an 8-bit design gives perfectly
acceptable sound reproduction. As far as
testing and measuring is concerned, accu-
racy is better than 0.5%.

The circuit is based on address decoder-- -
IC4. Fed with stgnals 1/01, AO, Al, R/W
and <1>2,this Je ensures that read and write
instructions to addresses DEOO and DEOl
of the C64 fulfil the functions indicated in
the table.

DEOO write start A-D conversion

DEOO read read result ot A·D conversion

DEOl write write dala lor A-D conversion

DEOl read read status 01A-D conversion (bit 7)

The analogue signal may be d.c. (for
test and measurements) or a.c. (for audio
stgnals) coupled to the Input of the A-D
convertor. The reference voltage of the COI1-

verter is set with P1. This voltage must not
be greater than 2.5 V: this level gives a
range of 0--5 V for d.c. coupled signals and
±2.5 V for a.c. coupled ones. The reference
voltage may be reduced proportionally for
small input slgnals: this ensures that for
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TIC226M

The control circuit of La2
is parallel to that of La l , but
because R2-Cl has twice the
delay of R3-C2, Tri1 will not
be triggered when Tri2 con-
ducts. When Tri2 conducts.
Cl dtscharges. so that Tri]
can not be triggered.

When, howcvcr. La 1 is
open-circuited, there is a
voltage across both Re net-
works via La2 and R1.
Agam. Tri2 will be trtggered
first, but since the cur rent

S9
switched Oll.

Because the time constant for La2 is
somewhat Ion ger than that for Lal, La2
will always be slightly less bnght tha n
La1. It is, of course, possible to give La2 a
slightly higher wattage than Lal to ensure
equal brtghtness.

Without heat sinks, the trtacs can han-
dle up to 100 W eaeh; with heat sinks
pmvers of up tc 1000 W may be accommo-
dated. It is not recommended to use bulbs
with a wattage below 25 W since these
may flicker.

The triacs may be any type that can
handle at least 400 V at not less than 5 Ä.
The M types used in the prototype ean
handle 600 V at 5 A. •

(0. Bai/lei/x)
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through it is smaller than than its holding
current, it will cease to conduct almest im-
mediately. Capaeiter Cl will then continue
to charge and after a little while Tri1 is
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those smaller signals the full 8-bit resolu-
tion is retained.

Analog-ta-digital conversion is starred
by writing to address DEOO. When that is
finished, output rNTR will go 10w: this
state Illay be checked by reading address
DEOl and ascertaining that bit 7 is O. The
result may be read by the computer at ad-
dress DEOO.

Digital-ta-analog conversion is even
simpler: the data are written to address
DE01 and that's all.

----
-

J

Capacitors:
C1, C2, C3, C6, C7 ~ 1 P
C4 ~ 4p7, 16 V, radial
C5, C12 ~ 1 n
ca ~ 100 p, 16 V, axial
Cs, C10, C11 ~ 100 n

Resistors:
R1 ~ 1 M
R2, R6, R7~ 10 k
R3 ~ 1 k
R4, R5 ~ 47 k
P1, P2 ~ 10 k preset

The D-A convertor ruay also be d.c. or
'LC. coupled.

With jumper B in position AC, the ana-
log output signal is passec tluough a low-
pass filter with a cut-off frequency of
15 kHz. This ensures that the sample
frequency and its harmonics are sup-
pressed during the reproduction of audio
signals.

When test signals are produced, it is
better not to use filtering: jumpet B must
then be set to position De.

PARTS LIST

Semiconductors:
lC1 ~ LM124
lC2.74LS125
lC3 ~ ADC0804
lC4 ~ 74LS13a
lC5 ~ 74LS273
lC6 ~ ZN4226

Tbe refe rence volta ge in the D-A con-
vertor should also not be greater than
2.5 V: the level is set with P2.

Ta enable the peB to be 'through-
plated", additional pads have been pra-
vided. Before any components are fitted.
short lengths of bare circuit wire should be
soldered to both sides of these pads. Once
that is done. the components need sold er-
ing only at the track side of the board. •

(C. Kllppens)

@@~
Teledyne Semiconductor's Type TSC9402 is
a versatile JC Not only can it convert volt-
age into frequency, but also frequency into
voltage. lt is thus eminently suitable for
use in an add-on unit for measuring Ere-

quencies with a multimeter. Only Cl fewad-
ditional companents are required for this.

There is just one calibration point to set
the centre of the measuring range (ar of
that part of the range that is used most fre-

quently).
The frequency-proportional direct volt-

age at the output (pin 12 - AMP OUT) con-
tains interference pulses at levels up to
0.7 V. lf these prove to have an adverse
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Resistors:
R1 = 1 M
R2, R6, R7 = 10 k
R3 = 1 k
R4, R5 = 47 k
P1, P2 = 10 k preset

Capacitors:
C1, C2, C3, C6, C7 = 1 ~
C4 = 4~7, 16 V, radial
C5,C12=1n
C8 = 100~, 16 V, axial
es, C10, C11 = 100 n

PARTS LIST

Semiconductors:
IC1 = LM124
IC2 = 74LS125
IC3 = ADC0804
IC4 = 74LS138
IC5 = 74LS273
IC6 = ZN4226

those smaller signals the full 8-bit resolu-
tion is retained.

Analog-to-digital conversion is started
·by writing to address DEOO. When that is
finished, output INTR will go low: this
state may be checked by reading address
DEOl and ascertaining that bit 7 is O. The
result may be read by the computer at ad-
dress DEOO.

Digital-to-analog conversion is even
simpler: the data are written to address
DEOl and that's all.

®®~

The D-A convertor mayaiso be d.c. or
a.c. coupled.

With jumper B in position AC, the ana-
log output signal is passed through a low-
pass filter with a cut-off frequency of
15 kHz. This ensures that the sampie
frequency and its harmonics are sup-
pressed during the reproduction of audio
signals.

When test signals are produced, it is
better not to use filtering: jumper B must
then be set to position DC

The reference voltage in the D-A con-
vertor should also not be greater than
2.5 V: the level is set with P2.

To enable the PCB to be 'through-
plated', additional pads have been pro-
vided. Before any components are fitted,
short lengths of bare circuit wire should be
soldered to both sides of these pads. On ce
that is done, the components need sold er-
ing only at the track side of the board. •

(C, Kuppens)

Teledyne Semiconductor's Type TSC9402 is
a versatile IC Not only can it convert volt-
age into frequency, but also frequency into
voltage. It is thus eminently suitable for
use in an add-on unit for measuring fre-

quencies with a multimeter. Only a few ad-
ditional components are required for this.

There is just one calibration point to set
the centre of the measuring range (or of
that part of the range that is used most fre-

quently).
The frequency-proportional direct volt-

age at the output (pin 12 - AMP OUT) con-
tains interference pulses at levels up to
0.7 V. If these prove to have an adverse
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ing only at the track side of the board. •

(C. Kllppens)
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age into frequency, but also frequency into
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use in an add-on unit for measuring Ere-

quencies with a multimeter. Only Cl fewad-
ditional companents are required for this.

There is just one calibration point to set
the centre of the measuring range (ar of
that part of the range that is used most fre-
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The frequency-proportional direct volt-

age at the output (pin 12 - AMP OUT) con-
tains interference pulses at levels up to
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lOOk 2 OffSET

A line amplifier is always Cl useful unit to
have areund. be it For matching a line sig-
nal or raising its level sornewhat. This may
be needed during CI recording session or
with a public-address systcm. Further-
more, Cl liue mixer may be constructed
from CI number of these amplifiers.

The input of the amplifier is proof
against high voltages. The outpur imped-
ance is 10w.

The circuit is CI conventional design:
two d.c. coupled stages of amplificatiou
separated by CI three-fold Baxand all" tone

o

sv

904049 ·11

S 11
feet on the m ultimeter, they may be sup-
pressed with the aid of a simple Re net-
werk. The outpur voltage. UD' is caJculated
by:

Since the internal capacitance often has a
greater value than the 12 pF taken here,
the formula does not yield an absolute
value .
The circuit has a frequency range of

d.c. to 10 kHz. At 10 kHz, the formula
gives a value of 3.4 V.

The circuit draws Cl current of not more
than 1 mA. •

(T Ciffardl

Vi'lJVEN!5AL un: ;\JIJ]pllflEN ®u®
contral system. The volume control at the
iupu t is conspicuous by having its 'cold'
side connected not to ground but to the
output of the first arnplifier, Because the
stgnal there Is out of phase with the input
stgnal. the amplifier obtains negative feed-
back via P1. The amplification is therefore
inversely proportional to the magnitude of
the input signaL This makes it possible for
the amplifier to accept Cl wide range of
input levels. lt is quite possible to input Cl

signal takeu direct from the loudspeaker
terruinals of apower amplifier.

The supply voltage is 24 V; at that volt-
age the amplifier draws a current of about
4 mA. If several amplifiers are used in COI1-

junction (as, for instance, in a mixer panel),
the various suppltes (+ and ++ in the dia-
gram) may be interlinked. Capaotors C17,
C18 and resistor R7 need not be duplicated
in that case. •

(A. Fenutcum)

>I- P.J. Baxandall, "Negative feedback tone
control" , vviretess Warlrl, 43, 402, October,
1952; 43, 444, November, 1952.
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Keyboards may be slotted
into two categories, at least as
far as the rnanner in which
the switches are connected is
concerned: those with a com-
mon connection and those
with the switches arranged in
a matrix.
The matrix type has the

importauf advantage that the
number of connections is an
absolute minimum. Such an
arrangement is ideal for les
and many of these are there-
fore designed for use with a
matrix keyboard.
Howcvcr; there are many

keyboards available in job
lots, for Instancc. that apart
from a common connection
also have a connection for
each key. Such keyboards
may be connected to les that
require a ma trix type with the
aid of a number of electronic
switches.
The principle is straight-

forward: each key of the key-
board controls an electronic
switch included in a matrix. As an exam-
ple. the diagram shows a hexadecimal key-
board that is arranged in a 4x4 matrix.
Each of the electronic switches i5 held in
the open position by a pu lI-down resistor.

1~' I d~: 1 .. ~.n 1
~,-:_.- +_"9-,,, ~066'1006Y~066

a

+
~8[0-

cote

~T 'CgQl
'y"r:-.J'_hO I ...... !ir'r=o,oI'"L.~I,""ow"-''l'l.:I

4056 "'"r:;J 4066 rh

I" , ~
RQWO

•s,,
•,,
•: [~.[~"t~r,~,I .~, I "~,, I

_~I==~:~~:_':.1.=,~::::'---_~~" :066T066 Y~66
,

--
COLO

804oa, "

adj.

904041 - 11

Fig.1.

The special characterisfic of this reguJator
is that the output voltage may be adjusted
down to 0 volt. The regulation is provided

.u," +}-_----'O'-!)I LM317 IJ'••~-.---.-{-+
I •

lf a key on the keyboard is pressed, the a5-
sociated electronic switch c105e5.
The current drawn by the circuit is

very small and is determined mainly by
the value of the pull-down reststors and

the number of keys being pressed. The
CMOS switches draw virtually no current.

(T. Gifford)

by an integrated regulator Type LM317. As
is normal in suppltes that can be adjusted
to 0 V,this IC is used in conjunction with e

zen er diode. This diode provides a refer-
ence voltage that is equal but of opposite
sign to the reference voltage Ur of the reg-

J.aJ. _
voul

Tl u,

~.~--------------~+LM317

"adj.

.,

•

o

904041·12

Fig.2.
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Fig.3.

1'-...,---+----,-..-(1)+ 0 1>V

.15VE-r----_=.c-, -::,,----'

ulator, as shown in Fig. 1. Potential divider
Rl~R2 enables adjustment of the output
voltage.

In the present circuit, the negative ref-
erenee voltage is derived in a different
mariner: from the regulator with the aid of

513
an cpamp as shown in Fig. 2. The opamp
is connected as a differential amplifier that
measures the voltage across Rl and inverts
this voltage to Ur- An additional advan-
tage of this method is that at low output
voltages a change in the referenee voltage
has less effect on the output voltage than
the ci rcuit in Fig. 1. The prototype, COI1-

structed as shown in Fig. 3, gave very sat-
isfactory results.
The opamp need not meet any special

requtrements: a Type ~A741 works fine, al-
though an LF356 gives a slightly better
performance.

The negative supply for the opamp
may be obtained with the aid of a centre-
tapped mains transformet. •

(L. Nunnink)

,,~ "~
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HDN 1133

CI CI g n~b

109';16
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904031-11

The indicator is intended to display the
clock frequency of a personal computer
(pe) in megehartz. It consists of two com-
mon-cathode displays (Type HDl107 for
10 111m high figures; Type HD1133 for
13.5 mm high figures), a two-position
switch and a number of Type lN4148
diodes to control the Iighting of the dis-
plays. Furthermore. to limit the current
through the dtsplays. a 270 n resistor is
connected in series with each diode.

With the switch in position '8', the dis-
plays show the normal speed of the pe
end in the lower position the'turbo' speed.
With some dexterity, it is possible to use
the turbo switch on the computer instead
of the switch shown in the diagram. •

(A. Femdowl1)

Teledyne Semiconductor's Type TSC9402
IC is eminently suitable for use as an inex-
pensive current-to-frequency converter.
The maximum input current of the design
shown in the diagram is 10 ~A (Input volt-

age range is 10 mV to JO V), while the out-
put frequency range extends from JO Hz to
10 kHz. The conversion factor is exactly
1 kHz/~A. The factor may be altered by
changing the value of R1, as Jong as the

ELEKTOR ELECTRON[CS DECEMBER [990

maximum input current of 10 ~A is not ex-
ceeded.
The circuit has two outputs. That at pin

8 is a short-duration pulse whose rate is di-
rectly proportional to the input current,
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plays. Furthermore. to limit the current
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connected in series with each diode.
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plays show the normal speed of the pe
end in the lower position the'turbo' speed.
With some dexterity, it is possible to use
the turbo switch on the computer instead
of the switch shown in the diagram. •

(A. Femdowl1)

Teledyne Semiconductor's Type TSC9402
IC is eminently suitable for use as an inex-
pensive current-to-frequency converter.
The maximum input current of the design
shown in the diagram is 10 ~A (Input volt-

age range is 10 mV to JO V), while the out-
put frequency range extends from JO Hz to
10 kHz. The conversion factor is exactly
1 kHz/~A. The factor may be altered by
changing the value of R1, as Jong as the
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maximum input current of 10 ~A is not ex-
ceeded.
The circuit has two outputs. That at pin

8 is a short-duration pulse whose rate is di-
rectly proportional to the input current,
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while that at pin 10 is a square wave of
half the frequency of the pulse at pin 8.

Calibrating the circuit is fairly simple.
Connect a frequency merer to pin 8 (prefer-
ably one that can read tenths of a hertz)
and connect a voltage of exactly 10 mV to
the input (check with an accurate millivolt-
meter). Adjust Pl tc obtain an outpur of
exactly 10 Hz. Next, connect a stgnat of ex-
actly 10 V to the input and check that the
output signal has a frequency of 10 kHz. If
this frequency ean not be attained, shunt
Cl with a smalJ trimmer or replace Rl by Cl

resistor of 820 kQ and apreset of 250 kü.
The circuit may be adapted to individ-

ual requirements with the aid of:

o

L-----~~--~~-4---------(-5V
904050-11

f01/1 = lil/ Ur(C1 +12pF) [Hz[

The reference voltage, Url here is -5 V. •
(T Ciffald)

The circuit can handle input levels of
up ro 3 V. Above that level d istorfion in-
creases. but that is, of course. a good thing
with guitar nursie. Real clipping of the
input signal does not occur until much
higher levels than obtainable front a guitar
are applied.

Power is supplied by a 9-V (PP3) bat-
tery from which the circuit draws a cur-
rent not exceeding 3 mA. •

(A. Fcrndoion)

lt often happens that an electric guitar has
to be connected to a mixing panel, a tape
deck or a portable studio. As far as cabling
is concerned, that is no problern. but
marehing the high impedance of the guitar
element to the low impedance of the line
input of the mixing panel or tape deck is.
Even the so-ca lied high irnpedance inputs
of those units are not suitable for the guitar
output. When the gutrar is connected to
such an input, there is hardly a signalieft
for the panel or deck to pracess.

It would be possible to connect the gui-
tar to the üugh-impedance) microphone
input, but that is normally far too sensitive
for that pur pese. so that c1ipping of the
guitar signaloccurs all too readily.

The matehing amplifier presented here
solves those problems: it has a high-
impedance (1 Mn) input that can wi th-
stand voltages of over 200 V. The outpu t

impedance is reasonably low. Amplication
is x2 (6 d ß). Dual tone control, presence
control and volume contra I are provided.

9V/ .. 3mA

+

Q Cl RJ0-1 41k

100"
•

- -L-~~----~~-------------------------------- ~ __~ __~~~ __-Go
904(143· 11
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The mute circuit presented here Is spe-
cially designed for use with the Roland
MT32 module, although ...vith some small
alterations it should be suitable for use
with other makes of expander er synthe-
sizer. lt is intended to eliminate the noise
that the expander produces after a note-
off. This noise, which rernains audible, be-
comes pretty irritating after Cl while when
the expander is used at home. For studio
use a noise gate is. of course, used.
The circuit is intended to be fit ted in-

side the MT32, for which there is ample

space.
Muting proper is effected by two field-

effect transistors (FETs) Type BF244 or
BF245. These devices short the analogue
outpur of the expander to ground when
there is no signal.
The circuit is trtggered by the data on

the databus irnmediately preceding the
digital-to-analogue (D-A) converter. The
data are active low.

Data is taken from d ataline 00 and
cornpa red with Cl 5-V reference voltege.
provided by potential divider R2-R3, in

+

Dl.D2:1N4148
ca

8F244

l
G

BF245

1s

C3 C4

~'''"

..
100~

~---oo
'----0'~---no
L---O,

904082· 11

With today's mains and FM duplex inter-
coms, the traditional circuit presented here
creates an almest oId-fashioned image.
Nevertheless, it works very well, is easy to
build end uses only standard parts and
components.
The design consists of an amplifier, Cl

double-pole change-over switch and two
loudspeakers: one for the master station
and one for the slave. More than one slave
unit may be used, but each requires an ad-

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMßER 1990

[Cl. When 00 is high, the circuit is Incper-
ative aud the output of the opamp is about
+5 V.
The FETs öbtain their gate voltage from

the junetion R6-C4-02 via R7 and R8.
Since that voltage is also areund +5 V, the
FETs conduct and short the output of the
expander to ground.
When 00 goes low, the outpur of the

comparator will also go low (negative).
How low depends on the setting of P'l . At
that instant, C4 is diseharged at once via
02 and the gate voltage of the FETs be-
comes negative. The FETs then switch off
and the outpur signal of the expander is
present. If this is a short, percussive signal,
C3 will discharge only partially via 01.
When 00 goes high again, the FETs will
gradually begin to conduct. The rate of
change of the gare voltages is determined
by 1'6 and C4.

When the ou tpu t stgna I of the ex-
pander is of longer duration or has consid-
erable reverberatton. the outpur of the
opamp remains low long enough for C3 to
discharge almost complerety This tueans
tha t when 00 finall y remains high, the
rate of change of the gate voltages is much
lower, because C3 must charge first via R5.
This results in a gradual attenuation of the
expander signal, so that a reverberation is
not just cut off. In practice. the prototype
performed very satisfaetorily.

The ci rcu it is powered by the ±12 V
supply of the MT32, and d raws a current
of about 6 mA.

Preset P1 must be adjusted empirically
to individual taste. •

(A. FerndOl.vlI)

ditional change-over switch.
The power am plifier is a Type LM384,

which can provide almest 2 watts output
at Cl supply voltage of 15 V. Pins 3, 4, 5, 10,
11, and 12 are connected to ground and at
the sarne time afford so me eooling of the
device. Because of that, the IC should not
be fitted in a socket, but be soldered direct
to the circuit board.
The LM384 processes signals with re-

spect to earth so that an asymmetrie sup-

ply suffices. The amplificarion has been set
internally to x50 (34 dB). The les supply
line is decoupled by C9.
To ensure adequate Input sensitivity, a

preamplifier, ICl, is provided and this has
an amplification of xll (21 d B). Because
this stage is intended for speech only. its
bandwidth is limited to 160 Hz to 10 kHz.
Divider R2-R3 at the input of the opamp is
decoupled by C3.
Special !oudspeakers that can also serve
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as microphones are readily available: in
the prototype MS-55 units from Monacor
were used, but there are a number of other
makes that will da just CIS well. The band-
wid th of the MS-55 used CIS loudspeaker
extends from 150 Hz to 20 kHz and used
as a microphone frorn 20 Hz to 20 kl-lz.
The MS-55 can handle up to 5 W output.
Ta ensure satisfactory operation, partic-

ularly as a microphone, the loudspeaker
I11USt be fitted in Cl closed box.
Although it is advantageous that the

'microphone' has a low internal resistance,
it rnakes it necessary for a transformet to
be used at the input of the circuit. This
has, however, the advantage that lang ca-
bles may be used. The present circuit uses

A: LISTEN B:TALK

Cl standard mains trnnsformer instead of a
specia l microphone transformer. For this
pllrpose, the secondary (6 V) winding is
connected to the 'mtcrophoue'. The micro-
phone imped ance is thereby magnified
fror» about S il to areund 10 kil. The
power handling of the rransformer has
been chosen quite high to ensure that sig-
nal losses in the primary winding are kept
ro a minimum. Capaetter Cl suppresses
HF interference.
If the mains transformet and the "mi-

crophone transformer are housed in the
same enclosure, some trial and error arid
screening are necessary to elinunate hum.
It mayaiso happen that the 'micro-

phone transformer ' itself causes h1l111 in

The design described here enables the se-
lection of up to eight inputs of a prearnpli-
fier without any switch clicks or other
noises. It may be used with virtually any
preamplifier, provides individual switch-
ing of tape and line outputs, and enables
monitoring of a tape recording. Morever. it
needs relatively few components and is so
compact that together with a high quality
preamplifier it takes 110 more space than a
typreal car radio/cassette player.
Typical inputs and outputs of a pream-

pli her are shown in Fig. 1. There are seven
line inputs that are switched into a signal
bus by relays Rel-Re7. Tape OUT is also

contained in the signal bus and may be
switched by relay RelO.
Relay Re9 enables either the signal bus

or the tape IN(put) to be counected to the
preamplifier.
Relay ReS switches the line OUT(put)

on or off. To ensure that no switching
clicks will be aud ible from the loud-
speakerts). each switching action nt the
input causes ReS to switch off the line
OtJ'F'(put). As soon as the switching action
is completed, Re8 switches the line OUT
into circuit agam.
It must, of cou rse, be posstble, when a

tape recording is being monitored, to

904103_11

the remainder of the circuit. In that case,
the preamplifier stage must also be
screened.
In the prototype, the speech bandwidth

was limited to 400 Hz to 4 kHz and this
proved perfectly acceptable for good
speech transfer.
Most of the current drawn by the cir-

cuit flows through the power amplifier. At
warst lhis amounts to 210 mA (680 mA
pea k), when the amplifier deli vers 1.8 W
output.
The LM384 can deliver apower of up

to 5 W. The supply voltage should then be
raised to 22 V and a heat sink for the de-
vice will be necessary. •

(TGiffnrdl

~~l
Ch1~ .,
chzM ,..- [> -/~ outl~z 1 ~~ .,~

, '

Ch7~~ .,

'::' 'X
9OOOl9·,z

Fig.1.
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as microphones are readily available: in
the prototype MS-55 units from Monacor
were used, but there are a number of other
makes that will da just CIS well. The band-
wid th of the MS-55 used CIS loudspeaker
extends from 150 Hz to 20 kHz and used
as a microphone frorn 20 Hz to 20 kl-lz.
The MS-55 can handle up to 5 W output.
Ta ensure satisfactory operation, partic-

ularly as a microphone, the loudspeaker
I11USt be fitted in Cl closed box.
Although it is advantageous that the

'microphone' has a low internal resistance,
it rnakes it necessary for a transformet to
be used at the input of the circuit. This
has, however, the advantage that lang ca-
bles may be used. The present circuit uses

A: LISTEN B:TALK

Cl standard mains trnnsformer instead of a
specia l microphone transformer. For this
pllrpose, the secondary (6 V) winding is
connected to the 'mtcrophoue'. The micro-
phone imped ance is thereby magnified
fror» about S il to areund 10 kil. The
power handling of the rransformer has
been chosen quite high to ensure that sig-
nal losses in the primary winding are kept
ro a minimum. Capaetter Cl suppresses
HF interference.
If the mains transformet and the "mi-

crophone transformer are housed in the
same enclosure, some trial and error arid
screening are necessary to elinunate hum.
It mayaiso happen that the 'micro-

phone transformer ' itself causes h1l111 in

The design described here enables the se-
lection of up to eight inputs of a prearnpli-
fier without any switch clicks or other
noises. It may be used with virtually any
preamplifier, provides individual switch-
ing of tape and line outputs, and enables
monitoring of a tape recording. Morever. it
needs relatively few components and is so
compact that together with a high quality
preamplifier it takes 110 more space than a
typreal car radio/cassette player.
Typical inputs and outputs of a pream-

pli her are shown in Fig. 1. There are seven
line inputs that are switched into a signal
bus by relays Rel-Re7. Tape OUT is also

contained in the signal bus and may be
switched by relay RelO.
Relay Re9 enables either the signal bus

or the tape IN(put) to be counected to the
preamplifier.
Relay ReS switches the line OUT(put)

on or off. To ensure that no switching
clicks will be aud ible from the loud-
speakerts). each switching action nt the
input causes ReS to switch off the line
OtJ'F'(put). As soon as the switching action
is completed, Re8 switches the line OUT
into circuit agam.
It must, of cou rse, be posstble, when a

tape recording is being monitored, to

904103_11

the remainder of the circuit. In that case,
the preamplifier stage must also be
screened.
In the prototype, the speech bandwidth

was limited to 400 Hz to 4 kHz and this
proved perfectly acceptable for good
speech transfer.
Most of the current drawn by the cir-

cuit flows through the power amplifier. At
warst lhis amounts to 210 mA (680 mA
pea k), when the amplifier deli vers 1.8 W
output.
The LM384 can deliver apower of up

to 5 W. The supply voltage should then be
raised to 22 V and a heat sink for the de-
vice will be necessary. •
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Fig_ 2_ Interna I cireuit, truth table and pinout 01 UCN5801 A_

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl, R6, R7, R9. 10 k
R2,R3.100k
R4. 27 k
R5. 56 k
R8.2k2
Rlü-RI9. 180 n

Capacitors:
Cl, C2, C3. 100 n
C4. 10~, 25 V

Semiconductors:
01-010,019.1N4148
011-DI8, 020, D21 ·3 mm LEO

(in press-buttert switches)
Tl, T2. BC517
T3. BC547
ICl • UCN5801A (Sprague)
IC2.4027

Miscellaneous:
51-810:= press-button switch

(wilh LEO)
Kl • tt-way right-angled PCB

edge connector
PCB 904039
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switch between the recorded and record-
ing signals without any delay.

The line output may be switched off
man ually. When the equipment is next
switched Oll, the line output is also
switched on but with Cl short delay.
The whole selection process is made

possible by IC1, wh ich is a special driver
IC from Sprague. Type UCN580IA. This
device contains eight identicaI latches with
one individual (IN1-1N8) and three COI11-

mon inputs (CLEAR, STROßE and OUTI'UT EN-

ABLE). The latches are connected to darling-
ton power drivers with open-collector out-
puts that can handle Cl continuous current
of up to 400 mA. All inputs are provided
internally with pu.ll-down resistors and all
power drivers with proteetion diodes. The
internal circuit, tru th table and pinout of
the JC are shown in Fig. 2.

When no stgnals are being selected, all
Inputs of IC1, as weil as OUTPUTENABLEand
STROßE are connected to ground via the
pult-down reststors. CLEARis permanently
linked to earth.

When one of the switches 51-58 is
pressed, OUTPUTENABLEgoes high via the
relevant d icde and interna I pu li-down re-
sistor. This level deactuates the NAND gate
at the output of all latches, so that the

Fig. 4. Printed eireuit board tor the audia input seleetar.

driver transistors are switched off and all
connected relays. inc1uding the UNE OUT,
are deenergized. At the same time, the
state of the input of the latch assoeiated
with the key being pressed cbaoges: tha t
input then waits for a '1' at the STROBE
which will enable the input Information to
be written into the internal bistable.

Because STROBEalways goes high after
OUTPUTENAßLE, it suffices for a short, de-
layed pulse to be produced with the aid of
network R1-C1.

When the key is released. the NM....D
gate at the output of the latch passes the
logic state of the latch to the po\-ver driver:
the relay of the associated signal souree
will then be energized.

When the selector key is pressed, the
STANDBY key must be pressed at the same
time, otherwise. although the input relay
would be energized, the outpul relay
would not. This is a protective arrange-
ment that may be omitted by replacing D3
by <1 jump Iead. lf there is a requirement
for independent on/off switching of the
ou tput relay, cepacitor C4, NOT D3,
should be replaced by a juiup lead. Note,
however, that in that case the default mode
is lost, that is. when the supply is switched
on, the logic state of the eircuit will then be

arbitrary
Diode 01 at the ST1{OBEinput obviates a

negative potential when the key IS released
and is therefore an essential cornponent.

Diodes Dl1-018 are integrated in fhe
selector switches to show which input has
beeil selected.

The UCN5801 A does not arrange the
actuation of relays Re9 and Re10: that is
done by two identical J-type bistables con-
tained in lC2, which provide a conven-
tiona l on-off switch function under the
control of switehes 59 and 510. These cir-
cuits serve to switch the TAPEOLJT(put) and
the TAPE uctput) terminals.
The pulses caused by the closing of the

switches are applied to the CLOCKInput of
the relevant bisfable via networks R3-C3
and R2-C2 respectively. SET(earthed), RESET

(also to ground via T3), J and K (both at

Ub) are switched in such a manner that
each leading edge at the CLOCK input re-
sults in a change of state at the Q outpur.
Darlingtons Tl and T2 are power drivers
for the relevant relay: LEDs 020 and 021
indicate whether the associate reJay is en-
ergized.

Inverter T3 arranges für both outputs to
be switched to logic 0 when the UNE OUT
relay has been switched off by the STAi\IDBY

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1990



selector switch.
The printed-circuit board has been de-

signed for fitting immediately behind the
front panel of the relevant preamplifier.
The hole next to JCl is intended for the
spindIe of Pl-take care that if this is a
metal one it cannot make contact with the
track surrounding the hole. Note that the
terruinals of the three transistors should be
bent at right angles be fore these devices
are fitted to the board. lt is best to fit the

lCs in appropriate sockets. The bias resis-
tors for the LEOs should be fitted on ap-
proprta te sold er pins at the track side.

The power supply is 6 volt to ensure
smooth operarten of the 5-V relays. Botf
les can stand up to 15 V, but if the supply
voleage is altered. the value of the LEO
bias resistors should also be changed. The
circuit should not be powered by the sup-
ply of the preamplifier to prevent current
pulses caused by switching .operattons

S 19
penetrating into signal lines and thus
eausing unwanted noise in the speakerts).
lf eight inputs are not enough. the cir-

cuit may be doubled. Apart from the sup-
ply voltage lines, the STROßE and OUTPUT

ENABlE lines on the two boards should be
interlinked. Except for ICl, only 51-58,
D3-DI8 and RIG-R17 need to be used on
the second board: all other components
may be omitted. •

(P. Coster)

There are many tirnes that a designer
needs to know the value of the internal re-
sistance of a battery. There are quite c few
testers that give a relative indication of the
value, but this is seldom in ohms. The pre-
sent tester can, in principle, provide that
information.

The basic idea behind it is to load the
battery with a varying current so as to
cause an alternating-voltage drop across
the internal resistance that can be mea-
sured a t the battery terminals. Provlded
the current variations are regular and con-
stant. the voltage drop is directly propor-
tional to the internal resistance.

By choosing the variation of the current
carefully, it becomes possible to read the
value of the internal resistance directly on
the scale of an a.c. voltmeter.
The load current is va ried with the aid

of a current source, Tl in tue diagram,
which is switched on and off by square-
wave generator Je1. The chosen switching
frequency of 50 Hz ensures that the a.c.
component at the battery terminals can be
measured by a standard a.c. voltmeter
(universal meter).

The battery is loaded constantly by RB,
which has a value of 1.5 Q for 1.5 V batter-
ies, shunted by the a.c. voltmeter, The indi-
ca ted voItage times ten is the value of tl:e

I

under test is flat may be ascettained by
measuring the direct voltage across its ter-
ruinals. The load must be left connected, ef
course, otherwise the e.m.f. is measu red
and this 111;;lywell be 1.5 V even if the bat-
tery Is fla t.

The tester is calibrated with the aid of
the auxiliary circuit shown at the extreme
right in the circuit diagram. The 1.5 V sup-
ply and electrolytic capa citor form a virtu-
ally ideal voltage source, of which the
3.9 n resistor forms the interna 1 resistance.
With this source counected across the out-
put terminals of the testet; a suitable value
should be ascertained for R7. That value is
found when the a.c. voltmeter shows
0.39 V. Note that this procedure is not the
same for all measuring instruments: the al-
ternate use of a digital and a moving coil
meter, for instance, is not feasible.
The tester Is intended for 1.5 V batter-

ies. The load current is fairly high: about
100 mA through RB and around 170 mA
through Tl. For 9-V batteries that is rather
too much: the current should then be re-
duced by taking greater va lues for R6-R8.

(K. Walfers)

internal resistance of the battery. When the
battery under test is flat, or if the supply
battery is flat, no current flows and the
meter will read zero. It would then appe,9r
es if the battery under test is an ideal type
without irrtemal resistance.

A flat supply battery is indicated by the
not lighting of 01. Whether the battery
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switch between the recorded and record-
ing signals without any delay.
The line output may be switched off

manually. When the equipment is next
switched on, the line output is also
switched on but with a short delay.
The whole selection process is made

possible by lCl , which is a special driver
JC from 5prague, Type UCN5801A. This
device contains eight identicallatches with
one individual (IN1-JN8) and three corn-
mon inputs (CLEAR, STROßE and OUTPUT EN-

AßLE). The latches are connected to darling-
ton power drivers with open-collector out-
puts that can handle a continuous current
of up to 400 mA. All inputs are provided
internally with pu li-down resistors and all
power drivers with protection diodes. The
internal circuit, truth table and pinout of
the JC are shown in Fig. 2.
When no signals are being selected, all

inputs of JC1, as weil as OUTPUT ENAßLE and
STROßE are connected to ground via the
pu li-down resistors. CLEAR is permanently
Iinked to earth.
When one of the switches 51-58 is

pressed, OUTPUT ENAßLE goes high via the
relevant diode and internal pull-down re-
sistor. This level deactuates the NANO gate
at the output of all latches, so that the

Fig. 4. Printed circuit board tor the audio input selector.

driver transistors are switched off and all
connected relays, including the LlNE OUT,

are deenergized. At the same time, the
state of the input of the latch associated
with the key being pressed changes; that
input then waits for a '1' at the STROßE

wh ich will enable the input information to
be written into the internal bistable.
Because STROßE always goes high after

OUTPUT ENABLE, it suffices for a short. de-
layed pulse to be produced with the aid of
network Rl-C1.
When the key is released, the NAND

gate at the output of the latch passes the
logic state of the latch to the power driver:
the relay of the associated signal source
will then be energized.
When the selector key is pressed, the

STAND BY key must be pressed at the same
time, otherwise, although the input relay
would be energized, the output relay
would not. This is a protective arrange-
ment that may be omitted by replacing 03
by a jump lead. If there is a requirement
for independent on/ off switching of the
output relay, capacitor C4, NOT 03,
should be replaced by a jump lead. Note,
however, that in that case the default mode
is lost, that is, when the supply is switched
on, the logic state of the circuit will then be

arbitrary.
Diode 01 at the STROßE input obviates a

negative potential when the key is released
and is therefore an essential component.
Oiodes 011-018 are integrated in the

selector switches to show which input has
been selected.
The UCN5801A does not arrange the

actuation of relays Re9 and Rel0: that is
done by two identical J-type bistables con-
tained in JC2, which provide a conven-
tional on-off switch function under the
control of switches 59 and 510. These cir-
cuits serve to switch the TAPE ourtput) and
the TAPE IN(put) terminals.
The pulses caused by the closing of the

switches are applied to the CLOCK input of
the relevant bistable via networks R3-C3
and R2-C2 respectively. SET (earthed), RESET

(also to ground via T3), J and K (both at
U/J) are switched in such a manner that
each leading edge at the CLOCK input re-
sults in a change of state at the Q output.
Darlingtons Tl and T2 are power drivers
for the relevant relay; LEOs 020 and 021
indicate whether the associate relay is en-
ergized.
Inverter T3 arranges for both outputs to

be switched to Iogic 0 when the LlNE OUT

reIay has been switched off by the STAND ßY
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selector switch.
The printed-circuit board has been de-

signed for fitting immediately behind the
front panel of the relevant preamplifier.
The hole next to JCl is intended for the
spindIe of Pl-take care that if this is a
metal one it cannot make contact with the
track surrounding the hole. Note that the
terruinals of the three transistors should be
bent at right angles be fore these devices
are fitted to the board. lt is best to fit the

lCs in appropriate sockets. The bias resis-
tors for the LEOs should be fitted on ap-
proprta te sold er pins at the track side.

The power supply is 6 volt to ensure
smooth operarten of the 5-V relays. Botf
les can stand up to 15 V, but if the supply
voleage is altered. the value of the LEO
bias resistors should also be changed. The
circuit should not be powered by the sup-
ply of the preamplifier to prevent current
pulses caused by switching .operattons

S 19
penetrating into signal lines and thus
eausing unwanted noise in the speakerts).
lf eight inputs are not enough. the cir-

cuit may be doubled. Apart from the sup-
ply voltage lines, the STROßE and OUTPUT

ENABlE lines on the two boards should be
interlinked. Except for ICl, only 51-58,
D3-DI8 and RIG-R17 need to be used on
the second board: all other components
may be omitted. •

(P. Coster)

There are many tirnes that a designer
needs to know the value of the internal re-
sistance of a battery. There are quite c few
testers that give a relative indication of the
value, but this is seldom in ohms. The pre-
sent tester can, in principle, provide that
information.

The basic idea behind it is to load the
battery with a varying current so as to
cause an alternating-voltage drop across
the internal resistance that can be mea-
sured a t the battery terminals. Provlded
the current variations are regular and con-
stant. the voltage drop is directly propor-
tional to the internal resistance.

By choosing the variation of the current
carefully, it becomes possible to read the
value of the internal resistance directly on
the scale of an a.c. voltmeter.
The load current is va ried with the aid

of a current source, Tl in tue diagram,
which is switched on and off by square-
wave generator Je1. The chosen switching
frequency of 50 Hz ensures that the a.c.
component at the battery terminals can be
measured by a standard a.c. voltmeter
(universal meter).

The battery is loaded constantly by RB,
which has a value of 1.5 Q for 1.5 V batter-
ies, shunted by the a.c. voltmeter, The indi-
ca ted voItage times ten is the value of tl:e

I

under test is flat may be ascettained by
measuring the direct voltage across its ter-
ruinals. The load must be left connected, ef
course, otherwise the e.m.f. is measu red
and this 111;;lywell be 1.5 V even if the bat-
tery Is fla t.

The tester is calibrated with the aid of
the auxiliary circuit shown at the extreme
right in the circuit diagram. The 1.5 V sup-
ply and electrolytic capa citor form a virtu-
ally ideal voltage source, of which the
3.9 n resistor forms the interna 1 resistance.
With this source counected across the out-
put terminals of the testet; a suitable value
should be ascertained for R7. That value is
found when the a.c. voltmeter shows
0.39 V. Note that this procedure is not the
same for all measuring instruments: the al-
ternate use of a digital and a moving coil
meter, for instance, is not feasible.
The tester Is intended for 1.5 V batter-

ies. The load current is fairly high: about
100 mA through RB and around 170 mA
through Tl. For 9-V batteries that is rather
too much: the current should then be re-
duced by taking greater va lues for R6-R8.

(K. Walfers)

internal resistance of the battery. When the
battery under test is flat, or if the supply
battery is flat, no current flows and the
meter will read zero. It would then appe,9r
es if the battery under test is an ideal type
without irrtemal resistance.

A flat supply battery is indicated by the
not lighting of 01. Whether the battery
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A heat-sensitive sensor may be used to
construct a direction detector. Such a sen-
sor reacts to all animal heat. The one used
in the present design has a sensitive SUf-

face that has been divided into two, and it
makes a difference therefore whether the
heat approaches from the 112ftor the right.
The indication for cold objects is, of course,
exactly the oppostre.
Circutt TClb forms asymmetrie supply.

Terminal '5' of the sensor is its output. The
signal at '5' is amplified in ICla by a factar
of about 70 before it is available at the out-
put of the detector.
Ta obtain good directivity, it is best to

place the sensor behind a single narrow slit
rather than behind the usual raster Of

multi-facetted mirror.
The circuit draws a current of only a

few milliamperes from a 5 V supply •
(K. Walters)

'-'." "

+ 5V

" •
, . ,
, lC2

e s d RPW100 :,
,..
"

Cl

rsv ~s

IC' ------------------~ ca

!-e .,r
lC1 ="TLC272 I10V

ICh
a

On hard disks with an ST506 com-
patible interface, there is a 'seek
complete' (SC) signal available. This
signal is inactive high when the
hard disk seeks new data. The dura-
tion of the high interval is thus di-
rectly proportional to the wasted
search time. The length of tha t
search time is determined prirnarily
by the time required to shift the
heads to the desired cylinder. Hard
disks with an access time of 68 ms
use search times of between 5 InS
and 200 ms. By measuring the
search time at each access and make
this visible with the aid of an LED
bar, an impression is gained of the
performance of the hard disk. The
length of the bar increases apprecia-
bly with fragmenting of the d isk. lf
the bar ts 'in the red' often, it's get-
ting time to run a disk optimaliza-
tion program!
Signal SC is connected to pin 8 of

the ST506 interface. Each odd-num-
bered pin is connected to earth.
When the~ads beg in a search,

that is, after SC has gone high, the
clock input of bufferlregister JC1

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMBER 1990



goes low. At the same time, because of the
rapid discharge of C2 (via D1) and the
going low of pin 1 of IC4c, the clear state of
rC4 is removed. Because of the delay in the
gates, the clear input of shift register IC2
will still be inactive when oscillator IC4a
begins to operate. Dependent on the oscil-

la tor frequency and the time during which
SC is high, lC2 will be clocked a couple 01
nmes. At each clock pulse, a '1' is shifted
into this lC, so that at the end of the cycle
the number of actuated outputs is a mea-
sure of the search time.

One gate-deley after the trailing edge of

NME: SEC ./\.SI'!

""10 E!.EKTOR/JR
O"'TE: 8·~··90

PROGSEG GROUP
"'SSUI'!E

CO>
CALL

""CA!.!.
""""~,
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.iz

00' !.EA
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"""C,
isr
m~"CALL,oe
CALL

'00'
END: tEil

CALL

'"

SEEII·TlME MONITOR
PI "'WUST ,0,110 Tf.STDEMO •••

SEGMENT
100H

PROC NEAR
S! .STRMSG
MESS"'GE
DX.OOli
READSEC
BK.l3H
OL.SEC[B~1
OH.SECtBX·LI
0<
ItE ...OSEC
OI.OOH
E\.IHILE
Sl.ERR/'I.SG
MESSAGE
0<
READSEC
WHILE
s i .x OJI'ISG
I'IESSAGE
CX.20e.
0<
AH.06H
OL.OFFH

'"'"OX .0
RE"'OSEC
0<
REAOSEt
sexr
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PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl = 47 k
R2 = 47 n
R3 = 22 k
R4=270n
R5--R12 = 330 Q
PI, P2 = 1 M preset

Capacitors:
Cl = 82 n
C2 = 2~2, 10 V, radial
C3 = 100~, 10 V, radial
C4,C6=100n
CS = 22 n

Semiconductors:
01,02 = lN4148
LOI = LEO bar, 8.g.
super red red
OC-l OEWA from
Kingbright

ICI = 74HCT273
IC2 = 74HCT164
IC3 = 74HCT04
IC4 = 74HCT132

S 21
SC, the buffer/register appropriates the
data from the shift regtster. Another gate-
delay later the shift register is cleared. It is
then ready to measure the duration of the
next search eycle. Only when eaeh search
cycle has been completed is the measured
time indicated on the LED bar. This
method obviates any irritating flickering of
thedisplaL

When SC has gone low, C2 is charged
slowly via P2 and R3. lf no new seareh
cycle is started, the output of lC4c toggles
from high to low after a short delay and
this resets lCl. The setting of P2 thus de-
termines the period during which the last
measured search time is shown on the dis-
play (max. 1.5 s).

Resistor R13 and capacitor C6 provide a
power-up reset for JC1.
The oscillator frequency may be set be-

tween 15 Hz and 400 Hz with Pl. This pre-
set should be adjusted in such a manner
that during the maximum search time all
LEDs just light. This is done with the aid of
the assembler program shown. This pro~
gram reads the first and last sec tor of
disk C one after the other. A counter has
been provided to Iimit the shifting areund
of the heads to 200 times. That gives ample
time to ad just Pl as required. •

(J.Rl/ffell)

sv CDl
+

sv , , " "" tI ao3300 tI+ CCii CLK
OA

3 '" oe, "'" "' 3300 !t,,
0' • • ca 0' 3300 tI "

lC2 0' s '" 1Cl ". 3300 tI "
0' • '" 0' ' 3300 tI

re
74 74 rs
HCT OE 10 13 05 HCT Q5 12 3300 tI
164 0' " " es 273 06 15 3300 11 "
0' " " " 07 16 3300

"' " " " 0' " 2700

"
SV
+

ST506
sc

c

"'" "

ICl == 74HCT04
IC4 '" 74HCT1JZ
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®~®
A heat-sensitive sensor may be used to
construct a direction detector. Such a sen-
sor reacts to all animal heat. The one used
in the present design has a sensitive sur-
face that has been divided into two, and it
makes a diHerence therefore whether the
heat approaches from the left or the right.
The indication for cold objects is, of course,
exact1y the opposite.
Circuit JCl b forms asymmetrie supply.

Terminal 's' of the sensor is its output. The
signal at 's' is amplified in ICla by a factor
of about 70 before it is available at the out-
put of the detector.
To obtain good directivity, it is best to

place the sensor behind a single narrow slit
rather than behind the usual raster or
multi-facetted mirror.
The circuit draws a current of only a

few milliamperes from a 5 V supply •
(K. Walters)
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On hard disks with an ST506 corn-
patibJe interface, there is a 'seek
complete' (SC) signal available. This
signal is inactive high when the
hard disk seeks new data, The dura-
tion of the high interval is thus di-
rectly proportional to the was ted
search time. The length of that
search time is determined primarily
by the time required to shift the
heads to the desired cylinder. Hard
disks with an access time of 68 ms
use search times of between 5 ms
and 200 ms. By measuring the
search time at each access and make
this visible with the aid of an LED
bar, an impression is gained of the
performance of the hard disk. The
Jength of the bar increases apprecia-
bly with fragmenting of the disk. If
the bar is 'in the red' often, it's get-
ting time to run a disk optimaliza-
tion program!
Signal SC is connected to pin 8 of

the ST506 interface. Each odd-nurn-
bered pin is connected to earth.
When the ~ads begin a search,

that is, after SC has gone high, the
clock input of buHer/register !Cl
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The portable cl-arger is intended primarily
to give model enthusiast the opportunity
of charging their NiCd betterles from Cl car
battery out in the open.

The supply voltage for the circuit is reg-
ulated by [Cl.

When the circuit ts connected to the car
battery, D2 lights only if the NiCd to be
charged has been connected with correct
polarity. For that purpose, the + terminal
of the NiCd battery is connected to the
base of Tl via R8. Since even a discharged
battery provides sorne voltage, Tl is
switched on and 02 Hghts.

Onl y if the polarity is correct wil l the
pressing of the start switch, 51, have any
effect. lf so, the collector voltage of Tl is
virtually zero, so that monostable IC2 is
triggered by S1. The output, pin 3, of this
eMDS timer then goes high, T2 is switched
on and relay Re1 is energized. Charging of
the NiCd battery, via R5 and 06, then be-
gins and eherging indicator 04 lights. Dur-
ing the charging C4 is charged slowly via
P1 and R4. The value of these components
determines the mono time of IC2 and thus
the charging per iod of the NiCd battery.
With va lues as shown in the dia gram, that
period may be set with Pl to between 26
and 33 minutes. Note that this time is af-
fected by the leakage current of C4; it pays
to use a good quality capacitor here. The

I2V ,.,
•,

charging may be interrupted with reset
switch 52.

The charging current through the NiCd
battery is determined by the value of R,
which may be calculated as follows:

R = 112-{O] + 1.3 x no of cells) / Icl [QJ

where le is the charglng current, which is

A +

..eeIUI

lN4001
,------------------+--11N4001

lN4001

IC2
7 TLC555

sv
~son0

L---'_...J r-- ---,
Bill :

: ,. I
, 1 1
I NiCd I
, ' 1
1---1-,
1 1L .J

8

RESET

~es C6

410~

'"
904110·11

here, because of the chosen charging pe-
riod, twice the nominal value of the capac-
ity of the NiCd battery.

Resistor R must be able to dissipate a
power of 1/ R watts.

Finally, ma ke sure that the NiCd bat-
tery is suitable for fast eherging and never
charge for langer than half an hour! •

(G. Boddillgtoll)

Applications for this mechanically set and
reset bistable are found, among others, in
anti-theft devices and model railway cross-
ings.

The transdueers are formed by buzzers
Bzl, whieh sets the b istable, and Bz2,
which resets it. Their sensitivity is set with
Pl and P2 respeetively. The presets are ed-
justed correctly if the ou tput of buHers
l'C'l a and ICl b just toggles from high to
low or vice versa.
If a11 has been set correcüy, a slight tap

on Bz will set the bistable, This causes Tl
to swttch on, which enables, for instance, a
relay to be energized. At the same time, 01
Hghts. A tap on Bz2 or on its mounting re-
sets the bistable, whereupon 01 goes out
and Tl is switched off.

IC1 = 74HCT132

az
+
5V

BAT8S

o

C,

904117-11
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The bistable d raws a current of about
12 mA only, the larger part of which flows

through the LED.
Capeeiter C2 ensures that the bistable

523

is reset when the suppty is switched on:
after that, the LED must thus be out. •

(J. Rllftell)

The frequency of the generator presented
here is determined by integrators LClb
and rCl c. An integrator has two properties
that are used in this design. Firstly, there is
a phase shift of 900between Input and out-

put Ognoring for the moment the non-
ideal behaviour of the opernp). and sec-
ondly, its amplification is -1 (i.e., inversion
of signal), provided the frequency,
f = 1/2"RlCl.
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Cascading two identical Integrators
will thus result in an overall phase shift of
1800 and an am plification of unity (pro-
vided the frequency is 1/2rrR1Cl): an ideal
basis for an osctllator.

The two Integrators are connected in
the feedback circuit of an amplifier whose
gain is determined by rhe amplitude of the
outpur signa.l. Consequently, the generator
has a reasonably stable outpur voltage (at
a level of about 4.5 V p-p).

With the values of Cl (Cl ') and Rl (Rl ')
as shown in the diagram. the outpur hns a
frequency of about 300 Hz. The frequency
may be varied by replacing Rl and Rl' by
a stereo potentiometer. To keep the fre-
quelley setting within bounds, the overall
range of this potentiometer should not ex-
ceed Cl decade.

The maximum attainable frequency is
about 5 kHz. Distorfion is not greater than
0.1 %. The current d rawn by the generator
is only a few milliamperes.

Finally, the LM348 is e quadruple 741;
it is thus posstble to construct the genera-
tor frorn four 7415. •

(G Borldillgtoll)

It is often requtred that the frequency of a
signal be doubled: modulator/demodula-
tor chip LM1496 is an ideal basis for this.

From trigonometry it is weil known
that

2sinxcosx = sin2x
and

sin2 = t-coszx.
These equations indicate that the prod-

uct of two pure sinusoidal signals of the
same frequency is one signal of double that
frequency. The purity of the original stg-
nals is impor tant: composite signals would
give rise to all sorts of u.ndesired product.

The LM1496 can process only signals of
not greater than 25 mV: above that serious

Internal circuit of the LM1496.

distortion will OCCUf. The desig» is there-
fore provided with a potential d ivider at
its input. This makes it possfble. for in-
stance. to nrrange for e 500 mV input sig-
nal to result in a signal of only 25 mV at
the input of the LM1496.
To proviele a sufficiently high output

stgnal. the ou tput of JCl is magnified by
opamp JC2, which is connected ns a nOI1-
inverting amplifier. Since the outpur of lel
contains Cl d.c. cornponent of about 8 V, the
coupling between the two stages must be
via a capacitor; C4.

With values of R15 and R16 as shown,
lC2 gives an amplifica tion of 16 (24 dß).
The overal l amplification of the circuit de-
pends on the level of the input signal: with



The bistable d raws a current of about
12 mA only, the larger part of which flows

through the LED.
Capeeiter C2 ensures that the bistable
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is reset when the suppty is switched on:
after that, the LED must thus be out. •

(J. Rllftell)

The frequency of the generator presented
here is determined by integrators LClb
and rCl c. An integrator has two properties
that are used in this design. Firstly, there is
a phase shift of 900between Input and out-

put Ognoring for the moment the non-
ideal behaviour of the opernp). and sec-
ondly, its amplification is -1 (i.e., inversion
of signal), provided the frequency,
f = 1/2"RlCl.
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Cascading two identical Integrators
will thus result in an overall phase shift of
1800 and an am plification of unity (pro-
vided the frequency is 1/2rrR1Cl): an ideal
basis for an osctllator.

The two Integrators are connected in
the feedback circuit of an amplifier whose
gain is determined by rhe amplitude of the
outpur signa.l. Consequently, the generator
has a reasonably stable outpur voltage (at
a level of about 4.5 V p-p).

With the values of Cl (Cl ') and Rl (Rl ')
as shown in the diagram. the outpur hns a
frequency of about 300 Hz. The frequency
may be varied by replacing Rl and Rl' by
a stereo potentiometer. To keep the fre-
quelley setting within bounds, the overall
range of this potentiometer should not ex-
ceed Cl decade.

The maximum attainable frequency is
about 5 kHz. Distorfion is not greater than
0.1 %. The current d rawn by the generator
is only a few milliamperes.

Finally, the LM348 is e quadruple 741;
it is thus posstble to construct the genera-
tor frorn four 7415. •

(G Borldillgtoll)

It is often requtred that the frequency of a
signal be doubled: modulator/demodula-
tor chip LM1496 is an ideal basis for this.

From trigonometry it is weil known
that

2sinxcosx = sin2x
and

sin2 = t-coszx.
These equations indicate that the prod-

uct of two pure sinusoidal signals of the
same frequency is one signal of double that
frequency. The purity of the original stg-
nals is impor tant: composite signals would
give rise to all sorts of u.ndesired product.

The LM1496 can process only signals of
not greater than 25 mV: above that serious

Internal circuit of the LM1496.

distortion will OCCUf. The desig» is there-
fore provided with a potential d ivider at
its input. This makes it possfble. for in-
stance. to nrrange for e 500 mV input sig-
nal to result in a signal of only 25 mV at
the input of the LM1496.
To proviele a sufficiently high output

stgnal. the ou tput of JCl is magnified by
opamp JC2, which is connected ns a nOI1-
inverting amplifier. Since the outpur of lel
contains Cl d.c. cornponent of about 8 V, the
coupling between the two stages must be
via a capacitor; C4.

With values of R15 and R16 as shown,
lC2 gives an amplifica tion of 16 (24 dß).
The overal l amplification of the circuit de-
pends on the level of the input signal: with
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an input of ].2 V, the amplification is
unity; when the input drops to 0.1 V, the
amplification is only just 0.1.
The value of the inpu t resistors has

been fixed at 680 n: this value gives a rea-
sanable compromise between the require-
ments for a high in pu t impedance and a
low noise level.
Ta ensure good suppression of the

input signal at the outpur. it is essential
that tl-e voltages at pin 1 nnd pin 4 of TCl
are rnade absolutely identical with P4. It is
possible. with the aid of a speerrum anal-
yser, to suppress the fundamental (Input)
frequency by 6G-70 dß.
The output sigmd at pin 12 is distorted

easily since the Je is not really designed
for this kind of operanon. The d istortion
depends on the level of the input signal.
At a frequency of 1 kHz and an input level
of 100 mV, the d istorfion is about 0.6%;
when the inpu t level is raised to 500 mV,
the distortion increases to 2.3%, and when
the input level is 1 V, the distornon is 6%.
The signal-to-noise ratio under these con-
ditions va ries between 60 dB and 80 dB

The ci rcuit dra ws a cu rrent of 10 mA
from the positive supply line and 5 mA
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"
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from the negative rail.
The phase shift between the input and

outpur signals ls about 45° (output tags).
Finall y, althougf the normal output is

taken from pin 12, there is a simila r out-
put, but shifted by 1800 (with respect to
that at pin 12), available at pin 6. •

(T Gifford)

The SSM-2016 differential audio preampli-
fier from PMI is primarily intended for
am plifying signals front low-irnped ance
sources «1 kD.), such as a ISO-ohm micro-
phone. If higher impedances are used, the
SSM-2015 is Cl. better choice.

The circuit diagram of the preamplifier
is shown in Fig. 1, while the interna! cir-
cuitry of the SSM-2016 is given in Fig. 2.

The am plification, o; of the preampü-
fier is determined solely by resistor RS and
is calculated from:

IX ~ (R3+R4)!R5 + (R3+R41!(R6+R7).

With values as shown, this may be sim-
plified to:

a ~ 103!R5 + 3.5.

With R5 = 10 n, the amplification is
thus 1000 (60 d B). Although the specifica-
tion of the preamplifier Is hard ly depen-
dent on the chosen amplification, it shouid
be noted that the distortion is slightly
lower at smaller amplification factors.

The external resistors have a Iarge bear-

•
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an input of ].2 V, the amplification is
unity; when the input drops to 0.1 V, the
amplification is only just 0.1.
The value of the inpu t resistors has

been fixed at 680 n: this value gives a rea-
sanable compromise between the require-
ments for a high in pu t impedance and a
low noise level.
Ta ensure good suppression of the

input signal at the outpur. it is essential
that tl-e voltages at pin 1 nnd pin 4 of TCl
are rnade absolutely identical with P4. It is
possible. with the aid of a speerrum anal-
yser, to suppress the fundamental (Input)
frequency by 6G-70 dß.
The output sigmd at pin 12 is distorted

easily since the Je is not really designed
for this kind of operanon. The d istortion
depends on the level of the input signal.
At a frequency of 1 kHz and an input level
of 100 mV, the d istorfion is about 0.6%;
when the inpu t level is raised to 500 mV,
the distortion increases to 2.3%, and when
the input level is 1 V, the distornon is 6%.
The signal-to-noise ratio under these con-
ditions va ries between 60 dB and 80 dB

The ci rcuit dra ws a cu rrent of 10 mA
from the positive supply line and 5 mA
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ring on the quali ty and perfor-
mance of the preamplifier: dass A, 2
1% metal film resistors are there-
fore essential.
The input referred noise of the

lC is very low: 800 pV j-JHz. In
view of the comrnou-mode noise,
the values of reststo-s Rl and R2,
which determine the bias current,
must be chosen with care: they
should not exceed 10 kil.

Capaeiters C2, C3 and C4 are
compensating components. More-
over, the value of C2 has a decided
effect on the the bandwidth of the
amplifier: when it is 120 pF as
shown, the bandwidth is around
450 kHz (if the amplification factor
is less than 100, the bandwidth
may even be as la rge as 1 MHz).

Since the bandwidth is derer-
mined mainly by C2 and the feed-
back resistor, it Is virtually inde-
pendent of the amplification: with
amplification factors between 3.5
and 1000, it vartes from 1 MHz to
450 kHz.

Capacitor Cl provides addi-
tional decoupling of the inputs
and should therefore be mounted as elose
to the Input pins of the TC as possible.
The SSM2016 is capable of fairly high

output currents (miu. 40 m.A), so that with
a supply voltage of ±18 V, an undistorted
signal of 10 V r.m.s. is available across Cl

S 25
10 kHz) with a load of 10 kQ and
an output voltage of 1 V r.rn.s.

When the load was reduced, this
figure increased to 0.02% at 1 k.Hz
and 0.035% at 10 kHz.
The slew rate was 10 V /115. The
srgnat-to-noise ratio at an arnplifi-
cation of 1000 and an output volt-
age of 1 V was 98 dB with the in-
puts shor t-circuited and 88 dB
with a source impedance of 600 Q.

The common-rnode rejection
ratio (c~m.R)is high over the
whole audio range: 114 dB at
1 kHz arid 108 dB at 20 kHz. This
means very effective suppression
of hum at the input.

The complete preamplifier
draws a current of 12-15 rnA.

The offset voltage at the input
may be compensated with PI. Be-
cause of the high input bias cur-
rent of the opamp (up to 25 ~lA
max), an extra offset may arise at
the input with pseudo-differential
or asymmetric use of the Inputs
that can not or hardly be compen-
sared with I"l .The result of this is

lügher distornon.
A'thougb the power su pply suppres-

sion is about 100 dB, it is recommended to
decouple the supply lines weil. •

(T Giffnrd)

•

A moucstable relay has two statcs: opera-
tive when a large enough cu rreut flows
through its coil and quiescent when 110

current flows. A relay contact that assumes
a certain postnon after the suppty voltage
has been switched on is required in many
applications. and, of course, many relays
operate in that manner.

However, most of these relays require
an energizing current of 50 mA or more
and that norrnally precludes a battery sup-
ply. The circuit presented here, which uses
a bistable relay. may solve that problern.

The contact of a bistable relay normally
remains in the position it is in after the
supply is switched off. The present circuit.
however, makes the bistable relay behave
like a monostable type, and that at a very
modest current.

When the supply voltage is switched
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load of 600 Q. With higher supply volt-
ages, care should be taken that the maxi-
mum dissipation of the IC does not exceed
1.5 W.

The prototype had an harmonie distor-
tion of not more than 0.006% (up to

on, Cl charges via 01 and the relay coil.
The current then flowing through the coil
causes the rela y contact to assu me 011e of
two positions. The torward drop across 01
ensures that the base of Tl in this condi-
tion is more positive than its emitter; so
that Tl, and thus T2, is switched off.

When the supply voltage is switched
off the ernitter of Tl is connected to the

lN4148
+

904104-11

positive terminal of Cl, while the base is
connected to the negative terminal of the
capacttor via Rl and the relay coil. This re-
sul ts in Tl, and thus T2, switching on, so
that Cl discharges via T4 and the relay .
The current rhough the relay coil then
flows in an opposite direction and this
causes the contact to change over.

The bistable relay thus behaves exactly
as a mouostable type with the advantage.
however, that the operational current is de-
termined by Rl , and here amounts to only

130~A.
To ensure reliable operation, the rattng

of the relay coil should be 65-75 per cent of
the supply voltage. Ln the prototype, a 9-V
relay was used with a battery supply volt-
age of 12 V. •

(F. Hueber)
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The windscreen wiper interval circuit pre-
sen ted here is very compact and is note-
worthy for its use of tWD thyristors instead
of a relay. It has only two connections and
operates without any problems even in
conjunction with mulu-stage wiper ci r-
cuits.
The connecting wire between the wiper

motor and terminal 53 is cut and new con-
nections are made as shown in the dia-
gram.
When the interval switch, 51, is closed,

capacitor Cl charges via Pl and the wiper
motor. After a time set with Pl , transistor
Tl switches on and triggers the thyristors.
The wiper motor is then energized via the
thyristors and 03 and sets the wipers into
motion. At the sarne time, Cl discharges
via 02 and the thyristors.

After a short time, the
wiper stop switch connects
terminal 53 to the +12 V
Une, so that the wiper motor
is energized via 04. The
thyristors are switched off
because the voltage drop
across D3 plus Th1-Th2 is
then greater than that across
D4.
When the wipers reach

the end of their travel again,
the stop switch connects ter-
minal 53 to ground and this
enables Cl to charge aga in.

CE. Tienkcn)

It happens frequently that the output cur-
rent of an operational amplifier is inade-
quate for the application as, for instance,
whent a small motor or loudspeaker has to
be driven. Normally, this is resolved by
adding an emitter follower to the circuit as
shown in Pig. 1. Unfortunately, that circuit
does not allow the fuIl supply voltage, Ub,
to be uscd. because the output voltage of
the opamp must always be 1-2 V smaller
than ±Ub. To that must be added the drop
across the base-emitter junction of transis-
tors Tl and T2.
The circuit shown in Pig. 2 (prtnciple)

and Fig. 3 (practical) is a more appropriate
solutlon: it was designed specifically for
driving srnall motors. Since the output cur-
rent of the opamp flows through its supply
lines, the driver transistors mayaIso be
controlled over these lines.
The value of base-emitter resistors R4

and R5 has been chosen to ensure that in
spite of the quiescent current through the
opamp, Tl and T2 are switched off.
Resistor R6 limits the output current of

the opamp. If the opamp is a type with
guaranteed short-circuit protection, R6
may be replaced bya jump lead.
The outpur voltage is only 50-100 mV

(collector-emitter saturation voltage of the
driver transistors) smaller than the supply

1 2

voltage. When choos-
ing these transistors, it

is therefore essential to
take into account the
saturation voltage in
addition to the maxi-
mum current amplifi-
cation and power rat-
ing.
The value of the re-

sistors in an inverting
circuit are calculated
from:

Cl = R2/Rl
and
R3= R2/Rl,

where o: is the amplifi-
cation.
In a non-inverting

circuit (Rl between

3
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the - input and earth and the input signal
connected to the + input of the opamp),
the amplification is
a = (R2/Rl) + 1

and
R3«Re,

R4<+a/+LIb R5<-D.5a/-Ub
R6 ~ Ub Ilmax

where Re is the input impedance of the
opamps.

The circuit can be used with d iscrete

S 27
(single) opamps only, because double or
quadrupie types in one package share the
supply voltage pins.

The setting accuracy of the circuit in
Fig. 3 is better than 1%. •

(G. Pelz)
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When it is necessary, or desired, to count
the number of days to a particular event or
date. the circuit here, which can count up
to 99, may be found a useful aid to keep a
check on how many days have passed.

The circuit is based on a Type SAB0529,
which counts on a 24-hour day basis. The
chip is reset automattcally when the sup-
ply is switched on: an external Re net-
work is thus not necessary.

When switch Sl is open, open-collector
output pins land H of lC6 go logic high 24
hours after the supply is switched on. At
that moment, the 24-hour timer is set back
by 1 via NANO gate IC5a and the next 24-
hour cycle begins.
At the instant the timer is set back, the

pulse from IC5a is inverted and applied to
the clock input (pin 1) of [Cl. Only when
counter position 99 has been reached will
the outpur of lCSb go low and thus disable
th clock input of leI via lC4b. The counter
thus stops after 99 days and remeins in
that position until the circuit is reset.
The circuit rnay be tested by dosing Sl

which converts the time base to a seconds
clock. In other words. the counter then
reaches position 99 after 99 secouds.

With the display on and 51 open, the
circuit draws a current of about 100 mA; in
the economy position (5] cJosed) this re-
duces to about 10 mA. •

(M. Rnittere-Franseen)

Although we assume that most of our
readers are thoughtful drivers who do not
switch on their real' fog lights when cJosely

followed by other traffic, since following
drivers for an instant think you are brak-
ing (although they have seen no reason for

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS DECEMßER 1990

your doing so) and thus sIam on their
brakes as weIl. This may often give rise to
a very dangerous sltuation. it is better to
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S 28
avoid such Cl potentially dangeruns acticn
and install the rear fog light delay ci rcuit
presented here.

Switch S1 is the on-off control for TE'ClT

fog lights L1 nnd L2. As 500rt as this
switch is closed, the gnte-sourre vottage
(Ugs) of MOSFET Tl will become ITIQre and
more negative. This means that the le will
conduct harder and harder; and this in
turn reasults in the brightness of the Iights
gradually becoming brighter. Maximum
brightness is reached after Cl delay of about
20 seconds. wh ich is determined by time
constant R2-C1.
The gate of Tl may be given Cl bias by

preset Pt. This provides compensation for
the initia l period after the lights a re
switched on and the Iamps da not light,
because they need some hundreds of mil-
liamperes befare they can do so. With PI
set correctly, the larnps will light, albeit
weakly, immediately the control switch is

+12V

6 "

o

mGo S

IRf9530

11 l2

I:lV 1:lV
:lW aw

904092· !!

closed. The gate potential is then equnl to
the voltage at the wiper of PI (bear in
rnind that Cl is then still discharged).

Although the dissipation of Tl is a
maximum during the transitional period
(between switch on and the lamps lighting
brightly), the heat sink required is calcu-
lated on the basis of the dissipation when

the lamps light brightly. Normally, rear fog
lights are ra ted at 21 W, so that if two of
them. are fitted, a heat sink Type SK59 (i.e.,
36.5x42.7x12.5 111m) provides ample cool-
ing. This type of heat sink is available
from DAU (UK) Ltd, 70-75 Barnham
Road. ßARNHAM P0220ES. •

(f. Ruffell)

The "por table battery charger" described
earlier in this supplement may be ex-
tended by a current source that ensures a
constant current through the batteries to be
charged at all times. The source may, of
course, also be added to other NiCd bat-
tery chargers not yet so equipped.
Transistors Tl and T2 and resistor R3

form a darlington that obtains a constant
base voltage via 03. There is thus also a
constant voltage across resistance R in the
emitter ci rcuit of the darlington, which
means that the vnlue of R determines the
charging current.

Resistor Rl provides the current for
vottage reference 03. The LED in series
with Rl ind icates whether the batteries
have been connected properly.
If the current source is used with the

perfable charger, 02 may be omitted, be-
cause that charger already provides a P'>
larity check.

The value of R may be caJculated from:
R:::: O.7/charging current.
Again, account must be ta ken of the

dissipation of R, which is
p:::: f/R.
Transistor T2 must be fitted on a heat

sink, whose size depends on the number of
series-connected NiCd batteries and the
current flowing through them. •
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In many oscilloscopes, the most sensitive
range is 2-5 mV, although it Is often possi-
ble to improve this to 1-2 mV by a variable
gain control. To obtain even bettet sensitiv-
try, the present preamplifier; which has an
amplification of about 10 (20 dß). may be
found useful.
Because most oscilloscopes have CI

bandwidth of 20 MHz or more, the ampli-
fier must, of course, have a slightly wider
bandwidth and that is achieved with Cl

Type OP260 opamp. This has a slew rate of
550 V fils (at an amphfication of 10) and a
bandwidth of 40 MHz that is virtually in-
dependent of the am plification. The gain
vs frequency response is not so good, how-
ever: as may be seen from Fig. 2, where the
characteristics nre given for Cl number of
loads. The hump in the curves depends on
the value of the feed back rcsistor, whose
optimum value appears to be 2.5 kQ.

The curves in Fig. 3 aecord with differ-
ent values of R2/R8 for an amplification
faetor of 10. Sorne experimen ta tion with
the value of R2/RS for different amplifica-
ti on Feetors may be instructive. Bear in
mind, however; that the outpur impedanee

cuits. The inverting circuit may also give
problems because of the low values of R2
(RB) and R3 (R9).
The input bias current is typically

0.2 uA, while the input offset is abou t

3 mV (max. 7mV).
In this type of circuit it is important to

use a well-regulated power supply. The
pmver supply suppression up to 10 kHz is
roughly 70 dB, and this reduces with in-
creasing frequency. An)' noise or tiny rip-
ple on the supply lines would make the
application of the circuit as a smal l signal
amplifier impossible.

The circuit draws a current of about
14 mA. T11e slew rate, ns with most
opamps, is asymmetric and lllay lead to
visible distortion of the signal when the
drive to the 560 Q resistor is high at the
lugher frequencies. •

(T. Giftnrd)

increases from 20 Q to 225 Q over the fre-
queney rangc of 10 MHz to 60-70 MHz. It
is therefore important to keep all connec-
tions on the prototyping board as short as
possible and to connect all earth points to Cl

common ground via aseparate, heevy
track. Also, do not use an JC socket.

An input impedauce of 1 MQ was cho-
sen, which results in a fairly high level of
noise a t the output (with open-circuit
input). This value may be reduced. since
otherwise the use of a 1:10 probe ,,,'i11 be
inhibited, beca use that would give con-
stallt problems with the noise. However;
when the am plifier is connected to a suit-
able source, the notse reduction is not-
rnall y more than ample to obtain a good
trace on the screen.

Presets P1 and P2 serve to provide com-
pensation for the d.c. offset and input off-
set caused by R1 aud R7 respectively.

The in put bias current for the non-in-
verting input is abou t ·10
tirnes lower than that for the
inverting input, which
makes the OP260 more suit-
able for non-inverting cir-

1
R2 I'",

1k49

rcta .....,,'.....I--I---!---<1-/c;.'.
Y"--..-1""··"'+-t-'l' + ,
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heard-perhaps not so much at lower fre-
quencies. but certainl y in the mid ranges.
Ta eusure identity and also to obtain the
desired characteristics, ca pacitors Cl ~C5
must be selected carefully It does not mat-
ter much whether their value is 467 pF or
473 pF: that on1y causes a süght shift of the
cut-off point. What does matter is that they
are identical within that 1% tolerance. For
symmetry of channels, the capacttors lT)ay
be paired and then used in either channel
at the corresponding position.

The diagram shows theoretical values
for the resistors: thei r practical values are
given in the table. The prototype was COI1-

structed with 5% meta! film types from
the E12 series and these were used without
sorting. Their tolerance proved to be per-
fectly acceptable in practtce.

The current drawn by the circui t is
purely that through the opamp and
amounts to about 4 mA. The high cut-off
point is also deterrnined by the opamp and
lies at about 3 MHz.

24mA,-----.-+--<'+ + 12...+ 15V
Rl 1',..
2k74

".

The only problem that cannot be fore-
seen is a possible coupling capacitor in the
signal source. That eomponent will be in
series with Cl and this may adversely af-
feet the frequency response. However, if its
value is greater than 47 j..IF,it will have lit-
tJe if any effect; if it is below that value. it
1S best removed; Cl will assume its func-
tion. •

(T Giffnrd)

Although sales of gramophone record may
have slumped, there are mi11ions of peopte
who still treasu re their record collection.
Many record players unfortunately exhibit
two undesired side effects: rumble (noise
caused by the motor and the tu rntable)
and other low-frequency spurious stgnals.
The active high-pass Chebyshev filter pre-
sented here was designed to suppress
those noises. The filter has a 0.1 dS ripple
characteristic and a cut-oft point of 18 Hz.
A note for designers: a passive filter with
the same characteristics was tried: a si xth
order Sessel filter; which was soon rejected
when it was found that inductors of 600 H
were needed!

The eircuit itself is not too exciting; it is
the selection of eomponents that makes Cl

filter successful. The choice of a Chebyshev
filter may not seem too clever for audio
pl1rposes, but because of its 0.1 d B ripple
in the pass band it behaves very much like
a Sutterworth type with the advantage
that the response has steeper skirts as
shown in Ftg. 2 (which is , -,

a calculated curve). Fre-
quencies below 10 Hz
are attenuated by more
than 35 dB. The phase
behaviou r in the pass
band shows a gradual r\
shift, so that its effect on L(
the reproduced sound is
inaudible.
If the Hlter is used in

a stereo installation, it ts
essential that the charac-
teristics of both filters are
iden tical or nearly so.
Phase differences be-
tween channels can be

ca

M,+I-···-···~···-··++++#H--~~RH~

c, K2 •470n

TL072TL072
470n

".

'" E" EXACT

Rt~2k7.681l 2k74 2k7626

R2~t20k 1lBk ! 19k05

A3 ~ 3k9 • 33011 4k22 4k2314

R4 ~ 6k8 t 68011 7k50 7k464B

R5~47k.2k2 '''' 49k475

'-------{- -12__.-15V

E l"r..,

904069 . 11

•

Many funetion generators are based on a
reetangular waveforrn generator cousist-
ing of a Schmitt trigger and integrator. TI1e
triangular signal produced by the tntegra-
tor is then used to form a sinuoidal signal
with the aid of Cl diode network. The eon-
verter presented here works the other way
rou nd. Jt converts the output of a good-
quality sine wave oscillator into a reet-

angular and Cl triangular signal.
The sinusoidal signal is converted into

a reetangular signal by lC2a. Sinee the out-
put of this gate va ries between -"15 V and
+15 V, it is reduced to a value suitable for
integration by potential divider R3-R4. lt
is then integrated by transccnductance
amplifier lCla and C2. The amplifier has a
current output that is controlled by the

current through pin 1. The outpur there-
fore behaves as a resistance with which it
is possible to influence the integration
time. TI1e voitage across C2 is available in
buffered form at the output of irnpedance
inverter TC2b: this is the triangular signal.
The amplitude of this signal is compared
with a voltage set by P2 and the difference
between these voltages. whieh is the out-
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put of IC2c, is applied to the current
source at the outpur of Je1 via R5. This ar-
rangement ensures that the level of the
outpur voltage is virtually independent of
the frequency of the rectangular signal cr
the sinusoidal input.
One problem with aprecision integra-

tor is its being affected by offset voltages
and bias currents. Feedback loop R6-Cl
ensures that the output follows the poten-
tial across R4 accurately, although tiny de-
viations may be caused by the bias current

The electronic antenna selector is intended
to switch between tWQ FM antennas by
means of a legte signaL
Gates ICl and TClb ensure a clean

switching action and at the same time form
the interface between the 5 V legte level
(probably available from the receiver) and
the 12 V supply voltage for the selector.
Oepending on the type of gate used, a dig-
ital TTL or CMOS contral signal is avail-
able in direct and inverted form at the out-
put5011CI.
When input A is logic high, the output
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in eircuit ICl , which is not greater than
8 ,uA at 70' C
The time constant R6-C1 is large for a

purpose: to ensure that the triangular stg-
nal, even at low frequencies, ean not affect
the waveform of the signal to be inte-
grated-the reetangular shape must be re-
tained.
The con verter ca n process stgna Is at

frequencies from 6 Hz-where the ampli-
tude is not affected-to 60 kHz-where
the amplitude is reduced by 10%.

'"

o

904090-11

Because of the lang time constants, the
time taken for the recovery of the ampli-
tude of the triangular stgnal at frequencies
above 1 kHz is rather long. The peak value
of this signal shou!d be set to 1 V.
Diode D1 is a so-called stabistor-three

diodes in one package. It may be replaced
by three discrete Type IN4148 diodes.
The current drawn by the converter is

of the order of 9 mA. •
(T Giffnrd)

of IC]a is low and that of IClb is high.
Current then flows from the positive sup-
ply !ine to ICla via T2, R9 and 08; 12 is
switched on and 09 lights.

Because direct currents flow through
RI-Dl-R2 and R5-03-R4, diodes Dl and
03 conduet and pass the VHF signal frorn
input A to output O. At the same time, a
direet current flows through R6-04 so that
04 cond ucts. This arrangement ensures
that any VHF signal at input C can not
reach the output via the parastue capaci-
tances of the relay contacts and the wiring.

When A is legte 10\-\1, and ICl bis there-
fore low, current flows from the positive
supply line to IClb via Tl, R7 and 017; Tl
is theu switched on and 010 lights. At the
sarne time, the two series-connected relays.
Re l and Re2, are energtzed. their contacts
dose and the VHF signal at input C is fed
to output O. Morcovcr, a direct eurrent
tlows througf R3-D2 so that 02 conducts.
Any signal at input B is then shorted to
ground via 02.

All resistors should be carbon film
types, because these have a lügher para-
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ply !ine to ICla via T2, R9 and 08; 12 is
switched on and 09 lights.

Because direct currents flow through
RI-Dl-R2 and R5-03-R4, diodes Dl and
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input A to output O. At the same time, a
direet current flows through R6-04 so that
04 cond ucts. This arrangement ensures
that any VHF signal at input C can not
reach the output via the parastue capaci-
tances of the relay contacts and the wiring.

When A is legte 10\-\1, and ICl bis there-
fore low, current flows from the positive
supply line to IClb via Tl, R7 and 017; Tl
is theu switched on and 010 lights. At the
sarne time, the two series-connected relays.
Re l and Re2, are energtzed. their contacts
dose and the VHF signal at input C is fed
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All resistors should be carbon film
types, because these have a lügher para-
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sitic series ind uctance than metal film re-
sistors, so that the attenuation of the VHF
stgnal caused by them is reduced to a min-
imum.

The attenuation lasses caused by the
diode junctions (5-10 d ß) a re somewhat
lerger than those caused by the relays. It is
thus advisable to connect the antenna that
provides the weaker signal (normally the
domestic olle) to input C.
If the dornestic antenna is equipped

with an antenna amplifier, it may be sup-
plied via terminal E.
Diodes 05 and 06 protect the circuit

against high voltage spikes that occur dur-
ing the on and off switching.

The seJector draws a current of areund
65mA. •

(T Shncrer)

A = contral input - '1' = central antenna system
'0' = domestic antenna

B = central antenna (cable) input
C = domestic antenna input
o =0 output to receiver
E = supply output to antenna amplifier

Q A

."
IC1 '" 1/3 74HC04
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01...06 = lN914
C1...C7 = 1 nF ,V,
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The indicator is intended for use with the
all-solid-state preamplifier we published
some time ago (see reference). but may
also be used in other applications where a
number of steps or changes m ust be
counted rapidly.

To prevent interference with the audio
signal, the circuit is a sta tic design. This
means that if the volume conrrol is not ad-
jusred. the circuit does nothing.

The circuit does not need an exterria l
clock stgnal, since this is derived from any
chauges in the least significant bit-LSB.
This is done by two differentiating net-
works: R9-Cl and R10-C2, which double
the frequency of an available LSB signal.

Moreover, to ensure that the counters of
the indicator remain in step with the vol-
urne conrrol, signals 'up/down' and 'pre-
ser' from the preamplifier are used. lt may
seem rather extravagant to couple the state
of the counters in the preamplifier with
that of the present counters, but it is a
good way of keeping the connections be-
tween the two units to a mi nimum. Fu r-
thermore, the present counters operate in
8-bit BCD instead of 6-bit binary as used

by those in the volume control (in the
preamplifier). All that is required to dis-
play the state of the volume control are a
couple of BCD-to-seven-segment decoders
and seven-segment displays.

The preset in the indicator must be set
in BCD code (whereas that of the control in
the preamplifier is set in binary code). It is.
of course, possible to give the preset in the
indicator the sarne value as that in the
preamplifier control to give CI display that
va ries frorn 00 to 63. It is, however, per-
ha ps rather more realistic to have a display
fram 01 to 64, because rhe minimurrt atten-
uation is 78.75 dB , not infinity. There is no
suppression of leading zeros, so that num-
bers up to and including 9 are displayed
starting with a O.

The DfP switches and resistors Rl-R8
in the diagram may be omitted if only one
fixed preset is likely to be used. The resis-
tors should be replaced by jurnp leads.
The balance control of the preamplifier

mayaiso be indicated, but the present cir-
cuit should then be duplicated, with the
exception of lCS, which has two gates to
spare. The LSBconnection of one indicator

is coupled to fC23 in the volume control
stages. while the cther indicator is linked
to IC25. The curren t drawn is, of course,
doubled to araund 220 mA. T'his makes it
necessary to increase the rating of the
mains fuses and to change the inscription
on the relevant label from 100 mAT to
200 mAI.

The supply voltage may be taken from
the preamplifier, but careful account
should be taken of the cooling of the volt-
age regulators, particulurly if two indica-
tors are used. It may be necessary to im-
prove that cooling.
The interference suppression of the reg-

ulators, IC33 and IC34 in the preamplifier,
mayaiso be improved by additional 10 j.lF,
10 V electrolytic capaotors at tbelr adjust
pins.

Finally, placing the displays behind red
perspex makes them easily readable in a11
circumstances. •

(I. Giffnrd)

J

Reference: "All-solid-stare preamplifier",
Elektor Etectmnics, December 1989.
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couple of BCD-to-seven-segment decoders
and seven-segment displays.

The preset in the indicator must be set
in BCD code (whereas that of the control in
the preamplifier is set in binary code). It is.
of course, possible to give the preset in the
indicator the sarne value as that in the
preamplifier control to give CI display that
va ries frorn 00 to 63. It is, however, per-
ha ps rather more realistic to have a display
fram 01 to 64, because rhe minimurrt atten-
uation is 78.75 dB , not infinity. There is no
suppression of leading zeros, so that num-
bers up to and including 9 are displayed
starting with a O.

The DfP switches and resistors Rl-R8
in the diagram may be omitted if only one
fixed preset is likely to be used. The resis-
tors should be replaced by jurnp leads.
The balance control of the preamplifier

mayaiso be indicated, but the present cir-
cuit should then be duplicated, with the
exception of lCS, which has two gates to
spare. The LSBconnection of one indicator

is coupled to fC23 in the volume control
stages. while the cther indicator is linked
to IC25. The curren t drawn is, of course,
doubled to araund 220 mA. T'his makes it
necessary to increase the rating of the
mains fuses and to change the inscription
on the relevant label from 100 mAT to
200 mAI.

The supply voltage may be taken from
the preamplifier, but careful account
should be taken of the cooling of the volt-
age regulators, particulurly if two indica-
tors are used. It may be necessary to im-
prove that cooling.
The interference suppression of the reg-

ulators, IC33 and IC34 in the preamplifier,
mayaiso be improved by additional 10 j.lF,
10 V electrolytic capaotors at tbelr adjust
pins.

Finally, placing the displays behind red
perspex makes them easily readable in a11
circumstances. •

(I. Giffnrd)

J

Reference: "All-solid-stare preamplifier",
Elektor Etectmnics, December 1989.
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logic outpur if temperatures exceed a pre-
determined level.

The monitor presented here is based on
Cl. Type UC3730T and is intended to be fit-
ted to a heat sink. Although the supply to
the device can be as high as 40 V, a 5-8 V
one is chosen here, becau se that is nor-
mally readtly available in the quipment
where the monitor may find a pplication:
power amplifiers, power supplies, etc.

The thrcshold temperature, TI, in °C,is
detennined by:

Tt ~ 2.5R2/0.005(Rl +R2+Pl) - 273.15.
The temperature may be preset with PI

to values between -1°C and +100 "C.
The indicator is formed by Cl bicolour

LED, controlIed by transistors Tl and T2.
Resistors R4 and R5 limit the current
through the LED

When the tempera ture of the heat sink
is below the threshold temperature, the
ALD (alarm delay) output. pin 4, is lagic
low, so that Tl is switched off and the
green LED lights.
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When the temperature of the heat sink

exceeds the threshold level, the ALD out-
put goes high, Tl conducts 50 that T2 is
switched off and the red LED lights.

Although the present circuit was de-
signed for use with a heat sink, it may
equelly weil be used fOT 11lC1IlY other ther-
mal monitoring purposes.

The circuit draws a current of about
30 mA from a 5 V supply •

(J. Ruftell)

Signetics' Type NE575 compander IC is in-
tended primarily for use with battery
power supplies of 3-7 V (max. 8 V). lt
draws a current of 3.5 mA at 3 V and 5 mA
at 7 V. The compander process-compres-
sion at the input, expansion a t the out-
put-significantly improves the signel-to-
noise ratio in a commurucations link.
The JC contains two almost identical

circuits, of which one-pins 1 to 9-i5 ar-
ranged as an expander. The ather -pins 11
ta 19-may be used as expander; camp res-
sor or automatie load eontrol (ALe), de-
pending on the externally connected cir-
cuit. For the compressor function, the in-
verting output of the Interna! summing
amplifier is brought out to pin 12. This is
not the case in the expander secnon. where
a reference voltage is available at pin 8.

This pin is interlinked to pins 1 and 19 to
enable the setting of the d.c. operaring
point of the opamps.
The opamp in the expander section,

pins 1-3, serves as outpur
buffer-that in the COI11-

presser section, pins
17-19, as input buffer.
The JC has a relatively

high input sensitivity and
is evidently intended for
processing small signals
(microphone output
level). A signal of 100 111V,
for instance, is amplified
by 1 only.
The present cireuit

caters for larger input
signals (li ne Ievel): its

maximurrt input level is 1.5 V r.m.s.
With a 1 V input into R13, a potential of

about 550 mV exists between compressor
output R7 and expander input R5. The

(dBV)l<10U.
o

-10

-20

-30

-40
-60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 +10-UQ (dBV)

904115-12

1
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compression characteristic is shown in
Ftg. 2. The signal range is reduced by
about one half at the output, which is dou-
bled in the expander. This means that the
range after compression and expansion is
the same again, but that is not necessarily
the case with the input and output leveL
The compander may be arranged to pro-
vide a constant attenuation or arnplifica-
tion. With the circuit values as shown in

the diagram, the input and outpur levels
are the same. The prototype had an overall
gain of 0.5 dB when the expander input
was connected direct to the compressor
output.

To allow acceptance of high input Iev-
els, R13, R14 and the compressor input re-
sistance form a 10:1 attanuator. At the ex-
pander input, RS and the expander input
impedance of about 3 kQ form a potential

S 35
divider. lf the compander is to be used
with smaller signals, the attenuation may
be reduced as appropriate. lf the input
level lies below 100 mV, R5, R13 and R14
may be omitted.
The compander covers the frequency

range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz; the overall d is-
torfion Is less than 1%; and the signal-to-
noise ratio is about 80 dB. •

(T. Giffardl

@4J@
The display is intended to be added to the
address and data bus of the Type 8052 mi-
crocontroller. Liquid crystal displays come
in a number of varieties: in the prototype a
two-row, 16 characters per row type was
used, which, moreover; contains two regis-
ters.

The signals on the RD and WR lines of
the controller are too short to enable data
to be written into. or read from, the display
registers. The way this problern is resolved
consists of using the lowest value address
bit. AO, to verify whether a write or a read
action is required. The address signals last
long enough for completing a data ex-

change with the display. The next highest
address line. Al, is used to differentiate be-
twccn the data register and the instruction
reglster of the diaplay.

Then:
Basic address: weite data into instruction

register;
Baste address +1: read contents of instruc-

tion register;
Basic address +2: write data into data reg-

ister:
Basic address +3: read contents of data reg-
ister.
The basic nddrcss. which must be a

multiple of 4, is determined by the chip se-
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lect (eS) signal of the controller.
The enable signal for the display 1S de-

rived from the es signal, the RD and WR
stgnals. and address signal AO.

These functions are carried out by a
Type 74LS151 IC. This device prevents a
spurious address to be read or written and
so avoid s a conflict between the buses.
Only when the display is addressed by es
when either RD or WR are logic low will
the address line AO give an enable signal.
The 74LS151 may be replaced by the corre-
sponding He or HeT type.
lf more protection for the controller is

required, the data bus may be expanded
by a bus driver, for which a bidirectional
buffer, such as Type 74LS24S, is required.
The direction of transfer is determined by
the lowest vaIue address Une, AO, arid the
Jinking of the enable signal wifh the W stg-
nalofIe1. •

(f. ROIlInIIllS)
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The bridge circuit is intended for those
cases where two unequal supply voltages
are required.
The lower vo!tage is obtained with the

aid of Cl transformet with symmetrie wind-
ings and half-wave rectification of the po-
tential across one winding.

Für the higher voltage, the potential
across both wiudings is recfified. Ta that
end, the outpur of the transformer is
linked to the bridge rectifier via two elec-
trolytic capaotors that provide isolation of
the two direct voltages.

A bonus with this type of circuit is that
although the two supplies may be loaded
unequally, the currents through the tWQ

transformer vvindings are the same. This
nieans that the transformer is loaded sym-
metrtcally, so that its full capac+ry may be

T,' "J 220~

'"
100n

c
ca

HO~

" oa '"

01.02:: 1N4001

used , Moreover, there is 110 unnecessary
d issipation in the voltage regulators.
The load Oll the lower voltage supply

depends primarily on the rating of the
rransformer. The load on the higher vo1 t-

This aruplifier is intended to be added to
preamplifiers that have 110 phono input.
Such a phono input is, of course, required
for normal record players with a dynamtc
pick-u p. of which there are still millions
areund. Moreover, the amplifier does not
only bring the outpur of the pick-up to line
level, it also adds the correction to the fre-
quency response according to RIAA re-
quirements.

Dur ing the recording of gramophone
records, the frequency characteristic is
lifted at the high end. This lift must be
couutered in the playback (prejamplifier.
The corrections ro the frequency response
characteristic are according to a norm set
by the Record Industries Association of
America (RIAA) and also by the lEe.
The corrective curve provided by the

amplifier is shown in Fig. 2 (bold Iine). The
thin line shows the ideal correctlve curve.
The sharp bends in this at 50 Hz and
500 Hz are nearty obtained in the practical
curve by network R3-C2, while that at just
above 2 kHz is epproached in practice by
filter R5-R6-C3. The arrangement of R3-C2
in the feedback Ioop of [Cl gives notice-
ably better results than the usual (passive)
filter approach.
Circuit JCl provides a d.c. amplification

of some 40 dB, which drops to about 20 d ß

when the frequency rises above 500 Hz. To
minimize the (resistor) noise and the load
of the opamp at lugher frequencies, the
value of R3 ts a compromise. The associ-
ated polystyrene capacitor, C2, should
have Cl tolerance of 1-20/c,
To reise the 2 mV outpur of the dy-

age supply is limi ted by the reactance of
Cl and C2 (= 1/2rr50~) and the required
minimurrt outpur voltage. •

(A. Riglll/)

namic pick-up to line level at 1 kHz, linear
amplifier rC2 has been added. This stage
has a gain of 22 dS, so that a signal of
250 mV is available at its output.
Capacitors C4-C5 at the outpur. in COI1-

junction with the input impedance of the
following preamplifier form a high-pass
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filter with a cut-off frequency of 20 Hz:
this serves to suppress any rumble or
other low frequency noise.

The value of Cl is normally given in
the instruetion booklet of the d ynamic
ptck-up.

The power supply for the amplifier
must be of good quality=-particularly, the
transformet should be a class Al type with
a small stray magnette field.
When the amplifier is built into the record

S 37
player (wh ich is the best way). the power
supply should not be included unless this
is very weil screened ; otherwise, hum is
the unavoidable result.

In the prototype, Type OP27 opamps
were used. A slightly eheaper v'lay is to
use Cl Type OP227 (dual version of the
OP27l. Opamps from the TL 07X family
rnay also be used. •

(T. Giffardl

The code display 15 intended as an aid in
obtaining a rapid indication as to the avail-
able data in an EPROM. It enables up to 13
bits to be read.

An EPROM will be used to show the ap-
plication of the circuit as Cl decimal and as
a hexadecimal indication. The contents of
the EPROM are shown in the listing in the
table. The display will read 00 to 8191 or 00
to lFFF incl. H is. of course, possible to use
a different code. Moreover, by the use of a
text tool socket, and changing the EPROM, it
is possible to adapt the funetion of the cir-

cuit. Another possibility is usmg larger
EPROMS,which, by switclung over the MSB

address lines, will immediately make more
codes available.

The data output of the EPROMis used to
proviele data to the two display-
decoder/drivers. This arrangernenr makes
it possible to contral two displays sirnulta-
neously. For instance, four displays may be
controlled by just Olle oscillator and an in-
verter.
The contents of the EPROM consist of

two byres per 13-bit ward. The first is an

LSB byte with a nibble for the LSBdisplay
and a nibble for the second display The
second byte is an MSB byte that contains a

nibble for the MSI3display and a nibble for
the third display.
The next two successi ve addresses a re

used for continuoualy changing over AO.
The arrangement is that when AO = 0, the
MSB and the third display are driven, and
when AO = 1, the second and the LSB dis-
play. The data cau then be read conve-
niently in the listing.
To minimize the power consurnption,
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two diodes have beeil incorporated in the
supply to the display secnon.
The brightness of the display depends

on the value of R2 and R3. The output cur-
rent is about 120x1.3/R2 (or R3). With val-
lies as shown. the current is around 30 mA
so that the current through the displays is
about 15 mA.

Ripple blanking is possible in the case
of the two MSB displays only. The ripple
blanking is actuated by connecting the
clock to RB! of Je3.

The frequency of oscillator rC4a is set to
Cl value where flicker of the displays just
stops. It should not be too high otherwise
there is Cl risk of ghosting.
The circuit operatos from 5 V; if that is

not available on the machine used. the cir-
cuit must be extended by level shifters.
The oscillator is designed with He

chips to obtain a symrnetrtcal clock; if HCT
devices were uscd. the hysteresis would
not be symmetrical with respect to the sup-
ply. This would result in the brightness of
the two MSB displays differing front that of
the LSB displays. lf nevertheless HCT chips
are used, a diode aud e resistor have to be
added to fOrITIa symmetrical dock.
The EPROM here forms the input of the

circuit. It is worth mentioning that latches
may be added to enable the reading of
data at a defined moment (possibly with a
byte or ward recoguizer).
The total currcnt drawn by the circuit

depends mainly on the display controls
and was 500 mA maximum in the proto-
typcs. •

(T. Giffnrdl

0000, 00 00 00 01 00 02 00 03 00 04 00 05 00 06 00 07
12112110: 1211211218 1210 1219 1211211121 12112111 12112112 12112113 12112114 12112115
0020, 00 16 00 17 00 18 00 19 00 20 00 21 00 22 00 23
0030, 00 24 00 ~5 00 26 00 27 00 28 00 29 00 30 00 31
0040, 00 32 00 33 00 34 00 35 00 36 00 37 00 38 00 39
1211215121:1211214121 12112141 12112142 12112143 12112144 12112145 12112146 12112147

-............"'~6eJ: 1210 48 12112149 1211215121 12112151 12112152 121121
-- • - ."'056 00 57 00 58 00 59 00 60 00 ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~;

3;.~ • - ."'065 00 66 00 67 00 68 00 69 00 70 00 71
3F3eJ: b~~ _ ~ _~~ 74 12112175 12112176 12112177 12112178 12112179
3F40: 8121 96 f:j~ ... ~ .......01 83 12112184 12112185 12112186 12112187
3F5eJ: 81 1214 81 1215 8~ _ ~ .. 0\0 92 12112193 12112194 12112195
3F6eJ: 81 12 81 13 81 14 8~ <'7\11211 1211 1212 1211 1213
3F70: 81 2121 81 21 81 22 81 23 ~ -.......... '7\1 1121 1211 11
3F8eJ: 81 2881 2981 3121 81 31 81 32 ~ __ ............._ ,.", 19
3F9eJ: 81 36 81 37 81 38 81 39 81 4121 81 41 ""8?- _ <-; ...
3FAeJ: 81 44 81 45 81 46 81 47 81 48 81 49 81 5121~ _"':::::
3FB0: 81 52 81 53 81 54 81 S5 81 56 81 57 81 58 81 59
3FC0: 81 6121 81 61 81 62 81 63 81 64 81 65 81 66 81 67
3FDeJ: 81 68 81 69 81 7121 81 71 81 72 81 73 81 74 81 75
3FE0: 81 76 81 77 81 78 81 79 81 8121 81 81 81 82 81 83
3FFeJ: 81 84 81 85 81 86 81 87 81 88 81 89 81 9121 81 91
4000, 00 00 00 01 00 02 00 03 00 04 00 05 00 06 00 07
4010, 00 08 00 09 00 0A 00 08 00 0C 00 00 00 0E 00 0F
41212121: 1211211121 12112111 12112112 12112113 12112114 12112115 12112116 12112117
41213121: 12112118 12112119 1211211A 1211211B 1211211C 121121ID 1211211E 121121IF

~4040' 00 20 00 21 00 22 00 23 00 24 00 25 00 26 00 27
~ ~~0: 12112128 12112129 1211212A 12112128 1211212C 12112120 1211212E 1211212F

- -.......~~ 3121 12112131 12112132 12112133 12112134 12112135 12112136 12112137
7F~~ ...~ :'" 39 1211213A 12112138 1211213C 1211213D 1211213E 1211213F
7F4eJ: 1~'Oo ~ -"" 42 1210 43 12112144 12112145 0121 46 12112147
7F5eJ: 1 F A8 1 ~_ --.:.: - -.....4B 1211214C 1211214D 1211214E 0121 4F
7F60, IF 80 IF BI 1~_' ~ •
7F7eJ: 1F B8 IF 89 IF BA 1~~- ~54 12112155 0121 56 12112157
7F80, lF C0 IF Cl IF C2 IF C3 - • "':'::"'5000SE 00 5F" " _ • "':'::"'~6 00 67
7F9eJ: 1F CS 1F C9 IF CA 1F CB 1F CC 11< "': - ~~F
7FAeJ: IF DeJ IF 01 lF 02 IF 03 IF 04 IF 05 a ~~ -
7F80, IF 08 lF 09 IF OA IF 08 IF OC IF 00 IF OE IF .::_.:::::::
7FCeJ: IF EeJ IF EI 1F E2 IF E3 IF E4 IF ES 1F E6 1F E7
7FOeJ: 1F ES IF E9 1F EA 1F EB IF EC IF EO IF EE IF EF
7FE0: 1F FeJ IF F1 1F F2 IF F3 IF F4 IF F5 1F F6 IF F7
7FFeJ: lF ·F8 IF F9 IF FA 1F FB IF FC 1F FO IF FE 1F FF

The piano, modern organ, and other fixed-
pitch modern Instruments are tuned to
equal temperament, which means that
each semitone is rnade an equal interval. In
other words, the twelve tones in an octave
are equi-distant on a logarithrnic frequency
scale, that is. each töne has a frequency
that is 1.059 times greater than the preced-
ing frequency. The advantage of this type
of tuning is that the instrument may be
played in any key. The disadvantage is,
however, that the tones are not tuned 'nat-
u rally", wh ich is espectally noticeable
when concords are played. A perfect fifth
should have a ratio of 2:3, but in equal
temperament tuning that is 2:2.9966. That
is a tiny difference, but it is audible. In a

ma]or third it is even worse: 4:5 instead of
4:5.0397.
The circuit presented here offers a rem-

edy. Equal ternperament tuning remeins
the basis, but as soon as a chord is played,
the circuit detunes the notes in such a
mariner that pure concords result. This is
accomplished in a way different from that
in some modern synthesizers where the
tuning is switched to a different key by
means of presets.
The present circuit is in principle a

rnain oscillator as found in an electonic
organ. The oscillator signal has a frequency
of 8.61696 MHz which is divided into
twelve for the highest octave (here the
fourth above middle Cl. The signals for the

904097-12

other octaves are obtained front these with
the aid of binary scalers.
A total of twelve iden tical dividers is

required, Olle for each tone. Only two are
shown in the circuit diagram: IC6-IC8 and
rC9-fCll. All of them are preset. Presetting
is used on the Olle hand to obtain a given
pitch (with the aid of [umpers as shown in
the table), and on the other to detune the
tones in accordance with the chord being
played.
fnformation for the detuning is con-

tained in an EPROM that can control two di-
viders at a time. A total of six EPROMS is
therefore needed: one each for C and C#, 0
and 0#, E and F, F# and C, C# and A, and
A# and B.
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two diodes have beeil incorporated in the
supply to the display secnon.
The brightness of the display depends

on the value of R2 and R3. The output cur-
rent is about 120x1.3/R2 (or R3). With val-
lies as shown. the current is around 30 mA
so that the current through the displays is
about 15 mA.

Ripple blanking is possible in the case
of the two MSB displays only. The ripple
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ply. This would result in the brightness of
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the LSB displays. lf nevertheless HCT chips
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pitch modern Instruments are tuned to
equal temperament, which means that
each semitone is rnade an equal interval. In
other words, the twelve tones in an octave
are equi-distant on a logarithrnic frequency
scale, that is. each töne has a frequency
that is 1.059 times greater than the preced-
ing frequency. The advantage of this type
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however, that the tones are not tuned 'nat-
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should have a ratio of 2:3, but in equal
temperament tuning that is 2:2.9966. That
is a tiny difference, but it is audible. In a

ma]or third it is even worse: 4:5 instead of
4:5.0397.
The circuit presented here offers a rem-

edy. Equal ternperament tuning remeins
the basis, but as soon as a chord is played,
the circuit detunes the notes in such a
mariner that pure concords result. This is
accomplished in a way different from that
in some modern synthesizers where the
tuning is switched to a different key by
means of presets.
The present circuit is in principle a

rnain oscillator as found in an electonic
organ. The oscillator signal has a frequency
of 8.61696 MHz which is divided into
twelve for the highest octave (here the
fourth above middle Cl. The signals for the
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other octaves are obtained front these with
the aid of binary scalers.
A total of twelve iden tical dividers is

required, Olle for each tone. Only two are
shown in the circuit diagram: IC6-IC8 and
rC9-fCll. All of them are preset. Presetting
is used on the Olle hand to obtain a given
pitch (with the aid of [umpers as shown in
the table), and on the other to detune the
tones in accordance with the chord being
played.
fnformation for the detuning is con-

tained in an EPROM that can control two di-
viders at a time. A total of six EPROMS is
therefore needed: one each for C and C#, 0
and 0#, E and F, F# and C, C# and A, and
A# and B.
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S40
The address Inputs of the EPROMS are

connected to the make contacts that are
added to the keyboard. The octaves avail-
able on the keyboard are then applied to
the circuit via OR gates formed by diedes.
Bear in mind that the only action of impor-
tance for the detuning process is which of
the twelve keys has been struck, not in
which octave the resulting note belongs.
This is fortunate, because that means that
the size of the design is independent of the
number of octaves available on the key-
board , apart from the number of addi-
tional make contacts and diedes. of
course.
In principle, all information for what-

ever note combination may be stored in
the EPROMS. The present design is limi ted
to that for 2-, 3- and 4-note chords; in all

Whereto connect the jump leads.

other cases, the equal temperament tun-
ing is maintained. lt is unfortunately not
possible to list a11the data that need to
be stored in the EPROMs or the necessary
calculations. A package of six pro-
grammed EPROMS plus a 5.25 in. (PO
disk containing a11the data is, however,
available through Dur Readers Services.
Finally, when during the shifting

from one chord to another one cr more
notes are sustained, the detuning of the
tones may become audible. In that case,
a different way of playing, that is, wait-
ing for the notes to die down before the
next note is played, is the price fcr a nat-
ural sound. •

(J. Peereboom)

The heart of the digitally operafing volume
control is IC2, a Type 4067 16-channel ana-
logue multiplexer.
Depending on the legte state on pins A,

B, C and D of the multiplexer, one of its 16
inputs or outputs Is connected to pin 1,
which is the 'wiper' of the control.
Sirtee a 1 kO resistor has been con-

nected between each input and output, the
multiplexer may be considered a linear po-
tentiometer with 16 fixed steps. Its overall
resistance is 15 kO, It is, of course, possible
to use a different value for each of the re-
sistors to obtain a different characteristic,
for instance, a positive logarithmic one.
The setting of the potentiometer is COI1-

trolled by counter ICl. Dependent on the
position of switch 51, the counter moves
one step up or down when switch 52 is
changed over. Circuits IC3a and IC3b pro-
vide debouncing of 52.

A jump from 0000 to 1111 or the other
way around is not possible. because fur-
ther count pulses are suppressed with the
aid of the CO line. Tlus line is legte low
wh~n both the counter state and signal
UfO are o.
When U / D is high and the counter

stete is 15, CO again becomes logic low. lt
is the~ necessary to reverse the legte state
at U/O and thus the direction of counting.
The volume control draws a current of

around 1 mA. •
(A. Femdcnun)

A B C D E F G H

C -L -L -L -L -L -L -L -L

C# Eil E!3 Eil Eil -L -L -L -L

D -L -L Eil Eil E!3 -L -L -L

D# Eil -L -L E!3 -L Eil -L -L

E Eil -L E!3 -L E!3 E!3 -L -L

F E!3 -L -L -L -L -L Eil -L

F# Eil Eil -L Eil -L -L Eil -L

G -L E!3 E!3 -L E!3 -L E!3 -L

G# Eil Eil E!3 Eil E!3 -L E!3 -L

A -L -L -L E!3 -L E!3 E!3 -L

A# E!3 -L -L -L E!3 E!3 E!3 -L

B Eil -L -L E!3 Eil E!3 E!3 -L

)5V
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~

,,,"0
9 tOSC1N
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4 PO oo~~~'~"12 P1 ICi 01 11 l' B
§ 13 P2 45160214 14C

~ 2p3032 3D
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Most small portable radtos require a 3 V
supply normally provided by two size AA
or AAA batteries. Since rechargeable bat-
teries are an option with many of these ra-
dies, most of them are fitted with a
charger socket. When such radios are used
in a stationary cond ition, e.g. in the
kitchen or in the office, it is useful (and
economical) to use the mains opera ted
supply described bere.
The supply is small enough to be litted

inside the radio or in a mains adaptor case
(less the transformer).
Voltage regulator Jel is adjusted for an

output of 3 V by resistors Rl and R2.
which are decoupled by C2. Capaetter C3
provides addtional Hltering. Diode 01 in-
dicates whether the unit has been (011-

nected to the mains. The diode also pro-
vides the load necessary for the regulator
to function properl y: in its absence, the

904120·11

o

TRl
12V/4VAS

secondary volta ge of the transformer
might become too high when the unit is
not loaded.
The trans former should be a short-cir-

cuit-proof mirriature type ra ted at 12 V
and 4.5 VA. The secondary voltage is
slightly higher than needed for a radio,

but this reserve is useful when the unit is
used with a cassette or CD player.
It is advisable to check the output volt-

age of the unit when it is switched on for
the first time before connecting it to a
radio or cassette player. •

(T. Giffard)

The frequency of the sine wave oscillator
shown here is determined by a direct volt-
age, Uc, of 0-15 V. The distortion on output
signals of up to 10 V P'P is not greater than

1%; when the output is reduced with the
aid of P1 to 1 V P'P. the distortion drops to
below 0.1%. It is not recommended to use
output signals below 1 V P'P. because the

@iJll
oscillator then become unstable and tem-
perature-dependent.
The oscillator consists of two opera-

tional transconductance amplifiers (OTAs)
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contained in one package. Their AMP-BJf\S

inputs, pins 1 and 16, are connected in
paralleL These inputs ean drive the output
currents at pins 5 and 12 to Cl peak value of
up to 0.75 mA.
Switch 51 enables the oscillator outpur

to be set to tWD ranges: 6.7-400 Hz and
400 Hz to 23.8 kHz. The overal l range
need s a control voltage varying from
1.34 V to 15 V. When the frequency is
changed by a variation of Uc and the set-
ting of PI is not altered. the output signal

The logic tester described here is designed
in surface mount technology, which makes
it very compact indeed, as may be seen
from the printed circuit boards.
The input consists of tWQ comparators

that opera te with different reference volt-
ages supplied by separate potential di-
viders. Divider R3-R4-R5 provides a volt-
age of about 40% of the supply voltage,
Uee, to pin 6 of Ktb and one of about 16%
of Uee to pin 3 of lCla. When Ucc = 5 V,
these voltages are exact1y the thresholds
(0.8 V aud 2.0 V) of TTL comparators.
Similarly, divider R6-R7-R8 provides

voltages of 23% of Uee and 73% of Uce to
pin 3 of lCla and pin 6 of LCIb rcspec-
tively: these levels correspond to the stan-
dard threshold for CMOScomparators.
The voltage to be measured , Un, is ap-

pJied to pin 5 of JClb and pin 2 of JCla
and compared with the respective refer-
ence. The output of comparator ICI b goes
high when lln exceeds the reference,
whereas the output of ICla goes high
when Ua lies below the voltage at pin 3.
The comparators are followed by driver

stages, Tl and T2, for the LED display-Ol
for 'high' and 02 for 'low'-and also NOR

gate Ie2a that switches on T3 when the

ou tput of both comparators is low, that is.
when it is undefined. This state is ind i-
cated by D3.
The remaining three gates in -,C2 form a

mcnostable. Ouring quiescent operatton.
Uee is present at the input of inverter Ie2e.
The outpur of the inverter is then low, T4 is
off end 04 is out. Pin 4 of IC2b is also high,
but this state changes when a pulse arrives
at pin 5. The outpur of IC2b then goes low,
C2 discharges, the inverter toggles, T4 is
switched on and 04 Jights. This state is UI1-
stable. however, because C2 recharges via
R13. Although the pulse at pin 5 may be
very short, the time constant R13-C2
lengthens it to about 100 ms.
The supply voltage may lie between

5 V and 15 V. At 5 V, the circuit d raws Cl

current of about 15 mA.
The input impedance of the tester is of

the order of 330 kll. •
(f. Ruffell)

may be distorted. In other words. the am-
plitude of the stgnal must be adapted to
the frequency. •

(T. Glffnrd)

Resistors:
Rl,R13=lM
R2 = 470 k
R3 = 39 k
R4, R6, R8 = 15 k
R5, R9, Rl0, Rl1, R14 = 10 k
R7 = 27 k
R12,R15=lk

Capacitors:
Cl,C2=100n

PARTS LIST

Semiconductors:
01, 02 = LEO, 3mm, green
03 = LEO, 3 mm, red
04 = LEO. 3 mm, yellow
Tl, T2, T3, T4=BC847B
ICl = LM358D
IC2 = 4001BT

Miscellaneous:
81 = sub-miniature switch, 2 make before

break contacts

NOTE: all components must be far surface
mount technology.

,

Q,Jj-<A ~--I--W

ICl "LM3S80
1C2" 4001BT
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contained in one package. Their AMP-BJf\S

inputs, pins 1 and 16, are connected in
paralleL These inputs ean drive the output
currents at pins 5 and 12 to Cl peak value of
up to 0.75 mA.
Switch 51 enables the oscillator outpur

to be set to tWD ranges: 6.7-400 Hz and
400 Hz to 23.8 kHz. The overal l range
need s a control voltage varying from
1.34 V to 15 V. When the frequency is
changed by a variation of Uc and the set-
ting of PI is not altered. the output signal

The logic tester described here is designed
in surface mount technology, which makes
it very compact indeed, as may be seen
from the printed circuit boards.
The input consists of tWQ comparators

that opera te with different reference volt-
ages supplied by separate potential di-
viders. Divider R3-R4-R5 provides a volt-
age of about 40% of the supply voltage,
Uee, to pin 6 of Ktb and one of about 16%
of Uee to pin 3 of lCla. When Ucc = 5 V,
these voltages are exact1y the thresholds
(0.8 V aud 2.0 V) of TTL comparators.
Similarly, divider R6-R7-R8 provides

voltages of 23% of Uee and 73% of Uce to
pin 3 of lCla and pin 6 of LCIb rcspec-
tively: these levels correspond to the stan-
dard threshold for CMOScomparators.
The voltage to be measured , Un, is ap-

pJied to pin 5 of JClb and pin 2 of JCla
and compared with the respective refer-
ence. The output of comparator ICI b goes
high when lln exceeds the reference,
whereas the output of ICla goes high
when Ua lies below the voltage at pin 3.
The comparators are followed by driver

stages, Tl and T2, for the LED display-Ol
for 'high' and 02 for 'low'-and also NOR

gate Ie2a that switches on T3 when the

ou tput of both comparators is low, that is.
when it is undefined. This state is ind i-
cated by D3.
The remaining three gates in -,C2 form a

mcnostable. Ouring quiescent operatton.
Uee is present at the input of inverter Ie2e.
The outpur of the inverter is then low, T4 is
off end 04 is out. Pin 4 of IC2b is also high,
but this state changes when a pulse arrives
at pin 5. The outpur of IC2b then goes low,
C2 discharges, the inverter toggles, T4 is
switched on and 04 Jights. This state is UI1-
stable. however, because C2 recharges via
R13. Although the pulse at pin 5 may be
very short, the time constant R13-C2
lengthens it to about 100 ms.
The supply voltage may lie between

5 V and 15 V. At 5 V, the circuit d raws Cl

current of about 15 mA.
The input impedance of the tester is of

the order of 330 kll. •
(f. Ruffell)

may be distorted. In other words. the am-
plitude of the stgnal must be adapted to
the frequency. •

(T. Glffnrd)

Resistors:
Rl,R13=lM
R2 = 470 k
R3 = 39 k
R4, R6, R8 = 15 k
R5, R9, Rl0, Rl1, R14 = 10 k
R7 = 27 k
R12,R15=lk

Capacitors:
Cl,C2=100n

PARTS LIST

Semiconductors:
01, 02 = LEO, 3mm, green
03 = LEO, 3 mm, red
04 = LEO. 3 mm, yellow
Tl, T2, T3, T4=BC847B
ICl = LM358D
IC2 = 4001BT

Miscellaneous:
81 = sub-miniature switch, 2 make before

break contacts

NOTE: all components must be far surface
mount technology.

,
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contained in one package. Their AMP-BIAS
inputs, pins 1 and 16, are connected in
parallel. These inputs can drive the output
currents at pins 5 and 12 to a peak value of
up to 0.75 mA.
5witch 51 enables the oscillator output

to be set to two ranges: 6.7-400 Hz and
400 Hz to 23.8 kHz. The overall range
needs a control volta ge varying from
1.34 V to 15 V. When the frequency is
changed by a variation of Ue and the set-
ting of Pl is not altered. the output signal

The logic tester described here is designed
in surface mount technology, which makes
it very compact indeed, as may be seen
from the printed circuit boards.
The input consists of two comparators

that operate with different reference volt-
ages supplied by separate potential di-
viders. Oivider R3-R4-R5 provides a volt-
age of about 40% of the supply voltage,
Llcc, to pin 6 of IC1b and one of about 16%
of Uee to pin 3 of IC1a. When Uee = 5 V,
these voltages are exactly the thresholds
(0.8V and 2.0 V) of TTL comparators.
Similarly, divider R6-R7-R8 provides

voltages of 23% of Uee and 73% of Uee to
pin 3 of ICla and pin 6 of IC1b respec-
tively; these levels correspond to the stan-
dard threshold for CMOS comparators.
The volta ge to be measured, UIl, is ap-

plied to pin 5 of ICl band pin 2 of IC1a
and compared with the respective refer-
ence. The output of comparator IC1b goes
high when Ua exceeds the reference,
whereas the output of IC1a goes high
when Ulllies below the voltage at pin 3.
The comparators are followed by driver

stages, Tl and T2, for the LW display-01
for 'high' and 02 for 'low' -and also NOR

gate IC2a that switches on T3 when the

output of both comparators is low, that is,
when it is undefined. This state is indi-
cated by 03.
The remaining three gates in ,IC2form a

monostable. Ouring quiescent operation,
Uee is present at the input of inverter IC2c.
The output of the inverter is then low, T4 is
off and 04 is out. Pin 4 of IC2b is also high,
but this state changes when a pulse arrives
at pin 5. The output of IC2b then goes Iow,
C2 discharges, the inverter toggles, T4 is
switched on and 04 lights. This state is un-
stable, however, because C2 recharges via
R13. Although the pulse at pin 5 may be
very short, the time constant R13-C2
lengthens it to about 100ms.
The supply voltage may lie between

5 V and 15 V. At 5 V, the circuit draws a
current of about 15mA.
The input impedance of the tester is of

the order of 330 kr.!. •
(j. Rliffell)

may be distorted. In other words, the am-
plitude of the signal must be adapted to
the frequency. •

(T. Giffllrd)

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R1, R13; 1 M
R2; 470 k
R3; 39 k
R4, R6, RB ; 15 k
R5, R9, R10, R11, R14; 10 k
R7; 27 k
R12,R15;1k

Capacitors:
C1, C2; 100 n

Semiconductors:
01, 02; LEO, 3mm, green
03 ; LEO, 3 mm, red
04; LEO, 3 mm, yellow
T1, T2, T3, T4; BCB47B
IC1 ; LM35BO
IC2; 4001BT

Miscellaneous:
81 ; sub-miniature switch, 2 make before

break contacts

NOTE: all components must be for surface
mount technology.

Qp-A+--+---+--~

ICl = LM358D
IC2 = 40016T
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904015-11

This is a usefullittle tester for use in test-
ing and checking the electric circuits of a
goods vehicle.
Two LEDs indicate whether one of the

clips Is connected to the positive supply
line (red) or to mass (green).

The unit is powered by the vehic1e bat-
tery. lt is advisable to terminate the unit
into two insulated heavy-duty crocodile
clips. These enable connection to be made
direct to the battery or to terminals on the
fuse box. It is also possible to terminate it
into a suitable connector that fits into the
cigarette lighter socket.
If a sharp needle is soldered to one of

the terminals, it is possible to check insu-
lated wiring-but only that carrying 12 V.
Although the needle pierces the insuJa-

rion, it does not damage it. •
(D. Folger)

®~®
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1C1 TTL,
555
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100n
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A switch that keeps on giving pulses 35

lang as it pressed is often required. The
circuit here uses the well-known Type 555
for this purpose. Its output is a TTL com-
patible signal.

At pin 5 of the timer exists a potential
of 67% of the supply voltage, Uce. In the
quiescent condifion (switch not pressed).
Cl charges via R2 and R3 to a voltage that
is lower than that at pin 5 and thus also
lower than the toggle voltage.
When the switch is pressed, Cl is

rapidly charged via Rl to the toggle volt-
age upon which the timer emits a pulse.
At the same time, the capacitor 1S d is-
charged again via R4.
As long as the switch 1Spressed, the

circuit functions as an astable toggle and
produces pulses. When it is released, the
capacitor cannot charge to the toggle volt-
age. •

(8. Krien)

The light-emitting diode with integrated
flasher is connected in series with the base

emitter junction of tranaistot Tl. This re-
sults in a load connected to K2 being

904096-11
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switched on and off in rhythm with the
flash rate. This load may be a relay or a
lamp.
lt is essential that the maximum collec-

tor current of the transistor (of the BD139 =
750 mA) is not exceeded. If that is not suf-
ficient, apower darlington may be used,
which will give some amperes.

The current drawn by the circuit under
no-load conditions amounts to 20 mA. •

(J. Ruftell)


